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Preface

DILS 2004 (Data Integration in the Life Sciences) is a new bioinformatics work-
shop focusing on topics related to data management and integration. It was
motivated by the observation that new advances in life sciences, e.g., molecular
biology, biodiversity, drug discovery and medical research, increasingly depend
on bioinformatics methods to manage and analyze vast amounts of highly di-
verse data. Relevant data is typically distributed across many data sources on
the Web and is often structured only to a limited extent. Despite new interop-
erability technologies such as XML and web services, integration of data is a
highly difficult and still largely manual task, especially due to the high degree of
semantic heterogeneity and varying data quality as well as specific application
requirements.

The call for papers attracted many submissions on the workshop topics. Af-
ter a careful reviewing process the international program committee accepted 13
long and 2 short papers which are included in this volume. They cover a wide
spectrum of theoretical and practical issues including scientific/clinical work-
flows, ontologies, tools/systems, and integration techniques. DILS 2004 also fea-
tured two keynote presentations, by Dr. Thure Etzold (architect of the leading
integration platform SRS, and president of Lion Bioscience, Cambridge, UK)
and Prof. Dr. Svante Pääbo (Director, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology, Leipzig).

The workshop took place during March 25–26, 2004, in Leipzig, Germany,
and was organized by the Interdisciplinary Bioinformatics Center (IZBI) of the
University of Leipzig. IZBI was founded in 2002, and became one of five German
bioinformatics centers funded by the German Research Association (DFG) after
a highly competitive selection process. The University of Leipzig, founded in
1409, has chosen biotechnology as one of its high priority fields. Its new Center for
Biotechnology and Biomedicine was established in 2003 and closely cooperates
with IZBI and other research institutes as well as with industrial partners.

As the workshop chair and editor of this volume, I would like to thank all
authors who submitted papers, as well as the program committee members and
additional referees for their excellent work in evaluating the submissions. Special
thanks go the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology for providing
us with their new facilities to run the workshop, and the IZBI organization team,
in particular Hai Hong Do, Toralf Kirsten and Hans Binder. Finally, I would like
to thank Alfred Hofmann and his team at Springer-Verlag for their cooperation
and help in putting this volume together.

Leipzig, February 2004 Erhard Rahm
Workshop Chair
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An Ontology-Driven Framework for Data

Transformation in Scientific Workflows�

Shawn Bowers and Bertram Ludäscher

San Diego Supercomputer Center
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA, 92093-0505, USA,
{bowers, ludaesch}@sdsc.edu

Abstract. Ecologists spend considerable effort integrating heterogene-
ous data for statistical analyses and simulations, for example, to run
and test predictive models. Our research is focused on reducing this
effort by providing data integration and transformation tools, allowing
researchers to focus on “real science,” that is, discovering new knowledge
through analysis and modeling. This paper defines a generic framework
for transforming heterogeneous data within scientific workflows. Our ap-
proach relies on a formalized ontology, which serves as a simple, unstruc-
tured global schema. In the framework, inputs and outputs of services
within scientific workflows can have structural types and separate seman-
tic types (expressions of the target ontology). In addition, a registration
mapping can be defined to relate input and output structural types to
their corresponding semantic types. Using registration mappings, ap-
propriate data transformations can then be generated for each desired
service composition. Here, we describe our proposed framework and an
initial implementation for services that consume and produce XML data.

1 Introduction

For most ecological and biodiversity forecasting, scientists repeatedly perform
the same process: They select existing datasets relevant to their current study,
and then use these datasets as input to a series of analytical steps (that is, a sci-
entific workflow). However, ecological and biodiversity data is typically heteroge-
neous. Researchers must spend considerable effort integrating and synthesizing
data so that it can be used in a scientific workflow. Reusing analytical steps
within workflows involves a similar integration effort. Each analytic step (or
service since they can be implemented as web services [CCMW01]) in a work-
flow consumes and produces data with a particular structural representation,
much like a dataset. To compose existing services, the structural and semantic
differences between the services must be resolved, and this resolution is typi-
cally performed by the scientist either manually or by writing a special-purpose
program or script.
� This work supported in part by the National Science Foundation (NSF) grants

ITR 0225676 (SEEK) and ITR 0225673 (GEON), and by DOE grant DE-FC02-
01ER25486 (SciDAC-SDM).

E. Rahm (Ed.): DILS 2004, LNBI 2994, pp. 1–16, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004



2 Shawn Bowers and Bertram Ludäscher

The Science Environment for Ecological Knowledge (SEEK)1 [Mic03] is a
multidisciplinary effort aimed at helping scientists discover, access, integrate, and
analyze distributed ecological information. We envision the use of web-enabled
repositories to store and access datasets, including raw data and derived results,
software components, and scientific workflows. Additionally, we wish to exploit
formalized, ecological ontologies to help scientists discover and integrate datasets
and services, as workflows are designed and executed.

This paper proposes a framework that exploits ontological information to
support structural data transformation for scientific workflow composition. We
believe data transformation is an integral part of semantic mediation, which aims
at providing automated integration services within SEEK. The framework is de-
signed to allow researchers to easily construct scientific workflows from existing
services, without having to focus on detailed, structural differences. In particu-
lar, when a service is stored in SEEK, each input and output is annotated with
a structural and (optionally) a semantic type. In our framework, a structural
type—similar to a conventional programming-language data type—defines the
allowable data values for an input or output, whereas a semantic type describes
the high-level, conceptual information of an input or output, and is expressed
in terms of the concepts and properties of an ontology. Thus, although struc-
turally different, two services may still be semantically compatible based on their
semantic types.

The goal of the framework is to exploit semantic types to (semi-) automat-
ically generate mappings between services with heterogeneous structural types.
By defining input and output registration mappings, which link a structural type
to a corresponding semantic type, ontological information is used to inform data
transformation. When a scientist wishes to compose two services, the input and
output registration mappings are combined to create a correspondence between
the two structural types. The correspondence is then used, when possible, to
generate the desired data transformation, thus making the services structurally
compatible.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes
scientific workflows and introduces an example workflow used throughout the
paper. Section 3 defines our proposed framework for data transformation. Sec-
tion 4 describes an initial implementation of the framework for services that ex-
change XML data. In particular, we define a language for specifying registration
mappings, based on structural types expressed using XML Schema. Section 5
discusses related work. Section 6 concludes with a discussion of future work.

2 Scientific Workflows

SEEK extends the Ptolemy system [BCD+02] to support scientific workflows.
Ptolemy is an open-source, Java-based application that provides interfaces for
designing and executing data-flow process networks [LP95]. In particular, we

1 See http://seek.ecoinformatics.org/
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S1

(life stage property)

S2

(mortality rate 
for period)

P1

P2

P4

P3 P5

Fig. 1. Two connected services to calculate the k-value [BHT96] during a par-
ticular life-stage period.

are extending Ptolemy to support web-services, web-enabled repositories and
workflow execution, scientific datasets, and semantic-type annotations through
ontologies. This section briefly describes scientific workflows and introduces our
running example. We note that our definition of a scientific workflow is inspired
by, and compatible with, the dataflow models of Ptolemy.

We define a scientific workflow as a set of connected services. By service, we
mean any software component that takes input and produces output, including
but not limited to web services. A service has zero or more uniquely named ports.
A port serves as either an input or an output to a service. Services exchange
information using connections, which link an output port to one ore more input
ports. When a pipeline is executed, data is transferred via connections from
output to input ports according to an execution model. An execution model is
an algorithm that determines how services should be scheduled and how data
should flow through services.

Figure 1 depicts a simple workflow that contains two services S1 and S2,
where the output port P2 of S1 is connected to the input port P3 of S2. The
purpose of this simple workflow is to compute mortality rates for periods within
the lifecycle of an organism [BHT96]. For example, consider the two datasets
shown in Figure 2. The table on the left, Figure 2(a), gives population samples
for specific development phases of the common field grasshopper (taken from
Begon, et al [BHT96]). The dataset on the right, Figure 2(b), gives periods of
development defined in terms of phases. Note that only one such period is given.
Here, S2 applies the “killing power,” or k-value statistic to determine the rate
of mortality for a set of observations (given in P3) and a set of phases (given in
P4). For the datasets in Figure 2, S2 would output a single pair (Nymphyl, 0.44)
on port P5. We note that, in SEEK, S1 and S2 represent stand-alone services
that would be selected by an ecologist from a repository and connected, possibly
as part of a larger workflow.

We require each port to have a structural type, which is similar to a con-
ventional data type found in programming languages. In general, a structural
type is expressed according to a type system, which consists of a set of base
types, a description of the allowable types (of the type system), and rules defin-
ing when one type is a subtype of another. A type definition is a restriction on
the structure of values being produced or consumed by a port. Thus, any value
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Phase Observed Period Phases

Eggs
Instar I
Instar II
Instar III
Instar IV
Adults

44,000
3,513
2,529
1,922
1,461
1,300

Nymphal {Instar I, Instar II, Instar III, Instar IV}

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Example datasets for computing k-values during lifecycle periods.

that conforms to the structural type (or a subtype of the structural type) is an
allowed value for the port.

We assume the function structType(P ) is well defined for each port P and
returns the structural type of P . Given two ports Pa and Pb, we write Pa � Pb

to denote that the structural type of Pa is a subtype of the structural type of
Pb. If Pa � Pb, we say Pa is structurally compatible with Pb.

One of the goals of SEEK is to allow scientists to reuse existing services when
building new ecological models. In general, we assume services are not “designed
to fit.” That is, two distinct services may produce and consume compatible
information, but have incompatible structural types.

3 Ontologies for Data Transformation

In this section, we define our proposed framework for ontology-driven data trans-
formation. We first describe the use of semantic-type annotations in SEEK for
enriching workflow services. We then describe how semantic types are exploited
in our framework via registration mappings, which are used to generate data
transformations between structurally incompatible services.

3.1 Ontologies and Services

As part of SEEK, we are developing technology that lets ecologists define, man-
age, and exploit ontologies. In general, we permit scientists to construct domain
or project-specific ontologies and define mappings between them, when appro-
priate. In addition, we are developing, with the help of ecologists, an upper-level
ecological ontology to serve as a framework for incorporating the various domain-
specific ontologies. The upper-level ontology includes concepts and relationships
for ecological properties, methods, measurements, and taxonomies. In the rest
of this paper, we assume a single global ontology, however, in our envisioned
environment there will more likely be many ontologies that when combined, for
example, through mappings, form a single, global ontology.

A semantic type is defined using the concepts and properties of the ontology.
In SEEK, we use semantic types to annotate services and datasets, where a
semantic-type annotation defines the conceptual information represented by the
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MeasContext

Observation EntityMeasProperty

hasContext 0:* 1:1

appliesTo

hasProperty

0:*

Accuracy
Qualifier

Ecological
Property

Abundance
Count

LifeStage
Property

Numeric
Value

Spatial
Location

hasLocation

hasCount

1:1

1:1hasValue

1:1

itemMeasured

1:*

Fig. 3. Portion of a SEEK ontology for ecological measurements.

item. A semantic type defines the conceptual information that is either consumed
or produced by a port. Thus, semantic types for ports are similar to semantic
pre- and post-conditions in DAML-S [ABH+02]. We note that in SEEK, however,
semantic types are independent of the structural details of a port. We believe
decoupling structural and semantic types has the following advantages. First,
although we require structural types, semantic types are optional. Thus, a service
can still be used even if it is not fully specified. Second, a port’s semantic type can
be defined or updated after the service is deployed, without requiring changes
to the structural type. Finally, we believe semantic types are easier to specify if
they do not mix structural information. For example, a port’s semantic type may
be as simple as a single concept label, even though it has a complex structural
type.

We have adopted the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [MvH03] to express
ontologies in SEEK. Figure 3 shows a fragment of the SEEK measurement on-
tology. The ontology is represented graphically, using RDF-Schema conventions
[BG03]. Only a subset of the OWL constructs are used in Figure 3. In particular,
we only consider class and property definitions, subclass relationships, and car-
dinality constraints on properties. (The notation 0:* and 1:* represent value and
existential restrictions, respectively, and 1:1 represents an exactly-one number
restriction [BN03].) Similarly, Figure 4 gives the semantic types for ports P2 and
P3 of Figure 1. As shown, the semantic type of port P3 accepts observations,
each of which measures an abundance count within the context of a life-stage
property. The semantic type of P2 outputs similar observations, but with accu-
racy qualifiers. In general, the semantic type of a port is defined as an OWL
concept.
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Observation

semType(P3)

MeasContext

hasContext

1:1

appliesTo LifeStage
Property

1:1

Abundance
Count

itemMeasured Number
Value

hasCount

1:11:1

semType(P2)

�

Accuracy
Qualifier

hasProperty

1:1

hasValue

1:1

Fig. 4. Example semantic types for output and input ports P2 and P3.

We assume the function semType(P ) returns the semantic type of a port P .
As stated above, a semantic type denotes a concept, which either exists as, or
is a restricted subclass of, a concept within an ontology. As shown in Figure 4,
semType(P2) is a subtype of semType(P3), which we denote using the standard
� relation used in description logics. Intuitively, P2 � P3 holds if every instance
of the concept semType(P2) is also an instance of the concept semType(P3).

3.2 Connecting Semantically Compatible Services

To correctly compose two services, a valid connection must be defined between
an output port of the source service and an input port of the target service.
Intuitively, a desired connection (see Figure 5) is valid if it is both semantically
and structurally valid. A connection from port Ps to port Pt is semantically
valid if Ps � Pt and structurally valid if Ps � Pt. The connection is structurally
feasible if there exists a structural transformation δ such that δ(Ps) � Pt.

Our focus here is on the situation shown in Figure 5. Namely, that we have
semantically valid connections that are not structurally valid, but feasible. Thus,
the goal is to find a δ that implements the desired structural transformation.

3.3 Structural Transformation Using Registration Mappings

Figure 6 shows our proposed framework for data transformation in scientific
workflows. The framework uses registration mappings, which consists of a set of
rules that define associations between a port’s structural and semantic types.
In this paper, we use registration mappings to derive data transformations. A
rule q ↔ p in a registration mapping associates data objects identified with
a query q to concepts identified with a concept expression p. For example, q
may expressed as an XQuery [BCF+03] for XML sources or as an SQL query
for relational sources, selecting a set of objects belonging to the same concept
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Source
Service

Target
Service

Ps Pt

Ontology (OWL)

Semantic
Type Ps

Semantic
Type Pt

Structural
Type Pt

Structural
Type Ps

Desired Connection

Incompatible

Compatible

(�)

(�)

δ(Ps)
δ (�)

Fig. 5. A semantically valid, but structurally invalid connection.

Registration
Mapping (Out)

Registration
Mapping (In)

Source
Service

Target
Service

Ps Pt

Semantic
Type Ps

Semantic
Type Pt

Structural
Type Pt

Structural
Type Ps

Desired Connection

Compatible (�)

Data Transformation

Correspondence

Fig. 6. The proposed transformation framework.

expression p. Thus, q ↔ p is the part of a registration mapping that registers the
q-selected objects with concepts denoted by p. We note that in general, p can
represent a single concept or possibly a complex, description logic expression. In
this section, we describe the general approach shown in Figure 6, and in the next
section we define a specific implementation of the framework for XML sources,
which includes a specific language for expressing registration mappings.

A registration mapping consists of one or more rules of the form q ↔ p.
The expression q is a query that selects instances of the structural type to reg-
ister to a concept denoted by p from the semantic type. We call the query q
a sub-structure selection. In this paper, we only consider concept expressions p
that denote contextual paths as opposed to arbitrary description logic expres-
sions. A context path denotes a concept, possibly within the context of other
concepts. For example, using the ontology fragment given in Figure 3, Observa-
tion.itemMeasured.hasLocation is a contextual path, where the concept selected
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by the path is SpatialLocation within the context of an observation measurement.
Given a registration mapping rule q ↔ Observation.itemMeasured.hasLocation,
we say that each data object selected by q is a SpatialLocation object for an
AbundanceCount, which is the item being measured for some Observation ob-
ject. It is important to note that we do not explicitly provide unique identifiers
for data objects within a mapping rule. Instead, we use the contextual path sim-
ply as an annotation mechanism. Thus, data objects are identified locally to a
structural-type instance, and these local identifiers are annotated with the ap-
propriate semantic types. When a contextual-path expression is defined, it can
be checked for validity (that is, that it makes sense) with respect to the semantic
type, for example, with the help of a description-logic reasoner..

We distinguish between output and input registration mappings, where an
output mapping is a registration mapping defined for an output port, and an
input mapping is a registration mapping defined for an input port. Output and
input registration mapping rules are composed to construct a correspondence
mapping between the source and target structural types (see figure below). A
correspondence mapping consists of rules of the form qs �→ qt, where qs and qt are
queries against instances of output (source) and input (target) structural types,
respectively. A rule in a correspondence mapping states an association between
the two sub-structures defined by qs and qt. We construct individual correspon-
dence mapping rules by composing registration mapping rules as shown in the
figure below. Note that from a correspondence mapping, we wish to construct
the appropriate transformation function δ.

ps

qs

pt

qt

�path

δ

Given a set of output registration-mapping rules Rs and a set of input
registration-mapping rules Rt, the correspondence mapping M between Rs and
Rt is exactly the result of the semantic join of Rs with Rt (written Rs ��sem Rt),
which we defined as follows. If qs ↔ p1 ∈ Rs and qt ↔ p2 ∈ Rt, then qs �→ qt ∈
Rs ��sem Rt if and only if p1 �path p2. The expression p1 �path p2 holds if p1 is a
contextual subpath of p2, that is, if the concept denoted by p1 is a subconcept of
the concept denoted by p2, and the context of p1 is a subcontext of the context
of p2. We formally define the �path relation for a simple semantic-path language
in the next section.

As shown in Figure 6, we use a set of correspondence mappings M to generate
a data transformation that can convert valid source data to valid target data. We
note that correspondence mappings may be underspecified, that is, there may
be more than one possible data transformation based on the correspondence
mapping.
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In general, we require registration mappings to be well-formed, that is, each
query and contextual path is well-formed. We also make the following assump-
tions concerning registration mappings. We note that the complexity of enforc-
ing the following properties depends on the languages used to express structural
types, structural queries, semantic types, and contextual paths.

– Consistent with respect to cardinality constraints. A registration
mapping is consistent with respect to cardinality constraints if, based on
the rules of the mapping, the structural-type cardinality constraints imply
the semantic-type cardinality (i.e., value restriction) constraints. Note that
if the cardinality constraints between the structural and semantic types are
inconsistent, the generated data transformation program may not be correct.

– Partially complete. A registration mapping is considered structurally com-
plete if every data item required by a structural type is registered with some
contextual path in the semantic type. Similarly, a registration mapping is se-
mantically complete if every required concept in a semantic type (according
to cardinality constraints) is registered by some data item in an instance of
the structural type. We require all input registration mappings to be struc-
turally complete. We also require all output registration mappings to be
semantically complete with respect to the input registration mapping. That
is, the output registration mapping should map data items to the needed
concepts of the input registration mapping.

4 A Framework Implementation for XML-based Services

In this section, we describe an instantiation of the framework defined in Section 3
in which XML is used to interchange data between services. We define a subset of
XML Schema [BM01, TBMM01] for the structural-type system, a simple XPath-
based query language, a contextual-path language, and the contextual subpath
relationship for contextual paths.

4.1 XML-based Structural Types

We consider a subset of XML Schema for expressing structural types, which
is very close to Document Type Definitions (DTDs), but with XML datatypes
[BM01]. In particular, a structural-type consists of one or more element defini-
tions, one of which is a distinguished root element. For simplicity, we do not
consider attributes. Instead, we use the common assumption that attributes are
modeled as simple elements containing text values (where attribute names are
often prefixed with the ‘@’ symbol).

A structural type takes the form root e=cm or elem e=cm, where e is an
element tag name and cm is the content model for e. Every structural type has
exactly one root-element definition (which is distinguished by the root qualifier).
A structural type may also have any number of additional element definitions
(which are distinguished by the elem qualifier).
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root population = (sample)*
elem sample = (meas, lsp)
elem meas = (cnt, acc)
elem cnt = xsd:integer
elem acc = xsd:double
elem lsp = xsd:string

<population>
<sample>

<meas>
<cnt>44,000</cnt>
<acc>0.95</acc>

</meas>
<lsp>Eggs</lsp>

</sample>
…

<population>

structType(P2) :

instance of structType(P2) :

root cohortTable = (measurement)*
elem measuremnt = (phase, obs)
elem phase = xsd:string
elem obs = xsd:integer

<cohortTable>
<measurement>

<phase>Eggs</cnt>
<obs>44,000</acc>

</measurement>
<measurement>

<phase>Instar I</cnt>
<obs>3,513</acc>

</measurement>
…

<cohortTable>

structType(P3) :

instance of structType(P3) :

Fig. 7. Example structural types and instances for port P2 (left) and port P3

(right).

We permit datatype and regular-expression content models. For example, the
expression elem cnt = xsd:integer restricts cnt elements to contain integer
values (where xsd:integer is an XML-Schema datatype). A content model is
defined using standard DTD regular-expression syntax. For example, the element
definition elem sample = (meas,lsp) states that a sample element consists of
a meas element followed by a lsp element. We require each element definition to
be nested under the root element either directly, as a subelement, or indirectly,
through any number of intermediate subelements.

To illustrate, we assume that ports P2 and P3 in Figure 1 have the structural-
type definitions given in the top of Figure 7. The structural type of P2 is shown
on the top-left and the structural type of P3 is shown on the top-right. Sam-
ple instances (XML documents) are given below each corresponding structural
type. As shown, the structural types are not subtypes, that is, P2 � P3. In
general, subtyping in XML is based on datatype compatibility (for example,
xsd:negativeInteger is a subtype of xsd:integer) and various rules concern-
ing content models (for example, the content model (a,b,c) is a subtype of the
content model (a|b|c)* for element definitions a, b, and c).

4.2 Structural-Type Queries and Contextual Paths

We define a structural-type query qxp for XML using a subset of XPath [CD99].
A query qxp is expressed using the following syntax. We note that the fragment
of XPath we consider is similar to tree patterns [MS02].
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qxp = /p
p = n | p/p | p/text() | p[q]
q = p | p=v

As shown, n represents an element tag name and v represents a text value
(that is, PCDATA). The expression /text() selects the PCDATA content of an
element.

A query is expressed as a simple path that always starts from the root element
type defined in the XML structural type. A query returns either fragments (that
is, sub-trees) of a document, or using the text() operator, a set of data values.
In addition, we permit simple qualifiers q, which select sub-trees that contain a
particular set of subelements, possibly with a specific data value.

The language we consider for expressing contextual paths is defined as fol-
lows. A contextual path defined over port P takes the form semType(P ).r1.r2...rn

for n ≥ 0, where r1 to rn are valid properties defined for the semantic type of P .
A contextual path always begins from the semantic type of a port. Additionally,
a contextual path always denotes a single concept, which is either the semantic
type of the port or a concept related to the semantic type through properties r1

to rn. Given a contextual path p, the function leadsTo(p) returns the concept
denoted by the contextual path p.

4.3 Registration and Correspondence Mappings

Figure 8 gives an example input and output registration mapping for ports
P2 and P3 of Figure 6 (using the structural types for P2 and P3 defined in
Figure 7). Assuming we wish to connect port P2 to port P3, we first use the input
registration mapping Rs and the output registration mapping Rt of Figure 8 to
generate a correspondence mapping. Recall that a correspondence mapping M
for Rs and Rt is equivalent to Rs ��sem Rt, which is computed using the semantic
subpath relation �path (see Section 3.3).

We define the semantic subpath relation for our contextual path language as
follows. Let p1 and p2 be the following contextual paths expressed over ports Pa

and Pb, respectively.

p1 = semType(Pa).r11.r12. ... .r1n

p2 = semType(Pb).r21.r22. ... .r2m.

The relation p1 �path p2 is true if and only if m = n, Pa � Pb, and
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, r1i = r2i and leadsTo(semType(Pa).r11. ... .r1i) � lead-
sTo(semType(Pb).r21. ... .r2i). To illustrate, the correspondence mapping M that
results from applying the semantic join of Rs and Rt (from Figure 8) is shown
in Figure 9.

4.4 Generating Data-Transformation Programs

In general, we want to use correspondence mappings to construct valid target
data instances (that is, XML documents that conform to the target structural
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P2 output registration-mapping rules (qs ↔ p):

/population/sample ↔ semType(P2)
/population/sample/meas/cnt ↔ semType(P2).itemMeasured
/population/sample/meas/cnt/text() ↔ semType(P2).itemMeasured.hasCount
/population/sample/meas/acc ↔ semType(P2).hasProperty
/population/sample/meas/acc/text() ↔ semType(P2).hasProperty.hasValue
/population/sample/lsp/text() ↔ semType(P2).hasContext.appliesTo

P3 input registration-mapping rules (p ↔ qt):

/cohortTable/measurement ↔ semType(P3)
/cohortTable/measurement/obs ↔ semType(P3).itemMeasured
/cohortTable/measurement/obs/text() ↔ semType(P3).itemMeasured.hasCount
/cohortTable/measurement/phase/text() ↔ semType(P3).hasContext.appliesTo

Fig. 8. Example registration mappings for ports P2 and P3.

/population/sample �→/cohortTable/measurement

/population/sample/meas/cnt �→/cohortTable/measurement/obs

/population/sample/meas/cnt/text() �→/cohortTable/measurement/obs/text()

/population/sample/lsp/text() �→/cohortTable/measurement/phase/text()

Fig. 9. Correspondence mapping that results from connecting ports P2 and P3.

type) from valid source data instances. The correspondence mapping from Fig-
ure 9 provides the following guidelines for developing such a mapping. Each pop-
ulation sample (/population/sample) should be used to generate a cohort table
measurement (/cohortTable/measurement), where each sample’s measurement
count (meas/cnt) corresponds to an observation in the measurement element of
the cohort table (obs), and each sample’s life stage property (lsp/text()) cor-
responds to a phase in the measurement element of the cohort table (phase).
Based on the correspondence mapping, the following data transformation (ex-
pressed using XQuery [BCF+03]) should be generated.

<cohortTable>

{ for $s in /population/sample return

<measurement>

{ for $c in $s/meas/cnt return <obs>{$c/text()}</obs> }

{ for $l in $s/lsp return <phase>{$l/text()}</phase> }

</measurement> }

</cohortTable>

To generate the above data transformation, we must make the following
assumptions.

1. Common prefixes refer to the same element. We assume correspon-
dence mapping rules that share a common prefix (in the source or target
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side of the rule) refer to the same element (in the source or target side, re-
spectively). Note that all correspondence rules, by definition, share at least
the root element. For example, the first two correspondence rules in Fig-
ure 9 share the common source prefix /population/sample and target pre-
fix /cohortTable/measurement. Thus, for a /population/sample element
s mapped to a /cohortTable/measurement element m, we assume that each
cnt element c under s is mapped to an obs element o under m.

2. Correspondence rules have compatible cardinality restrictions. By
cardinality restrictions for XML, we mean whether a subelement can occur
zero or more, one or more, zero or one, or exactly once under an element. For
example, the XML fragments selected by the source and target side of the
first correspondence rule in Figure 9 have identical cardinality restrictions.
Namely, a root population element can contain zero or more sample ele-
ments and similarly, a root cohortTable element can contain zero or more
measurement elements. In general, the source restrictions should be equiv-
alent or stricter than the target restrictions. Thus, we do not want to map
multiple source elements to a single target element.

3. Datatypes are compatible. We assume that each correspondence mapping
rule between XML text values is valid. In particular, we assume that the
datatype of the source is a subtype of the target. For example, if cnt was
defined as a double type instead of an integer type, the third correspondence
mapping rule would violate our subtype assumption, because a double is not
a subtype of an integer (where obs requires integer content).

For registration mappings that satisfy the above assumptions and are known
to be partially complete (see Section 3.3), it is straightforward to generate the
appropriate data-transformation program. However, for mappings that are not
partially complete (as given in Section 3.3) or do not have compatible cardinality
restrictions, the resulting correspondence mapping is underspecified. That is,
there may be many potential data transformations that can be generated from
the correspondences. As future work, we want to further explore approaches for
generating data-transformation programs from correspondence mappings, when
the above assumptions do not hold.

5 Related Work

In this paper, we have presented a generic framework for enabling service compo-
sition in scientific workflows. The framework exploits three distinct specifications
for services: structural types, semantic types, and registration mappings (which
link structural and semantic types). We believe that separating these three spec-
ifications is a practical solution for enabling the reuse of legacy services. Also,
under certain assumptions, registration mappings can be used to automatically
generate desired structural transformations, allowing scientists to easily connect
heterogeneous, but semantically similar services to form new workflows.

Although our goal is to integrate workflow services, our framework at-
tempts to solve a different problem than typical data-integration systems
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[Ull97, PB03, LGM01, PS98, PAGM96]. In particular, we want to construct
data transformations that can take valid data under one schema, and convert it
to valid data under another schema. In data integration, the focus is on combin-
ing source data expressed in heterogenous local schemas into an integrated view
under a global schema. Note that some work has explored the use of ontologies
as global schemas for data integration [SSR94, LVL03].

A number of languages have been defined for explicitly expressing data trans-
formations between heterogeneous schemas [KLK91, CDSS98, DK97]. However,
in scientific workflows, we believe it is important to compute data transforma-
tions whenever possible, as opposed to requiring scientists to express transfor-
mations manually, each time a connection is required. We note that a particular
service may be used in a number of workflows, which would require a distinct
data transformation mapping for each desired connection.

Instead, we use registration mappings from structural to semantic types
(where a semantic type is similar to a global schema) to generate correspon-
dence mappings. A number of recent approaches have explored the use of corre-
spondences in data integration and transformation [PS98, PB03, PVM+02]. In
Clio [PVM+02], a user specifies a set of correspondences between items in two
structurally heterogeneous schemas, and using the constraints of the schemas,
the system attempts to fill in, or generate, a complete mapping. Similarly, Pot-
tinger and Bernstein [PB03] use simple correspondences to merge structurally
heterogeneous schemas for data integration.

6 Future Work

We plan to further develop and extend the ontology-driven framework described
here within the context of SEEK. Our next step is to extend Ptolemy with the
XML-based framework described in Section 4. As part of this work, we also
want to explore the relationships between correspondence mappings and the
generation of data-transformation programs. In particular, we are interested in
developing techniques to help generate data transformations for underspecified
correspondence mappings and to extend the approach to support additional
semantic conversions, for example, to automatically perform unit conversion.
We also believe a more complex structural-type query language may be required
for complex structural conversions, and intend to extend the simple XPath-based
approach presented here as needed. Finally, we plan to investigate how the use of
different computation models and workflow scheduling algorithms can influence,
and help generate, data transformations.
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Abstract. Transparent information integration across distributed and heteroge-
neous data sources and computational tools is a prime concern for bioinformatics.
Recently, there have been proposals for a semantic web addressing these require-
ments. A promising approach for such a semantic web are the integration of rules
to specify and implement workflows and object-orientation to cater for computa-
tional aspects.
We present PROVA, a Java-based rule-engine, which realises this integration. It
enables one to separate a declarative description of information workflows from
any implementation details and thus easily create and maintain code. We show
how PROVA is used to compose an information and computation workflow in-
volving

– rules for specifying the workflow,
– rules for reasoning over the data,
– rules for accessing flat files, databases, and other services, and
– rules involving heavy-duty computations.

The resulting code is very compact and re-usable.
We give a detailed account of PROVA and document its use with a example
of a system, PSIMAP, which derives domain-domain interactions from multi-
domain structures in the PDB using the SCOP domain and superfamily defini-
tions. PSIMAP is a typical bioinformatics application in that it integrates dis-
parate information resources in different formats (flat files (PDB) and database
(SCOP)) requiring additional computations.
PROVA is available at comas.soi.city.ac.uk/prova

Keywords: Rules, Reasoning, Declarative and Object oriented Programming, Work-
flows.

1 Background

Systems integration is vital for progress in bioinformatics. Currently, users typically
use systems via the web limiting their possibilities. While there are systems, which in-
tegrate a number of databases and tools, such as SRS, Expasy, NCBI, etc. these systems
are inflexible and it is not possible to freely customize information workflows. There are
some efforts to tightly integrate data and computational resources such as Edit2Trembl
[MLFA99, MSA01, MKA00], which integrates annotations of tools for transmem-
brane prediction, GeneWeaver [BLJJ00], which integrates genome annotations, MyGrid
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[SRG03], which provides personalised access to bioinformatics resources focusing on
service management and discovery as part of the workflows.

However, many approaches are hard-wired and cannot adapt to changes in the un-
derlying information resources. They also rely on a hand-crafted mapping of schemata
of the different information resources. To this end, the semantic web promises a so-
lution to information integration through the use of shared ontologies, which serve as
common reference point for the information resources. Essentially, an ontology is a
hierarchically structured taxomomy, that maps out a domain. In bioinformatics, Ge-
neOntology [Con00] is a very prominent effort that defines a vocabulary for molecular
biology covering processes, functions, and location. Besides ontologies, a semantic web
will contain web services, which extend traditional web pages in that they allow access
to remote computations and resulting data.

Semantic web that consists of data specified with a hierarchical common ontology
and web services for computations can be programmed by marrying concepts from
declarative and object-oriented programming. Rules, reasoning, and logic are needed
for dealing with ontologies and for specifying workflows and relationships between the
data. Object-orientation is needed for reflecting the hierarchy of the ontology and for
implementing services and computations. Rule-based programming has another advan-
tage. It transparently extends the expressiveness and power of relational databases that
are often underlying bioinformatics databases. Rules serve as virtual table generators
that derive knowledge from elementary facts.

Rule-based programming and object-orientation serve complementary purposes.
Declarative programming style is very good for flexible data integration, inference, and
for specifying if-then logic. Object-orientation is optimal for modeling complex sys-
tems that are relatively stable and well understood. Declarative programming is good
for logic, while object-orientation is good for computation.

PROVA, the system presented in this paper, offers a clean way of integrating object-
oriented Java with rule-based programming, paving a way for intelligent knowledge-
intensive data integration useful in knowledge discovery for biomedical research.

2 Motivation

Before we formulate requirements for a more flexible and fruitful bioinformatics web
and how our language PROVA meets these requirements, let us analyse the available
data and their formats in detail. Although many bioinformatics data resources are kept
in flat files or more recently in XML, their nature is relational. End users typically
download these files, define database schemes and populate the databases with the data.

Example 1. Relational Databases
All major data source such as e.g. PDB, SCOP, GeneOntology, DIP, SWISSPROT, etc.
can be stored as relational tables. Let us consider two examples. PDB [Tea03], the pro-
tein databank, stores atomic coordinates of structures determined by X-Ray christallog-
raphy and nuclear magnetic resonance. Part of a PDB database will have a table with
the following schema

PDB: PDB ID, Atom ID, Atom type, x, y, z
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SCOP [MBHC95], the structural classification of proteins, is based on PDB and
hierarchically groups domains of proteins according to their structural composition. A
SCOP database contains a table

Scop: PDB ID, superfamily, family, domain

PSIMAP [DBG+03, BDH+03] is a database of structural domain-domain interac-
tions derived from PDB and Scop. Such interactions can be stored in a table:

PSIMAP: superfamily, superfamily

Once data is available in a relational database format rather than the original flat
files, it can be queried using SQL, the structured querying language.

Example 2. SQL queries
SQL could answer queries such as the following:

– PDB: What are the atomic coordinates of the structure with PDB ID 1goj?
– Scop: How many domains does structure 1goj have?
– Scop: Does 1goj have a domain belonging to the P-loop superfamily?
– Interaction: What are the interaction partners of the P-loop?

However, sometimes SQL is not sufficiently expressive to answer queries.

Example 3. Expressiveness of SQL
SQL does not have the same computational expressiveness as a full programming lan-

guage. In particular, it cannot express transitive closure. Hence, the queries

– Interaction: List all superfamilies the P-loop can directly or indirectly interact with

There is another problem. Most useful queries will involve more than one data
source and thus there have to be joins across databases, which can be distributed.

Example 4. Joins across (distributed) databases

– SCOP/PDB: List all P-loop domains whose resolution is better than 1.5 Angstrom
– SCOP/PDB: For PDB entry 1goj list all atomic coordinates separated by their Scop

domains

Finally, many queries will have a computational component to them involving ad-
ditional tools and computations that process the integrated data.

Example 5. Computations
SCOP/PDB: For a given multi-domain structure in PDB, check for all its pairs of Scop
domains whether these domains have at least 5 residue pairs within 5 Angstrom and can
hence be said to interact.

Let us summarise the above observations.

1. Relational databases: Most information sources used in bioinformatics can be spec-
ified as relational databases.

2. Simple queries: For many purposes, SQL-type querying is useful and sufficient.
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3. Expressive queries: Some queries require more expresiveness than SQL
4. Remote access: Resources are often distributed, but accessible through interfaces

such as HTML, database server, or web services.
5. Computation: As a rule, information integration also has computation-intensive

components.

These observations can serve as requirements, which need to be met to achieve
flexible and transparent systems integration. Additionally, a prime concern in systems
integration must be the separation of the workflow and the details of the data and com-
putation resources to be integrated.

Rules are a natural extension of relational databases to achieve more expressiveness.

Example 6. Rules as workflows
PSIMAP [DBG+03, BDH+03] considers each multi-domain protein in PDB and estab-
lishes an interaction between a pair of domains if they have at least 5 residue pairs within
5 Angstrom. An implementation of PSIMAP will have some complexity, as PDB and
Scop need to be wrapped and accessed. Most imperative approaches will mix the work-
flow with imlementation details such as wrappers and the actual computation. However,
using rules the workflow itself can be specified as a single simple rule:

PSIMAP(SF1,SF2) if
PDB(PDB_ID),
Scop(PDB_ID,SF1,F1,D1),
Scop(PDB_ID,SF2,F2,D2),
D1<>D2,
interact(D1,D2)

SuperfamiliesSF1 and SF2 interact if there is a PDB entry PDB ID for which there
is a Scop domain D1 of superfamily SF1 and a Scop domain D2 of superfamily SF2,
where D1 and D2 are different, and the two domains interact.

This is the pure workflow and it does not yet specify how the PDB entry is obtained,
where the Scop data comes from and how the computation is carried out. These are all
implementation details that are defined by separate rules, which in turn may require
access to a database or system calls.

Besides using rules to specify workflows, rules can be used to infer relationships
from the data. As shown in example 3, we might wish to know all superfamilies a given
superfamily such as the P-loop is directly or indirectly connected to.

Example 7. Inference and Rules
Two rules are needed to define if two superfamilies X and Y are connected, i.e. if they

can interact directly or indirectly. First, X and Y are connected if they interact (directly).
Second, X and Y are connected if X interacts directly with a third superfamily Z, which
is connected to Y. In rule format, this looks as follows:

connected(X,Y) if interact(X,Y).
connected(X,Y) if interact(X,Z), connected(Z,Y).
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3 PROVA

Our system PROVA, which is based itself on Mandarax [Die], addresses the above re-
quirements by providing a rule-based Java scripting language. The use of rules allows
one to declaratively specify the integration needs at a high-level without any implemen-
tation details. The transparent integration of Java caters for easy access and integration
of database access, web services, and many other Java services. This way PROVA com-
bines the advantages of rule-based programming and object-oriented programming in
Java. This section presents rationales and design principles behind the PROVA lan-
guage. We position this language as a platform for knowledge-intensive ontology-rich
applications in biomedical research. We are aiming to satisfy the following design goals
with the proposed PROVA language:

– Combine the benefits of declarative and object-oriented programming;
– Merge the syntaxes of Prolog, as rule-based language, and Java as object-oriented

languages;
– Expose logic as rules;
– Access data sources via wrappers written in Java or command-line shells like Perl;
– Make all Java API from available packages directly accessible from rules;
– Run within the Java runtime environement;
– Be compatible with web- and agent-based software architectures;
– Provide functionality necessary for rapid application prototyping and low cost main-

tenance.

Consider the following PROVA code showing how knowledge can be inferred from
the available facts.

Example 8. (Declarative programming)
Consider a table of interacting proteins. We wish to infer all interactions, direct or indi-
rect. In PROVA, this can be specified as follows (:- is read as “if”):

% Facts (what we know)
interactDirect(a,b).
interactDirect(b,c).
interactDirect(c,d).

% Rules (how to derive new knowledge)
interact(X,Y):-interactDirect(X,Y).
interact(X,Z):-interactDirect(X,Y),interact(Y,Z).

The query :- solve(interact(a,X))., which can be read as “which pro-
teins X interact with protein a?”, will return the three answers X=b, X=c, and X=d.

Thus, PROVA follows classical Prolog closely by declaratively specifying relation-
ships with facts and rules. Now let us consider two examples, where access to Java
methods is directly integrated into rules.
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Example 9. (Object-oriented programming)
The code below represents a rule whose body consists of three Java method calls: the
first to construct a String object, the second to append something to the string, and the
third to print the string to the screen.

hello(Name):-
S = java.lang.String("Hello "),
S.append(Name),
java.lang.System.out.println(S).

Java method calls can be used to wrap up computations. As an example, consider the
PSIMAP application, in which domain-domain interactions are computed by checking
whether 5 residue pairs are within 5 Angstrom. The exact PROVA code to carry out this
computation will be dicussed later. However, as an example for method call, consider
the line below in which the Java method interacts of object DomainA is invoked
with parameter DomainB.

scop_dom2dom(...):-
...
DomainA.interacts(DomainB).

Let us consider the PROVA syntax in detail. The first example above shows how
an object is constructed. The code is very similar to Java itself, only the new keyword
is missing. Once an object is available in PROVA, methods can be invoked on it in
the same way as in Java including both instance (DomainA.interacts) and static
calls (java.lang.System.out.println). The latter needs fully qualified class
names. An instance method can fail if an exception is raised or if the unification of the
optional returned object with the supplied pattern fails. There are two important rules
about the passing and returning of PROVA lists from Java methods. Essentially, all
PROVA lists are automatically converted to the Java ArrayList implementing the List
interface when passed to a Java method requiring a Collection for the corresponding
parameter. Conversely, when a Java Object array (Object[]) is returned from a Java
method, it is automatically converted into a PROVA list.

The full PROVA syntax in EBNF is shown in appendix A.

3.1 Programming with PROVA

Let us consider two example rules taken from the implementation of PSIMAP, the pro-
tein structure interaction map introduced earlier.

Given the general approach of decomposing an application workflow into the logic
and computational parts, we capture the knowledge-intensive part of the application in
PROVA rules directly while using Java, SQL, or command-line utilities based services
for accessing or generating data for which the highest level of performance is needed
and the logical component of the query is minimal. Consider the code fragment below,
which implements the following definition: “If there is a PDB entry and according to
SCOP this entry has two domains and according to the computation interacts at
least 5 residue pairs are within 5 Angstrom, then these two domains interact.”
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% Given the open database connection DB
% and a unique protein identifier in Protein
% Data Bank PDB_ID, test whether the provided
% domains with IDs PXA and PXB interact
% (have at least 5 atoms within 5 angstroms)
scop_dom2dom(DB,PDB_ID,PXA,PXB) :-

access_data(pdb,PDB_ID,Protein),
scop_dom_atoms(DB,Protein,PXA,DomainA),
scop_dom_atoms(DB,Protein,PXB,DomainB),
DomainA.interacts(DomainB).

The code shows an example of a data integration rule used for computing the in-
teraction of protein domains. The scop dom2dom-predicate in the head of the rule
represents a virtual table (view) composed from computational wrappers and lower-
level predicates. The body of the rules includes a generic cache-based access to PDB
data via the predicate access data, which is discussed below and which implements
an active cache. Given a PDB entry, a pair of domains is returned by the predicate
scop dom atoms and returned in the variables DomainA and DomainB, respec-
tively. The predicate requires a variable DB, which contains a database connection from
where the data is read. The use of databases and SQL is discussed below. Finally, an
instance method interacts returning boolean either succeeds or fails depending on
whether the two domains interact or not.

The example shows how external Java based data wrappers fit into the rule-based
data integration. Java variables can be constructed and returned from predicates associ-
ated with Java calls while boolean methods can be used to test conditions.

Now let us consider how the caching of PDB is implemented. The code below shows
how logic representation helps dealing with the complexities of defining the caching
mechanism for retrieving any type of data. We represent the data items by the data type
(variable Type) and a unique ID of a particular data item (variable ID). The data is
stored in the cache represented by variable CacheData.

% Top-level rule for accessing Data
% given data Type and particular ID.
access_data(Type,ID,Data) :-

% Retrieve or create the cache for Type
cache(Type,CacheData),
access_data(Type,ID,Data,CacheData).

% Two alternative rules for either retrieving data
% from the cache or accessing the data from its
% original location and caching it.
access_data(Type,ID,Data,CacheData) :-

% Attempt to retrieve the data
Data=CacheData.get(ID),
% Success, Data (whatever object it is) is returned
!.
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access_data(Type,ID,Data,CacheData) :-
% Retrieve the data from its location and update
% the cache
retrieve_data_general(Type,ID,Data),
update_cache(Type,ID,Data,CacheData).

The code above demonstrates a very high level of abstraction and flexibility offered
by rule-based systems. In particular, the cache variable is untyped which means that if
implementation for storing a cache changes the code will remain valid. Also, both the
ID and the Data itself are also untyped which allows one to use for instance complex
IDs represented as lists for unique IDs of the data items. The last two rules show how
IF-THEN logic is realised as alternative rules. If Data=CacheData.get(ID) suc-
ceeds, a cut operator (’!’) prevents further backtracking to another rule. Otherwise, the
retrieve data general predicate is used for fetching the data from its original
location. If there were several mirrors available for the original data, they are automati-
cally explored until the working mirror is identified.

The procedural code representing this type of logic would have been much more
cumbersome to write and maintain. Enhanced level of generality and flexibility is ex-
actly what is required for real-world data integration and manipulation projects involv-
ing access to multiple rapidly changing data sources.

3.2 Typing in PROVA

Because of the desired tight integration of PROVA rules with Java code and extended
use of types and classes in Java, we have decided to include a type system in PROVA.
This language feature is not commonly found in rule-based languages such as Pro-
log. The rationale behind the introduction of the type system was to offer the user
the option to restrict the applicability of rules and to control the level of general-
ity in queries. The notation for typed variables in PROVA normally involves prefix-
ing a variable name with a fully qualified name of the class to which the variable
should belong. All classes in the java.lang package can be used without their full
prefix specifying their package. Consider a member predicate returning the mem-
bers of a list. The query member(X,[1,Double.D,"3"])), will return X=1,
X=java.lang.Double.D, and X=3. The query variable X could be further qual-
ified as an integer. Then the query member(Integer.X,[1,Double.D,"3"]))
will return only java.lang.Integer.X = 1, as the other assignments fail as they
are double and string, respectively.

In the first query, an untyped variable X is used to query for list members. The first
variable in the target list is an Integer constant, while the second one is a Double vari-
able, and the last one is a string constant. Three solutions of this query demonstrate
this. The second query asks specifically for an Integer list members specifying an In-
teger variable as the first argument. As a result, only the first element, a constant 1, is
returned.

When more complex Java classes are used in PROVA, the following rules apply to
variable-variable unification. If the query and target variable are not assignable to each
other, the unification fails. Otherwise, the unification succeeds. If the query variable
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belongs to a subclass of the class of the target variable, the query variable assumes the
type of the target variable. If the query variable belongs to a class that is a superclass
of the class of the target variable or is of the same class as the target variable, the query
variable retains its class.

3.3 PROVA SQL Integration

PROVA SQL integration has a crucial role in providing an efficient and flexible mech-
anism for data and ontology integration. PROVA offers a seamless integration of predi-
cates with most common SQL queries and updates. The language goes beyond provid-
ing embedded SQL calls and attempts to achieve a more flexible and natural integration
of queries with PROVA predicates.

:-eval(consult("utils.prova")).
:-eval(test()).

location(database,"jdbc string", "database_name",
"username","password").

test():-dbopen("database_name",DB).

Opening a database only requires calling the dbopen predicate and providing
the database name. The rules for the dbopen predicate together with accompany-
ing rules for caching and mirroring are provided with the supplied external module
utils.prova that needs to be included (consulted) at the beginning of a user file.
Opening database requires one or more location records to be present in the fact base.
The location records help organising the information about possible alternative loca-
tions of data sources. The data sources are organised according to their type, name,
and any required keys for a particular dataset to be retrieved. Caching for datasets is
automatically provided.

In the case of opening a database, the data source type is database, the data
source name is the database name provided as the second argument to location, a JDBC
connection string is provided as the third argument, and optional username and pass-
word can be provided as strings. If more than one record for a particular database is
provided, the system attempts to establish connection with the each one in turn un-
til a successful connection is established or all locations are exhausted and opening
the database fails. This mirroring technique is especially useful for web-intensive ap-
plications where configuration flexibility is needed. For example, if an application is
developed on one computer and then deployed on the web server, the rule system above
can be used to achieve complete code independence. The example below illustrates this
situation.

:-eval(consult("utils.prova")).

location(database,scop,"jdbc:mysql://comas.soi.city.ac.uk",
"u","p").

location(database,scop,"jdbc:mysql://localhost","u","p").
dbopen(scop,DB)
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By default open database connections are cached. If the users wish to override the
default on how many database connections are cached they can override the correspond-
ing fact for the predicate cache capacity.

The main format for PROVA predicates dynamically mapped to SQL Select state-
ments is shown below:

sql_select(DB,Table,[N1,V1],...,[Nk,Vk],
[where,Where],[having,Having],[options,Options])

The built-in sql select predicate non-deterministically enumerates over all pos-
sible records in the result set corresponding to the query. The predicate fails if the result
set is empty or an exception occurs. It accepts a variable number of parameters of which
only the first two are required. DB corresponds to an open database connection and Ta-
ble is the name of the table to be queried. Note that the table name can be a variable that
only becomes instantiated during the execution of the code. Not only the table name can
be determined dynamically, but also all the remaining parameters can be either variables
or constants or even the whole list of parameters can be dynamically constructed.

The most important part of the syntax of sql select is 0 or more field name-
value pairs [N1,V1],...,[Nk,Vk]. N1,...,Nk correspond to field names in-
cluded in the query. As opposed to ordinary SQL Select statements, this list of fields
includes both the fields to be returned from the query and those that can be supplied in
the SQL Where clause. Whether a particular field Ni will be returned or used as a con-
straint depends on the values Vi corresponding to these field. If Vi is a constant at the
time of the invocation, it becomes a constraint in the automatically constructed Where
clause. Otherwise, Vi is an uninstantiated (free) variable and will be returned by the
query in each record in the result set. In addition to simple field names, N1,...,Nk
can be strings containing special SQL modifiers such as Distinct (for example, ”distinct
name”) or group functions such as Count (for example, ”count(px)”).

The remaining parameters are entirely optional. In the pair [where,Where],
”where” is a reserved word and Where is a variable or constant containing an explicit
SQL Where clause. This syntax is useful in situations requiring the use of such con-
straints as Like or Rlike, for example, [where, "pdb id like ’%%gs’"].
The pair [having,Having] allows specifying a post processing filter on the results
returned by the query, for example, [having,"count(px)>1"]. A large variety
of other modifiers for the query can be included with the [options,Optioons]
pair, for example,[options,"order by count(px) desc limit 10"]. A
number of examples of SQL Select mapped predicates working with SCOP are shown
below.

sql_select(DB,cla,[pdb_id,"1alx"],[px,Domain])
sql_select(DB,cla,[pdb_id,PDB_ID],[count(px),2])
sql_select(DB,cla,[pdb_id,PDB_ID],[count(px),Count])
sql_select DB,cla,[pdb_id,PDB_ID],[count(px),Count],

[where,"pdb_id like ’%%gs’"]
sql_select(DB,cla,["distinct pdb_id",PDB_ID],

[options,"limit 10"])
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Although only queries corresponding to a single table are supported at this mo-
ment, queries with joined tables can be constructed by combining several single table
queries. A future optimisation will provide an automatic construction of joins from
sql select predicates that have one or more common variables. The example below
shows how two sql select calls can be used to compute an inner join for table cla
finding two different domains PXA and PXB belonging to the same PDB file.

sql_select(DB,cla,[px,PXA],[pdb_id,PDB_ID]),
sql_select(DB,cla,[px,PXB],[pdb_id,PDB_ID]),
PXA<PXB

PROVA provides a built-in predicate sql insert providing a flexible mapping to
SQL Insert statements.

sql_insert(DB,Table,[N1,...,Nk],[V1,...,Vk])

The sql insert predicate is structured differently from sql select in that
it accepts the field names as a separate sublist in the third argument and the fourth
argument contains a sublist with values corresponding to these fields. The example
below shows a complete rule that parses a text-based database file with descriptions of
protein domains from the SCOP database.

db_import(DB,scop,des,Line) :-
tokenize_list(Line,"\t",[T|Ts]),
sql_insert(DB,des,[id,type,sccs,sid,description],

[T|Ts]).

The predicate db import receives an open database connection DB, the name
scop of the database to be imported, the name of the table to insert records into, and a
Line from the text file. The built-in predicate tokenize list builds Line tokens
separated by tab characters and outputs them in the list [T|Ts]. Finally, sql insert
inserts a new record into the table des with the specified fields and the values copied
from the list of tokens.

4 Comparison and Conclusion

Rules play an important role in bioinformatics. They come in many guises such as
database views, logic programs, constraints, active rules, description logics, ontologies,
etc. They have been used in many different contexts such as constraints for structure
prediction [BWBB99, KB02, PKWM00], model checking of biochemical networks
[CF03], logic programming for consistent annotation of proteins [MLFA99, MSA01,
MKA00], ontologies for transparent access to bioinformatics databases [LJ03, LE03],
ontologies for health applications [GE01, GES01], and integration of an ontology with
gene expression data [Bad03, BT03]. All but the first two applications involve systems
integration and therefore showcase the usefulness of rules, logic and ontologies for this
task.
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In this paper, we have argued that rules alone are not sufficient to easily facilitate
systems integration. We argued that a rule-based approach also needs to cater for com-
putation, database access, communication, web services, etc. All of these requirements
can be met by integrating a rule-based approach with an object-oriented approach such
as Java. The challenge is to make this integration transparent and get the best out of two
worlds.

There are a number of approaches that integrate object-orientation and deduction
such as Rock&Roll [FWPM94], ConceptBase [JGJ+95], and Flora [YK00]. These ap-
proaches aim for a conceptually coherent integration of the two different programming
paradigmns. In contrast to this, PROVA aims to provide a rule-engine for Java, which
caters for rule-based processing in Java. At first glance, this objective seems to be ad-
dressed also by catering for native method calls in Prolog engines. as exemplified by
systems such as JIProlog. There is however a difference to PROVA: PROVA emphasises
flexible integration as opposed to achieving simple interfacing of Java with Prolog. In
the following, we provide some comments for features listed in the table. This different
perspective leads to a host of features absent from JIProlog, but provided by PROVA
such as native syntax Java call, Java type system within the rules, access to static java
variables from the rules, automatic conversion of returned Java object lists into Prolog
lists, and interpretation instead of compilation. Furthermore, PROVA provides features
specifically useful for systems integration, namely variable arity and argument tails,
flexible database access, predicate names as variables, message-passing and reaction
rules for implementing active behaviour.

All in all, PROVA is a first step towards realising a semantic web for bioinformatics
by declaratively and transparently integrating data and rules including database access
and computations captured in procedural (Java) code. PROVA facilitates the separation
of declarative workflows from implementation details and thus leads to more compact
and maintainable code. We have shown how all of the above features are used to imple-
ment the PSIMAP system, which computes domain-domain interactions from SCOP
and PDB.
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A Syntax of PROVA

prova ::= statements, end of file;
statements ::= statement, statements;
statement ::= (fact — rule — query), end of statement;

fact ::= relation;
rule ::= relation, ”:-”, atoms;

query ::= (”eval” — ”solve”), ”(”, relation, ”)”;
atoms ::= atom, ”,”, atoms;
atom ::= relation — arithmetic relation — java call — cut;

relation ::= predicate symbol, ”(”, terms, ”—”, argument tail, ”)”;
argument tail ::= variable;

predicate symbol ::= lowercase word — uppercase word;
java call ::= functional java call — predicate java call — constructor java call;

functional java call ::= left term, ”=”, predicate java call;
predicate java call ::= static java call — instance java call;

static java call ::= qualified java class,”.”,method name,”(”, terms,”)”;
instance java call ::= variable, ”.”, method name, ”(”, terms, ”)”;

constructor java call ::= left term,”=”,qualified java class,”(”,terms,”)”;
terms ::= term, ”,”, terms;
term ::= left term — (func, ”(”, terms, ”)”);

left term ::= variable — constant — prova list;
func ::= variable — constant;

variable ::= uppercase word — typed variable;
constant ::= lowercase word — (’”’, string, ’”’) ;

typed variable ::= qualified java class, uppercase word;
prova list ::= ”[]” — (”[”, head, ”—”, tail, ”]”);

arithmetic relation ::= left term, binary operator, term;
binary operator ::= ”=” — ”!=” — ”¿” — ”¡” — ”¿=” — ”¡=”;

head ::= term;
tail ::= variable;

uppercase word ::= [”A”-”Z”,” ”], lowercase word;
lowercase word ::= [”a”-”z”], word;

word ::= [”a”-”Z”,0-9]+;
cut ::= ”!”;

end of statement ::= ”.”;
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<PEK xsi:type="process" Name="record telephone call" ID="REP_ORTR(12720)"> 
   <Attribut Name="ParentName" Value="Self Tonometry" /> 
   <Attribut Name="ParentID" Value ="REP_ORTP(8348)" /> 
   <Attribut Name="Name" Value ="record telephone call" /> 
 <data_container_out Name="inner_ocular_pressure" ID="REP_ORTP(8350)" /> 
   <data_container_out Name="blood_pressure" ID="REP_ORTP(8318)" /> 
 <data_container_out Name="patient_id" ID="REP_ORTP(8340)" /> 
</PEK> 
 
<PEK xsi:type="process" Name="store diagnostic data in glaucoma register" 
ID="REP_ORTR(12675)"> 
 <Attribut Name="ParentName" Value ="Self Tonometry" /> 
 <Attribut Name="ParentID" Value ="REP_ORTP(8348)" /> 
 <Attribut Name="Name" Value ="enter IOP and blood pressure" /> 
 <data_container_in Name="inner_ocular_pressure" ID="REP_ORTP(8350)" /> 
 <data_container_in Name="blood_pressure" ID="REP_ORTP(8318)" /> 
 <data_container_in Name="patient_id" ID="REP_ORTP(8340)" /> 
</PEK> 
 
<data_container Name=”inner_ocular_pressure” ID=”REP_ORTP(8350)" /> 
<data_container Name="blood_pressure" ID="REP_ORTP(8318)" /> 
<data_container Name="patient_id" ID="REP_ORTP(8340)" /> 
 
<FLOW ID=”REP_ORTP(231678)”> 
 <From PEK=”record telephone call" ID="REP_ORTR(12720)"> 
 <To   PEK=”store diagnostic data in glaucoma register" ID="REP_ORTR(12675)"> 
 <data_container Name=”inner_ocular_pressure” ID=”REP_ORTP(8350)" /> 
 <data_container Name="blood_pressure" ID="REP_ORTP(8318)" /> 
 <data_container Name="patient_id" ID="REP_ORTP(8340)" /> 
</FLOW> 

• QUERYPROCESSOR

INTERVAL



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ASCII" ?> 
<YAWASPEC xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/ xlink" >  
<YAWA_ID>self_tonometry_transfer_IOP</YAWA_ID> 
<QUERYPROCESSOR> 
    <QUERYPROCESSOR_NAME>transfer_glaucoma_data</QUERYPROCESSOR_NAME> 
    <QUERYPROCESSOR_CONFIG> 
      <ENTITY>self_tonometry_transfer_IOP</ENTITY> 
      <INTERVAL>3600</INTERVAL> 
    </QUERYPROCESSOR_CONFIG> 
</QUERYPROCESSOR> 
 
<EXTRACTOR> 
    <EXTRACTOR_NAME>get_glaucoma_data</EXTRACTOR_NAME> 
    <EXTRACTOR_CONFIG> 
       <TYPE>CSV</TYPE> 
       <FILENAME>glaucoma_data.csv</FILENAME> 
  <ATTRIBUTES> 
   <PATID TYPE=”Integer”> 
   <IOP Type=”Integer”> 
   <SYST Type=”Double”> 
   <DIAST Type=”Double”> 
  </ATTRIBUTES> 
    </EXTRACTOR_CONFIG> 
</EXTRACTOR> 
 
<RESULTPROCESSOR> 
    <RESULTPROCESSOR_NAME>store_glaucoma_data</RESULTPROCESSOR_NAME> 
    <RESULTPROCESSOR_CONFIG> 
  <TYPE>XML</TYPE> 
  <FILENAME>stored_glaucoma_data.xml</FILENAME> 
  <TARGETS>  
   <PATIENTMEASUREMENTS> 
    <PATID TYPE=”Integer”> 
    <IOP TYPE=”DOUBLE”> 
    <BLOOD_PRESSURE TYPE=”Record”> 
     <SYSTOLE TYPE="Double"/> 
     <DIASTOLE TYPE="Double"/> 
    </BLOOD_PRESSURE> 
   </PATIENTMEASUREMENTS> 
  </TARGETS> 
    </RESULTPROCESSOR_CONFIG> 
</RESULTPROCESSOR> 
 
<TRANSFORMER> 
 <TRANSFORMER_NAME>record_store_glaucome_data</TRANSFORMER_NAME> 
 <TRANSFORMATION_CONFIG> 
   <FROM SOURCE_NAME=”get_glaucoma_data” ATTR_NAME=”PATID” /> 
   <TO DEST_NAME=”store_glaucoma_data” ATTR_NAME=”PATIENTMEASUREMENTS/PATID” /> 
   <FROM SOURCE_NAME=”get_glaucoma_data” ATTR_NAME=”IOP” /> 
   <TO DEST_NAME=”store_glaucoma_data” ATTR_NAME=”PATIENTMEASUREMENTS/IOP” /> 
   <FROM SOURCE_NAME=”get_glaucoma_data” ATTR_NAME=”SYST” /> 
   <TO DEST_NAME=”store_glaucoma_data”  
        ATTR_NAME=”PATIENTMEASUREMENTS/BLOOD_PRESSURE/SYSTOLE” /> 
   <FROM SOURCE_NAME=”get_glaucoma_data” ATTR_NAME=”DIAST” /> 
   <TO DEST_NAME=”store_glaucoma_data”  
        ATTR_NAME=”PATIENTMEASUREMENTS/BLOOD_PRESSURE/DIASTOLE” /> 
 </TRANSFORMATION_CONFIG> 
</TRANSFORMER> 

 

• EXTRACTOR

• RESULTPROCESSOR

• TRANSFORMER
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Abstract. We identify a new type of data integration problem that
arises in functional genomics research in the context of large-scale experi-
ments involving arrays, 2-dimensional protein gels and mass-spectrometry.
We explore the current practice of data analysis that involves repeated
web queries iterating over long lists of gene or protein names. We postu-
late a new approach to solve this problem, applicable to data sets stored
in XML format. We propose to discover data redundancies using an XML
index we construct and to remove them from the results returned by the
query. We combine XML indexing with queries carried out on top of re-
lational tables. We believe our approach could support semi-automated
data integration such as that required in the interpretation of large-scale
biological experiments.

1 Introduction

The field of functional genomics promises to provide an understanding of the cel-
lular processes that control development, health and disease. The advent of large-
scale laboratory techniques including sequencing, microarrays and proteomics
has revolutionised the discipline and allowed biologists to take a global view of
biological processes. A sequencing run3, a microarray experiment4 or a 2-D pro-
tein gel5 suddenly deliver a large amount of data that needs to be assessed with
relationship to a particular problem being investigated. Current data acquisi-
tion and processing methods that rely on web browsing and querying for single
genes of interest are no longer sufficient. A microarray experiment can yield a
list of 500 gene names, all possibly implicated in the mechanism of a biological
process or disease that is being investigated. Tools such as Sequence Retrieval
System (SRS)6 [10] provide a means of executing a query over a range of data
sources but do not integrate the results. Keyword searching can be used to limit

3 http://www.sanger.ac.uk/HGP/
4 http://www.mged.org
5 http://psidev.sourceforge.net/
6 http://srs.ebi.ac.uk

E. Rahm (Ed.): DILS 2004, LNBI 2994, pp. 95–109, 2004.
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the range of results but still produces large numbers of links that need to be
investigated. The biologists we work with are able to identify lists of genes but
have not solved the problem of data and literature acquisition that would help
to place each gene in its context. The interpretation of gene expression and pro-
tein expression data requires data integration on a large scale. We believe that
a new generic approach to data integration is needed. We can no longer afford
to manually create new wrappers, mappings and views expressing the informa-
tion need of every biologist performing genome or proteome analysis. A generic
solution would be preferable. Since a significant number of biological databases
are available in XML format, we have the opportunity to use that format for
semi-automated data integration. We propose an XML data integration system
that can gather all available XML data for any gene of interest and present the
biologist with a digest of all known information, similar to GeneCards [16] but
not limited to the Homo sapiens species.

The eXtensible Markup Language, XML7, is one of the alternative formats
used in biological data presentation. In particular, the SRS system handles XML
easily and provides tools for the indexing of such data. SRS does not however
integrate data, instead, integrated data views have to be crafted by skilled pro-
grammers. The biological users we know have to manually retrieve and integrate
data. It is our intention to provide a data integration service for such users.
We propose a different scenario. Our user is a biologist performing a large-scale
biological experiment. The experiment produces a list of gene or protein names
and our task is to find all available information about those data items from the
public web databases.

We believe that a gene- or protein-focused view of all biological databases can
satisfy the needs of a large number of researchers. An XML tree giving a summary
of all information relevant to a given gene or protein could be processed by a data
integration system and stored as a pre-processed summary. Each user would then
select from that summary a relevant subset of information. Creating an XML
tree for a gene can be done simplistically, by creating a root and attaching a
gene-specific subtree from each database to that root. However, this solution is
not satisfactory because the same data will be replicated in many subtrees. We
aim to integrate the data at the XML level while taking into account both the
data structure and content. We adopt ideas from the data mining community
where both the tree structure and content are considered. We combine this idea
with the use of database indexes that will make possible an approach similar to
data mining on very large data sets. By indexing we reduce the computational
complexity of the processing needed to find correspondences between different
paths in XML trees, and by using simple queries on all indexed data we can
develop well-founded mappings to be used to remove duplicated information.

Our work is based on the following assumptions and observations. We ob-
serve that biological databases are developed independently, and their XML
structures have various levels of nesting and often use disjoint vocabularies in
their tree structures. Because the data comes from various domains (for instance

7 http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml
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eukaryotic promoters, protein structures, genome maps), it is unlikely that au-
tomated matching of attribute names will allow us to merge the data. Each
biologist has different needs and may use any number of databases. It is conse-
quently impossible to prescribe how data should be merged and presented. On
the other hand, we expect a certain degree of order and data sharing between
different database trees. We assume shared database identifiers, unique IDs for
single records (because most databases started as flat files each entry will have
an ID) and large numbers of records of similar structure.

Our contributions are as follows. We identify a new type of data integra-
tion requirement. We provide a critique of existing data integration systems
and we propose the idea of item-based XML data integration. We propose an
index-based algorithm for redundancy removal and an application architecture
to support querying. The rest of the paper follows this order and closes with a
discussion and conclusions.

2 Searching On-line Databases

Affymetrix Data Mining Tool

Netaffx

Mouse Genome Informatics

EMBL−EBI *      LocusLink        Ensembl

SRS

PubMed

PMID 11251179

PMID 9126490 *

ScienceDirect

Fig. 1. Webpages visited during searching. * indicates sites that contained ma-
terial that the researcher found interesting

Biologists have a variety of aims when searching on-line databases. We con-
ducted extended interviews with four research groups that use microarray and
proteomics technologies. We observed the process of data analysis performed
as a series of web queries. We gathered logs of web activity using Muffin8 and
focused on web queries and data navigation paths.

2.1 Study 1, Mouse Breast Development as a Model for Cancer

Study 1 aims to understand gene expression in mouse mammary gland develop-
ment and involution. A series of microarray experiments has led to the identifi-
8 www.muffin.org
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cation of 400 gene names. All genes should be studied and potential candidates
identified on the basis of a known role in cancer and mammary gland develop-
ment. The researcher reported spending six months characterising 100 genes by
web browsing. He would like to be able to study the remaining 300 genes. The
current practice is to start with the Affymetrix database9 and for each probe
name identified in the experiment, to find the corresponding gene. The link to
the gene is followed, finally leading to PubMed articles10. If the article title cor-
relates with the research interest of Study 1, it will be downloaded. The sequence
of a typical search is shown in Figure 1. Leading on from the Affymetrix Data
Mining Tool, the researcher found useful material in EMBL, but ultimately re-
sorted to PubMed to issue a query for the gene name listed in the Affymetrix
database. PubMed produced two articles that were of interest, one of which was
pursued through to Science Direct11, and ultimately printed out for subsequent
study. This process was followed for all 100 genes and the researcher would like
to be able to automate it. Moreover, he would like an additional facility, that of
grouping the articles according to the number of the gene names in the query
set they refer to. For instance, articles could be presented in a ranked order with
those shown first that mention the greatest number of gene names out of the
initial query set.

2.2 Study 2, Search for Candidate Genes for Hypertension

Study 2, working on a rat model of hypertension, wants to identify the exact
genome location for 400 genes and to find supplementary information about
similar genes in mouse and human. The web search using Ensembl12, NCBI13,
MGD14 and RGD15 consumed a significant amount of time, simply to find gene
locations. The identification of up-to-date comparative maps of human, mouse
and rat for a subset of the genes located on one rat chromosome was also time-
consuming. The search started from the Affymetrix database and the initial list
of gene positions was gathered by web searching. The list was complemented
with additional probe positions calculated by running a large-scale sequence
comparison where probes from the Affymetrix database were compared to the
rat genome.

2.3 Study 3, Rat Model of Schizophrenia

Study 3 is characterising 250 genes that are differentially expressed in a rat model
of schizophrenia. We estimate that a full analysis of those genes will consume

9 www.affymetrix.com
10 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=PubMed
11 www.sciencedirect.com
12 www.ensembl.org
13 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/
14 www.informatics.jax.org
15 rgd.mcw.edu
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several months. The Affymetrix database of probe names is the starting point.
Web queries on probe sequences lead the researcher to the DNA sequence of the
rat gene or its human or mouse homologue. Those target sequences will then
be used to design laboratory tests and relevant publications will be sought in
PubMed and downloaded.

2.4 Study 4, Trypanosoma brucei Proteins

Study 4 is characterising the proteome of Trypanosoma brucei by 2-D gel elec-
trophoresis [8] and mass spectrometry. Mass spectrometry-based protein iden-
tification is based on sequence searching. For each protein similar to the one
observed on a 2-D gel, the study will want to gather information from the web,
possibly extending to known publications, predicted genes, protein structures
or protein motifs. Correlation with any published experimental data, including
microarrays, would be beneficial to the study.

3 Existing Integrative Tools

3.1 Entrez

Entrez is possibly the most popular biological query system16. It offers a query
interface which allows the biologist to distribute the query over all of Entrez
databases. However, there is no further data integration. Query results list each
of the underlying data sources together with the corresponding number of hits in
each database. Clicking on any of the databases which show a match will deliver
a list of links to data items stored in each database.

3.2 Sequence Retrieval System (SRS)

SRS is a warehousing and indexing system [10]. The system regularly downloads
flat files and XML databases during low usage periods. Indexes are constructed
in order to support queries over a number of data sources. Relational databases
are not mirrored but their query facilities are captured in such a fashion that
the databases can be queried effectively over the Internet. A user can select a
set of target databases and issue a query spanning a selection of data sources.
The query is then sent to remote relational databases and to the local flat files
and XML data sources. The results are then brought together for the user. The
results are presented as web pages of links or tables of data. Figure 2 shows an
example result set.

3.3 GeneCards

The information content of GeneCards [16] focuses on the human genome. Data
is integrated either by establishing local caches or by executing queries against
16 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/
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Fig. 2. SRS nucleotide database query result for socs3

on-line databases. Local caches are held in flat file format although this is cur-
rently being migrated to XML. Data is integrated from around 50 sources in-
cluding Swiss-Prot, OMIM, Ensembl and LocusLink. The search engine removes
redundancy and presents a digest of the information extracted. The HUGO
database is used to identify the aliases of a particular gene. The results page
presents a synopsis of the function of the gene and also a link to PubMed to
allow the identification of literature that describes the gene. Source articles are
not directly referenced on the results page but a variety of links (in addition to
PubMed) are provided that lead to publications.

3.4 MedMiner

Medminer [17] is a text mining tool. It filters article abstracts and presents
the most relevant portions. It consists of three components: the facility that
queries web databases, the text filtering engine and the user interface. PubMed
and GeneCards are used by MedMiner as information sources. The GeneCards
query is used to return genes that are relevant to the user. The user can then
select one of those genes for inclusion in a PubMed query. Arguments can be
added to the PubMed query to initiate the filtering process. The abstracts of
the returned articles are broken into sentences and each sentence is tested to
see whether it conforms to the relevance criterion. The latter is true when the
sentence contains the query arguments and one of the MedMiner keywords. These
keywords are truncated terms associated with biological processes. When the
user wishes to study the genes associated with a certain phenomenon, the co-
occurrence of a gene identifier with a phenomenon relevant term in the abstract
of an article increases the possibility that this article is an important one. After
the text mining has been concluded, the citations that pass the relevance filter are
grouped according to the keywords they contain. MedMiner, instead of showing
the whole article abstract, displays only the sentence found to be relevant, with
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the keywords and the query argument, highlighted. The use of keywords as the
article relevance metric runs the risk of high false negatives, especially if the
keywords have not been wisely selected and they do not cover all the aspects
of a certain phenomenon or process. A potential limitation is that relationships
between keywords and gene identifiers that span multiple sentences will not be
picked up. The choice of displaying only the relevant sentence instead of the
abstract itself, can result in significant time savings. However there is a trade off
with the possibility that important pieces of information existing in the rest of
the abstract will never be displayed.

3.5 Limitations of Existing Tools

GeneCards is specific to the human genome and does not cover mouse, rat, or
other organisms. MedMiner inherits the same weakness. The GeneCards system
is based on hard-coded schema mappings and is not easily extended to add new
data resources, or new XML files acquired from laboratory equipment or from
collaborators. The approach is not flexible or scalable, however it represents a
significant step in data integration methods. In fact, an approach that combines
both literature and database resources and is extensible to any species of interest
is required. Ideally, a PubMed abstract could be co-indexed with terms found
in traditional databases to achieve an integration of textual, experimental and
other annotation data present in public repositories. Further to that, queries
over sequence data should be part of the data integration system allowing the
integration of textual, database and sequence data to be even more effective.

4 Structural Conflicts in Data

The significance of XML in the integration of biological databases has been
recognised for some time [1]. Some databases, such as Swiss-Prot, are avail-
able for download in XML format whereas other systems such as PubMed are
able to return the results of queries as XML. The increasing conformance to
the XML standard will help with the outstanding issues of integration between
heterogeneous databases. Significant difficulties will however remain as a result
of the current divergence in data design and the expected continuation of this
divergence. Figures 3 and 4 show parts of the XML trees for the Swiss-Prot
database and queries returned from PubMed. The gene name in Swiss-Prot is
found by following the path: sptr/entry/reference/gene/name. There is no equiv-
alent path in PubMed, but the same name may be found in an abstract, by fol-
lowing the path: PubMedArticleSet/PubMedArticle/MedlineCitation/Article/-
Abstract/AbstractText. There is also another connection between the two trees.
A Swiss-Prot entry records a PubMed article as a leaf on the path sptr/-
entry/reference/citation/dbReference and the key used by Swiss-Prot is the key
present in the PubMed tree reachable via PubMedArticleSet/PubMedArticle/-
MedlineCitation/PMID. It can clearly be seen that the two structures contain
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Article

PubMedArticle

PubMedArticleSet

Abstract

AbstractText MedlinPgn ISSN JournalIssue

PubDate Issue Volume

Year Month Day

PMID

PubMedData

Author

Initials LastName

AuthorList Affiliation JournalArticleTitlePagination

NCBIArticle MedlineCitation

Forename

Fig. 3. Tree structure for PubMed query results

property

authorList locator dbReference citingCitationeditorListtitle

entry

person−(name) group−(name)group−(name)person−(name)

sptr

reference gene
name

citation− (db, date, type, name,volume,first,last,)

Fig. 4. Tree structure for the Swiss-Prot database. Attributes associated with
tag names are bracketed

several incompatibilities. Although there are some matches between the struc-
tures at the level of tag names (eg authorList) there are many instances of data
items that contain common semantics but are represented by varying structures.
Dates in Swiss-Prot are represented by a single string giving the month and year
whereas in PubMed they are represented by a sub-tree. Attributes in Swiss-Prot
contain equivalent semantic content that is held by tags and their values in
PubMed.
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a2
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journal

abstract:
..... p1 ... p2

Ensembl

g2
g3

g4
g1

p1

a2
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journal

abstract:
..... p1 ... p2

g1

p1

p1
p2

XML RESULT

protein names: p1, p2, p3, p4
articles: a1, a2, a3, a4
genes: g1, g2, g3, g4

Proteins

p1
p2

p3
p4

PubMed

a1
a3

a4

SEARCH for gene,   g1   in Proteins, PubMed and Ensembl

Fig. 5. A schematic view of data querying and integration using XML trees

5 XML Result Construction

The four biological studies we reported on are characterised by the use of a
variety of databases that are manipulated using web interfaces, most of which
offer a simple query modality and return the result as a mixture of textual in-
formation and web links. The starting point of the search is the result from
a laboratory experiment. In the microarray context it is a list of probe names
and in proteomics it is a list of peptide masses delivered by a mass spec in-
strument. In both cases the researchers enter their query in one of the available
interfaces and follow a list of links returned by the query. The resulting data
returned from each of those queries represents a subtree of an XML tree for each
database being queried. Figure 5 shows a query for a gene g1 which returns two
items p1, p2 from a protein database, an article a2 from PubMed and a gene g1
from Ensembl. Conceptually, all the information returned by those queries (or
obtained by following the links between databases), represents a union of three
XML subtrees. These subtrees can be brought together, by adding a root and
attaching the subtrees to it. We believe that we could build such XML trees
for each gene of interest. This approach would go further than the SRS system
which presents the user with a list of items. One of the difficulties the user has
with SRS is that the data returned from the queries is presented as a sequence
of items, rather than integrated in such a way as to present a unified result.
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This forces the researcher to follow the links, save the web pages and then deal
with a large body of heterogenous data that contains duplication and is not
ordered in a meaningful way. We want to take advantage of SRS, and extend it
to reconcile the results returned from a number of databases. We will find data
repetitions and remove them first. The next step will be to provide the facility to
select the information in the tree according to semantic criteria, so that the user
interested in protein structures gets the structure information and a user inter-
ested in gene localisation gets a part of the XML tree showing gene locations.
This grouping can be performed by placing each source database into a general
category according to the information it stores. This is similar to the grouping
of the databases indexed by the SRS at EBI17. Additionally, if a user wants to
work with a list of genes, clustering operations could be carried out to highlight
the genes that share subtrees of data. Finally, we need to think how to present
this information in a way that supports the understanding of this complex data.
This last issue remains outside the scope of this work.

6 XML Indexing and Data Integration

A high-level overview of database integration techniques is provided by Gar-
cia-Molina and colleagues [6] who distinguish between federation, warehousing
and mediation. In the biological arena, NCBI databases are a federation where
the sources are independent, but call on one another to supply additional in-
formation. The second approach, warehousing, requires constructing local copies
of relevant databases. SRS is a warehousing system that keeps data fresh by
downloading new information overnight and re-indexing it. Lastly, mediation is
the use of software components that support queries over data sources using
various storage formats and schemas. Discovery Link [10] is a mediation system
that distributes relational queries and brings the results together. Warehousing
is assumed to provide more efficient queries, because the dependence on external
servers and the volume of internet traffic is reduced. However, warehousing or
mediation do not automatically integrate data. To integrate data, one needs to
write complex queries, and none of the tools reviewed in Section 3 offer a query
facility that could be used by a biologist who does not understand the semantics
and syntax of the underlying data sources.

There are two facets to data integration. One is the integration of schemas
and the other the integration of data values. So far, schema integration has
received the most attention and recent reviews of schema matching have been
conducted by Rahm and Bernstein [15] and Do and colleagues [3]. Assuming
that one-to-one schema mappings can be generated, there is no accepted way
to store them, manipulate them or to merge more than 2 schemas [12], unless
they cover the same or very similar data [7]. Current work in the area of schema
mapping does not concern itself with data values. However, there have been
attempts to include data values in query view definition, most recently by Yan
and colleagues [18].
17 srs.ebi.ac.uk
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Wrapping and mediation systems abstract from data values. This is partly
predicated by the fact that they are designed to perform lazy access to data.
Example systems include Bio-Kleisli, K2, Tambis, Discovery Link and OPM
[10]. XML based approaches in this area focus on query languages and schema
transformations [11,15,13,14,5].

Recent work in machine learning (ML) is beginning to address the use of
data values in data integration. Kurgan and co-workers [9] performed ML on
XML tags but did not consider all the data values stored in the tree. Chua and
co-workers [2] performed relational data integration via attribute data matching,
assuming the knowledge of entity matches. The strength of the method lies in
the identification of a variety of statistical tests that are applied in attribute
value matching. The method is of interest and we are planning to test it in
XML data integration, by applying it to leaves that cannot be matched using
relational methods. Doan et al. [4] use ML in concept matching. They match
pairs of ontologies, which include data values stored in tree leaves. Their system
uses a subset of data values to achieve concept matching and takes into account
constraints, neighbourhoods of nodes, data paths and heuristics. Despite the
progress reported in ML, we believe that current ML approaches suffer from
several drawbacks. They can only match a pair of schemas at a time. They
use only some of the data because the matching process entails an exhaustive
comparison of all attributes or nodes, which leads to a combinatorial explosion
of matching activity. We believe that ML could be applied as a last step in
data matching and should be supported by indexing, in order to contain the
combinatorial explosion of matching.

7 Integrating Data for One Gene or Protein

The semantics of XML data rest both in the tree structure and in the leaves. We
intend to benefit from both types of information. To encode the tree structure,
we index all paths, including the leafs. When the data is indexed, each leaf value
can be examined in turn, to see if it is a candidate for matching (redundancy
removal). For each leaf value we check how many times it occurs in the data,
and count how many distinct paths lead to it. Groups of leaves that share the
same paths are immediate candidates for path merging if they come from dis-
tinct databases. If a leaf is reachable via two distinct paths in one database,
the semantics of those paths need to be examined either automatically (by algo-
rithms) or with expert help. For any two matching paths, as identified by shared
leaf sets, we can also check the immediate leaf neighbourhood to identify shared
subtrees. We now outline some of the queries to use in data integration.

The simplest case is the same leaf being reachable by two different paths in
two databases. This can be formalised as paths DB1/p1/a1/leaf1 and DB2/p2/
a2/leaf1, which can be merged given a significant number of leaves that share
two such patterns. The case of matching leaves in the same database, which
needs further disambiguation can be expressed as DB1/p1/a1/leaf1 and DB1/
p2/a2/leaf1. Shared subtrees can be captured as paths that share leaves and pre-
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fixes, i.e. DB1/p1/a1/leaf1 and DB1/p1/a2/leaf2, matching the pair consisting
of DB2/p3/a3/leaf1 and DB2/p3/a4/leaf2, again based on a significant number
of subtrees sharing the pattern. A further step would be to explore paths of
type DB1/p1/a1/leaf1, DB2/p2/a2/leaf5, DB2/p2/a2/leaf6 where leaf1 = leaf5
+ leaf6 (+ expresses concatenation), in order to identify trees that split longer
strings into multiple leaves. Finally, linguistic data mining could be performed
on leaves to identify matches that are not exact. We are planning to use tech-
niques similar to those described by [12,4,2].

The analysis of leaf values assumes that such values are indexed with the
paths leading to them. We propose to use a relational representation that will
enable the identification of shared leaf sets.

8 The Indexing Algorithm

Database names are stored in a relation DB(i, DBname). Each record in a
database has a Key stored in a relation Key(j, Keyname). Tags are recorded
in a relation Tag(k, Tagname). XML paths and their components, excluding the
leaves, are indexed in relation Path(l, k, depth) where l is the path ID, k is the
tag ID and depth is the distance of the tag in the path from the root. Text con-
tained in the leaves is stored in a relation Leaf(m, Leaftext) and the relationship
between the database i, key j, path l and leaf m, with leaf order order within
a given record is expressed as Data(i, j, l, m, order). The proposed index can
be built in one text traversal, using relational technology and memory-resident
tries. As the XML data is traversed, it is written line by line to the database,
with appropriate tables being updated to reflect the incoming data. We will use
memory-resident tries to store tags, keys, paths and leaves, with the relevant
identifiers of each entry kept in the tries to avoid database lookups during the
indexing phase.

The complexity of building the index can be expressed in relationship to the
length of the text n. It is O(n log n) because the average tree height is log n.
The creation of new integer identities for tokens like paths, keys, leaves, etc. is
done in logarithmic time because it requires one lookup of the last integer used
in each domain (constant time) and one traversal from the trie root to a leaf.

9 Application Architecture

The process of data integration required by functional genomics consists of four
phases. In Phase 1 an initial list of gene names is produced. This list can be
downloaded from the Affymetrix database, which maps probe names to gene
names. Alternatively, a search program like Mascot18, which accepts a list of
peptide masses as input and produces a list of matching proteins, can provide the
protein names. In Phase 2 the query is expanded to add a list of synonyms to each
gene or protein name. We will adopt the solution used by the GeneCards which
18 www.matrixscience.com/
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Fig. 6. Architecture for integrated search over biological databases

uses the HUGO database of gene names to expand searches with gene synonyms,
but we will use synonym tables for the human, mouse and rat genomes. In Phase
3 a query is issued to the SRS system and links to individual database entries
from several databases are returned. Results are returned from these databases
either as objects or XML trees. All structures are converted to the common
XML format prior to reconciliation, and added to the index. A local repository is
used to store XML structures. In Phase 4 the data are integrated and delivered
to the user. It is possible to carry out all four phases in the background and
prepare a daily up-to-date digest of information for all genes of interest. When
a user poses a query, the pre-processed results for each gene are brought in and
further operations involving the selection of a subset of data relevant to the
particular user can be performed. Figure 6 captures our system architecture for
data integration.

10 Discussion, Conclusions, and Further Work

We believe we have captured a new type of user requirement in the area of
biological database integration. This requirement consists of the need to acquire
all relevant data about a list of gene or protein names produced by a large scale
experiment. The further part of this requirement is to remove redundancies in the
data and to allow for selection and clustering of the results. This requirement is
hard to satisfy using either schema matching or manual data search approaches.
We sketch out how this requirement could be met with a new approach to XML
data integration.

To our knowledge none of the existing approaches to XML data integration
has proposed to index the data leaves and examine the relationships between
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leaf values in the context of the paths present in the tree. Similarly, we have not
seen any accounts of the use of data indexes in machine learning approaches to
data integration. We propose to use a path and leaf index that can be built in
O(n log n) time for a dataset of size n. The index can then be traversed with re-
lational queries to identify leaf matches and subtree matches. Additionally, data
mining can be carried out on leaf sets to identify opportunities for redundancy
removal.

We propose to implement the system as an added feature on top of the
SRS system which will mirror a variety of databases. The databases have to
be grouped using a simple ontology of data coverage, similar to the current
SRS arrangement. The SRS system will be enhanced with an indexing facility
for all XML paths and a data mining facility that will reduce data duplication
within XML trees for each gene of interest. The data will be filtered according to
the database coverage criteria, possibly clustered with regard to genes that share
publications and sequence data and presented to the user. The issues of clustering
and data visualisation are outside this proposal and will achieve attention in the
future.

We are implementing the system we proposed in order to test the viability of
our approach. The algorithms we sketched out need significant refinement and
the system architecture needs to be drawn in more detail. We will store a subset
of SRS data and test our ideas in the context of mouse, rat and human genomes.
We will co-index experimental data produced by the biologists and present an
integrated view of the external and private data sources.

We conclude that we have identified a new data integration requirement that
arises in functional genomics research. We assessed the existing tools and ap-
proaches in this area and proposed a new approach that might contribute to the
discussion on XML data integration and possibly lead to a better understanding
of the problems of automated data integration. We are currently implementing
a system prototype and will evaluate our approach with significant amounts of
data.
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Abstract. Meaningfully integrating massive multi-experimental genomic
data sets is becoming critical for the understanding of gene function. We
have recently proposed methodologies for integrating large numbers of
microarray data sets based on consensus clustering. Our methods com-
bine gene clusters into a unified representation, or a consensus, that is
insensitive to mis-classifications in the individual experiments. Here we
extend their utility to heterogeneous data sets and focus on their refine-
ment and improvement. First of all we compare our best heuristic to
the popular majority rule consensus clustering heuristic, and show that
the former yields tighter consensuses. We propose a refinement to our
consensus algorithm by clustering of the source-specific clusterings as a
step before finding the consensus between them, thereby improving our
original results and increasing their biological relevance. We demonstrate
our methodology on three data sets of yeast with biologically interesting
results. Finally, we show that our methodology can deal successfully with
missing experimental values.

1 Introduction

High-throughput experiments in molecular biology and genetics are providing
us with wealth of data about living organisms. Sequence data, and other large-
scale genomic data, like gene expression, protein interaction, and phylogeny,
provide a lot of useful information about the observed biological systems. Since
the exact nature of the relationships between genes is not known, in addition to
their individual value, combining such diverse data sets could potentially reveal
different aspects of the genomic system.

Recently we have built a framework for integrating large-scale microarray
data based on clustering of individual experiments [1]. Given a group of source-
(or experiment-) specific clusterings we sought to identify a consensus clustering
close to all of them. The resulting consensus was both a representative of the
integrated data, and a less noisy version of the original data sets. In other words,
the consensus clustering had the role of an average, or median between the given
clusterings.

The formal problem was to find a clustering that had the smallest sum of
distances to the given clusterings:

E. Rahm (Ed.): DILS 2004, LNBI 2994, pp. 110–123, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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CONSENSUS CLUSTERING (CC): Given k clusterings, C1, C2, . . ., Ck,
find a consensus clustering C∗ that minimizes

S =
k∑

i=1

d(Ci, C
∗) . (1)

After simplifying the clusterings to set-partitions we developed very fast
heuristics for CC with the symmetric difference distance as the distance metric
between partitions. The heuristics were based on local search (with single ele-
ment move between clusters) and Simulated Annealing for exploring the space of
solutions [1]. Practically, we could get real-time results on instances of thousands
of genes and hundreds of experiments on a desktop PC.

In CC it was assumed that the given data in each experiment were classi-
fiable and it came clustered. The clustering was assumed to be hard, i.e. each
gene belongs to exactly one cluster (which is what the most popular microar-
ray data clustering software yields [2]). We did not insist on the clustering or
classification method and were not concerned with the raw data directly (al-
though as parts of the software tool we did provide a number of clustering
algorithms). Although clear for microarray data it is important to motivate the
case that clustering other genomic data is possible and pertinent. Data classifi-
cation and/or clustering is pervasive in high-throughput experiments, especially
during the discovery phase (i.e. fishing expeditions). Genomic data is often used
as categorical data, where if two entities are in the same category a structural
or functional connection between them is implied (i.e. guilt by association).
As massive data resides in software databases, it is relatively easy to submit
queries and quickly obtain answers to them. Consequently, entities are classi-
fied into those that satisfy the query and those that do not; often into more
than two, more meaningful categories. Even if not much is known about the
observed biological system, clustering the experimental data obtained from it
can be very useful in pointing out similar behavior within smaller parts of the
system, which may be easier to analyze further. Besides microarray data, other
examples of clustered/classified genomic data include functional classifications
of proteins [3], clusters of orthologous proteins [4], and phylogenetic data clusters
(http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/genome/yeast/cluster).

In this paper we refine and extend our consensus clustering methodology and
show that it is useful for heterogeneous data set integration. First of all, we show
that our best heuristic, based on Simulated Annealing and local search, does bet-
ter than a popular Quota Rule heuristic, based on hierarchical clustering. In our
previous study we developed a measure, the Average sum of distances, to assess
the quality of data sets integration. Some of the data sets we tried to integrate
did not show any benefit from the integration. Here we refine our consensus clus-
tering approach by initially identifying groups of similar experiments which are
likelier to benefit from the integration than a general set of experiments. This is
equivalent to clustering the given clusterings. After performing this step the con-
sensuses are much more representative of the integrated data. We demonstrate
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this improved data integration on three heterogeneous data sets, two of microar-
ray data, and one of phylogenetic profiles. Lastly we address the issue of missing
data. Because of different naming conventions, or due to experiment errors data
may be missing from the data sets. The effect of missing data is that only the
data common to all sets can be used, which might be a significant reduction of
the amount available. We propose a method for computational imputation of
missing data, based on our consensus clustering method, which decreases the
negative consequences of missing data. We show that it compares well with a
popular microarray missing value imputation method, KNNimpute [5].

This paper is organized as follows. In the rest of this section we review related
work on data integration and consensus clustering. We review and compare our
existing methodology and the popular quota rule in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we present
our refined method for consensus clustering, and we illustrate it on data in Sec. 4.
The missing data issue is addressed in Sec. 5. We discuss our results and give a
future outlook in Sec. 6.

1.1 Related Work

The topic of biological data integration is getting increasingly important and
is approached by researchers from many areas in computer science. In a recent
work, Hammer and Schneider [6] identify categories of important problems in
genomic data integration and propose an extensive framework for processing
and querying genomic information. The consensus clustering framework can be
used to addresses some of the problems identified, like for example multitude
and heterogeneity of available genomic repositories (C1), incorrectness due to
inconsistent and incompatible data (C8), and extraction of hidden and creation
of new knowledge (C11).

An early study on biological data integration was done by Marcotte et al. [7],
who give a combined algorithm for protein function prediction based on mi-
croarray and phylogeny data, by classifying the genes of the two different data
sets separately, and then combining the genes’ pair-wise information into a sin-
gle data set. Their approach does not scale immediately. Our methods extends
theirs to a general combinatorial data integration framework based on pair-wise
relationships between elements and any number of experiments.

In machine learning, Pavlidis et al. [8] use a Support Vector Machine algo-
rithm to integrate similar data sets as we do here in order to predict gene func-
tional classification. Their methods use a lot of hand tuning with any particular
type of data both prior and during the integration for best results. Troyanskaya
et al. [9] use a Bayesian framework to integrate different types of genomic data in
yeast. Their probabilistic approach is a parallel to our combinatorial approaches.

A lot of work has been done on specific versions of the consensus clustering
problem, based on the choice of a distance measure between the clusterings and
the optimization criterion. Strehl et al. [10] use a clustering distance function
derived from information theoretic concepts of shared information. Recently,
Monti et al. [11] used consensus clustering as a method for better clustering
and class discovery. Among other methods they use the quota rule to find a
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consensus, an approach we describe and compare to our heuristics in Sec. 2.2.
Other authors have also used the quota rule in the past [12]. Finally, Cristofor
and Simovici [13] have used Genetic Algorithms as a heuristic to find median
partitions. They show that their approach does better than several others among
which a simple element move (or transfer) algorithm, which coincidently our
algorithm has also been shown to be better than recently [1].

It would be interesting in the near future to compare the machine learning
methods with our combinatorial approach.

2 Set Partitions and Median Partition Heuristics

In this paper we focus on the problem of consensus clustering in the simplest
case when clusterings are considered to be set-partitions. A set-partition, π, of
a set {1, 2, . . . , n}, is a collection of disjunct, non-empty subsets (blocks) that
cover the set completely. We denote the number of blocks in π by |π|, and label
them B1, B2, ..., B|π|. If a pair of different elements belong to the same block of
π then they are co-clustered, otherwise they are not.

Our consensus clustering problem is based on similarities (or distances) be-
tween set-partitions. There exist many different distance measures to compare
two set-partitions (see for example [1, 14, 15]). Some are based on pair counting,
others on shared information content.

For our purposes we use a distance measure based on pair counting, known as
the symmetric difference distance. This measure is defined on the number of co-
clustered and not co-clustered pairs in the partitions. Given two set-partitions
π1 and π2, let, a equal the number of pairs of elements co-clustered in both
partitions, b equal the number of pairs of elements co-clustered in π1, but not
in π2, c equal the number of pairs co-clustered in π2, but not in π1, and d the
number of pairs not co-clustered in both partitions. (in other words a and d
count the number of agreements in both partitions, while b and c count the
disagreements). Then, the symmetric difference is defined as

d(π1, π2) = b + c =
(

n

2

)
− (a + d) . (2)

This distance is a metric and is related to the Rand Index, R = (a + d)/
(
n
2

)
and other pair-counting measures of partition similarity [16]. The measure is
not corrected for chance though, i.e. the distance between two independent set
partitions is non-zero on the average, and is dependent on n. A version corrected
for chance exists and is related to the Adjusted Rand Index [17]. We note that
the symmetric difference metric has a nice property that it is computable in
linear time [16] which is one of the reasons why we chose it (the other is the
fast update as described later). The adjusted Rand index is given by a complex
formula, and although it can be also computed in linear time, we are not aware
of a fast update scheme for it. We will use the Adjusted Rand in Sec. 3 where
the algorithm complexity is not an issue.
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The consensus clustering problem on set-partitions is known as the median
partition problem [18].
MEDIAN PARTITION (MP): Given k partitions, π1, π2, . . ., πk, find a
median partition π that minimizes

S =
k∑

i=1

d(πi, π) . (3)

When d(., .) is the symmetric difference distance, MP is known to be NP-
complete in general [19, 20].

In the next sections we describe and compare two heuristics for the median
partition problem. In Sec. 2.1 we present briefly a heuristic we have developed
recently based on a simulated annealing optimizer for the sum of distances and
fast one element move updates to explore the space of set-partitions, that was
demonstrated to work well on large instances of MP . In Sec. 2.2 we describe
a popular median partition heuristic based on a parametric clustering of the
distance matrix derived from counts of pairwise co-clusteredness of elements in
all partitions. Our goal is to compare these two heuristics. We discuss their
implementation and performance in Sec. 2.3.

The following matrix is of importance for the exposition in the next sections,
and represents a useful summary of the given k set-partitions. The consensus or
agreement matrix Ak×k, is defined as aij =

∑
1≤p≤k rijp, where rijp = 1 if i and

j are co-clustered in partition πp, and 0 otherwise. The entries of A count the
number of times i and j are co-clustered in all k set-partitions, and are between
0 and k. Note that A can be calculated in O(n2k) time which is manageable
even for large n and k.

2.1 Simulated Annealing with One Element Moves

One element moves between clusters can transform one set-partition into any
other and thus can be used to explore the space of all set-partitions. A candidate
median partition can be progressively refined using one element moves. We have
shown [1] that the sum of distances can be updated fast after performing a one
element move on the median partition, under the symmetric difference metric:

Lemma 1. Moving an element x in the consensus partition π from cluster Ba

to cluster Bb, decreases the sum of distances by

ΔS =
∑

all i ∈ Ba

i 
= x

(k − 2axi) −
∑

all j ∈ Bb

j 
= x

(k − 2axj) . (4)

Thus, once A has been calculated, updating S after moving x into a different
block, takes O(|Ba| + |Bb|) steps. We used this result to design a simulated
annealing algorithm for the median partition problem. We minimize the function
S (the sum of distances), and explore the solution space with a transition based
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on random one element moves to a random block. The algorithm is summarized
below, and more details are available in [1].

Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing, One element Move (SAOM)
Given k set-partitions πp, p = 1 . . . k, of n elements,

1. Pre-process the input set-partitions to obtain Ak×k

2. “Guess” an initial median set-partition π
3. Simulated Annealing

– Transition: Random element x and a random block
– Target Function: S, the sum of distances

2.2 Quota Rule

The counts aij are useful because they measure the strength of co-clusteredness
between i and j, over all partitions (or experiments). From these counts we can
define distances between every pair i and j as: mij = 1−aij/k, i.e. the fraction of
experiments in which the two genes are not co-clustered. The distance measure
mij is easily shown to be a metric (it follows from the fact that 1 + racp ≥
rabp + rbcp, for any 0 ≤ p ≤ k). Because of that, the matrix M has some
very nice properties that allow for visual exploration of the commonness of the
clusterings it summarizes. Using this matrix as a tool for consensus clustering
directly (including the visualization) is addressed in a recent study by Monti et
al. [11].

The quota rule or majority rule says that elements i and j are co-clustered
in the consensus clustering if they are co-clustered in sufficient number of clus-
terings, i.e. aij ≥ q, for some q, usually q ≥ k/2. This rule can be interpreted
in many different ways, between two extremes, which correspond to single-link
and complete-link hierarchical clustering on the distance matrix M . In general
however any non-parametric clustering method could be utilized to cluster the
n elements.

In [12] the quota rule has been used with a version of Average-Link Hier-
archical Clustering known as Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic
mean (UPGMA) as a heuristic for the median partition problem. Monti et al.
[11] use M with various hierarchical clustering algorithms for their consensus
clustering methodology.

Here we use the following algorithm for the quota rule heuristic:

Algorithm 2 Quota Rule (QR)
Given k set-partitions πp, p = 1 . . . k, of n elements,

1. Pre-process the input set-partitions to obtain Ak×k

2. Calculate the clustering distance matrix mij = 1 − aij/k
3. Cluster the n elements with UPGMA to obtain the consensus clustering

The complexity of this algorithm is on the order of the complexity of the
clustering algorithm. This of course depends on the implementation, but the
worst case UPGMA complexity is known to be O(n2logn).
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2.3 Comparison of the Heuristics

The SAOM heuristic was found to be very fast on instances of thousands of
genes and hundreds of set-partitions. It also clearly outperformed, in terms of
the quality of the consensus, the greedy heuristic of improving the sum by mov-
ing elements between blocks until no such improvement exists [1]. In the same
study SAOM performed well in retrieving a consensus from a noisy set of initial
partitions.

Here we compare the performance of SAOM with that of the Quota Rule
heuristic. Their performance is tested on 8 data sets, five of artificial and three
of real data. The measure of performance that we use is the average sum of
distances to the given set-partitions, i.e. Avg.SOD = Smin/(k

(
n
2

)
), which is a

measure of quality of the consensus clustering [1].
Since both heuristics are independent on k (the number of set-partitions given

initially) we generated the same number of set partitions, k = 50, for the random
data sets. The number of elements in the set-partition is n = 10, 50, 100, 200, 500
respectively. The three real data sets, ccg, yst, and php, are described in Sec-
tion 4.1. The results are shown in Table 1, where the values are the Avg.SOD.

Table 1. Tests on eight data sets show SAOM yields better consensuses

ID n k QR(0.5) QR(0.75) SAOM

ccg 541 173 0.141 0.145 0.139
yst 541 73 0.122 0.113 0.107
php 541 21 0.219 0.225 0.220
R1 10 50 0.139 0.142 0.138
R2 50 50 0.065 0.062 0.061
R3 100 50 0.050 0.040 0.036
R4 200 50 0.266 0.250 0.231
R5 500 50 0.400 0.370 0.351

The SAOM was averaged over 20 runs. The QR depends on the UPGMA
threshold. We used two different quotas, aij > 0.5, and aij > 0.75 which trans-
lates into mij < 0.5 and mij < 0.25, respectively.

Both heuristics ran in under a minute for all examples. In all but one of the
16 comparisons SAOM did better than QR. Our conclusion is that SAOM does
a good job in bettering the consensus, and most often better than the Quota
Rule.

3 Refining the Consensus Clustering

Although our algorithm always yields a candidate consensus clustering it is not
realistic to expect that it will always be representative of all set-partitions. The
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parallel is with averaging numbers: the average is meaningful as a representative
only if the numbers are close to each other.

To get the most out of it the consensus clustering should summarize close
groups of clusterings, as consensus on “tighter” clusters would be much more rep-
resentative than on “looser” ones. We describe next how to break down a group
of clusterings into smaller, but tighter groups. Effectively this means clustering
the given clusterings.

As in any clustering we begin by calculating the distance between every pair
of set partitions. We use the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) as our measure of
choice, which is Rand corrected for chance [17]:

Ra =
a + d − nc(

n
2

) − nc

, where nc =
(a + b)(a + c) + (c + d)(b + d)(

n
2

) . (5)

Here a, b, c, and d are the pairs counts as defined in Sec. 2. The corrective factor
nc takes into account the chance similarities between two random, independent
set-partitions.

Since ARI is a similarity measure we use 1 − Ra as the distance function.
(Actually, as defined Ra is bounded above by 1 but is not bounded below by 0,
and can have small negative values. In reality though it is easy to correct the
distance matrix for this). The ARI has been shown to be the measure of choice
among the pair counting partition agreement measures [21].

The clustering algorithm we use is average-link hierarchical clustering. We
had to choose a non-parametric clustering method because we do not have a
representative, or a median, between the clusters (the consensus is a possible
median, but it is still expensive to compute). The distance threshold we chose was
0.5, which for Ra represents a very good match between the set-partitions [17].

Algorithm 3 Refined consensus clustering(RCC)

1. Calculate the distance matrix d(π1, π2) = 1 − Ra(π1, π2)
2. Cluster (UPGMA) the set-partitions into clusters K1, K2, . . . , Km with a

threshold of τ = 0.5.
3. Find the consensus partition for each cluster of set-partitions, i.e. Consl =

SAOM(Kl), 1 ≤ l ≤ m

Note that this is the reverse of what’s usually done in clustering: first one
finds medians then cluster around them.

In the next section we illustrate this method.

4 Integrating Heterogeneous Data Sets

We are interested in genomic data of yeast since its genome has been sequenced
fully some time ago, and there is a wealth of knowledge about it.

The starting point is to obtain non-trivial clusterings for these data sets. In
the following we do not claim that our initial clusterings are very meaningful.
However, we do expect, as we have shown before that the consensus clustering
will be successful in sorting through the noise and mis-clusterings even when the
fraction of mis-clustered elements in individual experiments is as high as 20% [1].
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4.1 Available Data and Initial Clustering

For this study we will use three different data sets, two of microarray data and
one of phylogeny data.

There are many publicly available studies of the expression of all the genes in
the genome of yeast, most notably the data sets by Cho et al. [22] and Spellman
et al. [23], known jointly as the cell cycling genes (ccg) data. The data set is a
matrix of 6177 rows (genes) by 73 columns (conditions or experiments). Another
multi-condition experiment, the yeast stress (yst), is the one reported in Gasch
et al. [24], where the responses of 6152 yeast genes were observed to 173 different
stress conditions, like sharp temperature changes, exposure to chemicals, etc.

There are many more available microarray data that we could have used. A
comprehensive resource for yeast microarray data is the Saccharomyces Genome
Database at Stanford (http://genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/). Mi-
croarray data of other organisms is available from the Stanford Microarray
Database, http://genome-www5.stanford.edu/MicroArray/SMD/, with ≈ 6000
array experiments publicly available (as of Jan 27, 2004).

Another type of data that we will use in our studies are phylogenetic profiles
of yeast ORFs. One such data set, (php), comes from the Gerstein lab at Yale
(available from: http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/genome/yeast/cluster/profile/sc19-
rank.txt). For each yeast ORF this data set contains the number of significant
hits to similar sequence regions in 21 other organisms’ genomes. A significant
hit is a statistically significant alignment (similarity as judged by PSI-BLAST
scores) of the sequences of the yeast ORF and another organism’s genome. Thus
to each ORF (out of 6061) there is associated a vector of size 21.

We clustered each of the 267 total experiments into 10 clusters by using a
one dimensional version of K-means.

4.2 Results

Here we report the results of two different studies. In the first one we integrated
the two microarray data sets, ccg and yst. Some of the clusters are shown
in Table 4.2. It is evident that similar experimental conditions are clustered
together.

The consensus clusterings are also meaningful. A quick look in the consensus
of cluster 4 above shows that two genes involved in transcription are clustered
together, YPR178w, a pre-mRNA splicing factor, and YOL039w, a structural
ribosomal protein.

In our previous study [1] we mentioned a negative result upon integrating the
73 ccg set-partitions together with the 21 php set-partitions from the phylogeny
data. The results showed that we would not benefit from such an integration,
because the Avg.SOD = 0.3450, was very close to the Avg. SOD of a set of
random set-partitions of 500 elements. In our second study we show that we can
integrate such data sets more meaningfully by clustering the set partitions first.
After clustering the set-partitions, with varying numbers of clusters from 3 to
10 the set-partitions from the two data sets php and ccg were never clustered
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Table 2. Example Consensus Clusters of ccg and yst

Cluster 4 (Avg. SOD = 0.1179) Cluster 5 (Avg. SOD = 0.1696)

Heat Shock 05 minutes hs-1 2.5mM DTT 015 min dtt-1
Heat Shock 10 minutes hs-1 steady-state 1M sorbitol
Heat Shock 15 minutes hs-1 aa starv 4 h
Heat Shock 20 minutes hs-1 aa starv 6 h
Heat Shock 30 minutes hs-1 YPD 4 h ypd-2
Heat Shock 40 minutes hs-1 galactose vs. reference pool car-1

Heat Shock 000 minutes hs-2 glucose vs. reference pool car-1
Heat Shock 000 minutes hs-2 mannose vs. reference pool car-1
Heat Shock 015 minutes hs-2 raffinose vs. reference pool car-1

”heat shock 17 to 37, 20 minutes” sucrose vs. reference pool car-1
”heat shock 21 to 37, 20 minutes” YP galactose vs reference pool car-2
”heat shock 25 to 37, 20 minutes” Heat Shock 005 minutes hs-2
”heat shock 29 to 37, 20 minutes” elu0

together. This is an interesting result in that it indicates that the phylogenetic
profiles data gives us completely independent information from the cell cycling
genes data. Similarly integrating yst with php yielded clusters which never had
overlap of the two data sets. The conclusion is that the negative result from
our previous study is due to the independence of the php vs both ccg and
yst, which is useful to know for further study. Our clusters are available from
http://www.cs.ucdavis.edu/∼filkov/integration.

5 Microarray Data Imputation

Microarrays are characterized by the large amounts of data they produce. That
same scale also causes some data to be corrupt or missing. For example, when
trying to integrate ccg and yst we found that out of the ≈ 6000 shared genes
only about 540 had no missing data in both sets. Experimenters run into such
errors daily and they are faced with several choices: repeat the experiment that
had the missing value(s) in it, discard that whole gene from consideration, or
impute the data computationally. The idea behind data imputation is that since
multiple genes exhibit similar patterns across experiments it is likely that one
can recover, to a certain degree, the missing values based on the present values
of genes behaving similarly.

Beyond simple imputation (like substituting 0’s, or the row/column aver-
ages for the missing elements) there have been several important studies that
have proposed filling in missing values based on local similarities within the ex-
pression matrix, based on different models. A notable study that was first to
produce useful software, (KNNimpute, available at http://smi-web.stanford.edu/
projects/helix/pubs/impute/) is [5]. More recent studies on missing data imput-
ing are [25, 26].
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We use the consensus clustering methodology to impute missing values. We
demonstrate our method on microarray gene expression data by comparing it
to the behavior of KNNimpute. Intuitively, the value of all the genes in a clus-
ter in the consensus have values that are close to each other. A missing value
for a gene’s expression in a particular experiment is similar to having an er-
roneous value for the expression. In all likelihood, the gene will therefore be
mis-clustered in that experiment. However, in other experiments that same gene
will be clustered correctly (or at least the chance of it being mis-clustered in
multiple experiments is very small). Thus identifying the similar groups of ex-
periments and the consensus clustering between them gives us a way to estimate
the missing value. We do that with the following algorithm.

Algorithm 4 Consensus Clustering Impute (CCimpute)

1. While clustering initially (within each experiment), for all i and j s.t. vij is
missing: place gene i in a singleton cluster in the j-th set partition

2. Cluster (UPGMA) the set-partitions under the Ra measure into clusters
K1, K2, . . . , Km, with threshold τ = 0.5

3. Find the consensus partition for each cluster of set-partitions, i.e. Consl =
SAOM(Kl), 1 ≤ l ≤ m

4. Estimate a missing vij as follows: Let experiment j be clustered in cluster
K(j), and let gene i be clustered in cluster C(i) in ConsK(j). Then v̂ij =∑

x∈C(i) vxj/|C(i)|, i.e.

In other words, the missing value vij is estimated as the average value of the
genes’ expressions of genes co-clustered with i in the consensus clustering of the
experiment cluster that contains j.

We compare the performance of our algorithm to that of KNNimpute. KN-
Nimpute was used with 14 neighbors, which is a value at which it performs
best [5]. We selected randomly 100 genes with no missing values from the ccg
experiment above. Thus, we have a complete 100 × 73 matrix. Next, we hid at
random 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% of the values. Then, we used the normalized
RMS (root mean square) error to compare the imputed to the real matrix.

The normalized RMS error, following [5] is defined as the RMS error normal-
ized with respect to the average value of the complete data matrix. Let nr be
the number of rows in the matrix (i.e. number of genes) and nc be the number
of columns (i.e. experiments), and vij the experimental values. Then

NRMS =

√
1

nrnc

∑nr

i=1

∑nc

j=1(vij − v̂ij)2

1
nrnc

∑nr

i=1

∑nc

j=1 vij

. (6)

The results are shown in Fig. 1. For reference a third line is shown correspond-
ing to the popular method of imputing the row averages for the missing values.
Although our algorithm is not better than KNNimpute it does do well enough
for the purposes of dealing with missing values, as compared to the row-average
method. Row-average on the other hand does similarly as column-average, and
both do better than imputing with all zeros [5].
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It is evident that the CCimpute values vary more than the results of the
other methods. This may be a result of insufficient data (100 genes may be a
small number). Further studies are needed to evaluate this issue.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of KNNimpute and CCimpute and Row Average

6 Discussion and Future

In this paper we extended our recent combinatorial approach to biological data
integration through consensus clustering. We compared our best heuristic to the
Quota rule with favorable results. We showed that our methods can be made
more useful and biologically relevant by clustering the original clusterings into
tight groups. We also demonstrated that this method can deal with missing data
in the clustering.

The conclusion is that the median partition problem with the symmetric
difference distance is a general method for meta-data analysis and integration,
robust to noise, and missing data, and scalable with respect to the available ex-
periments. The actual SAOM heuristic is fast (real time), and reliable, applicable
to data sets of thousands of entities and thousands of experiments.

At this time we are working in two specific directions. On one hand we are
trying to develop faster update methods for the Adjusted Rand measure, which
is, we believe, a better way to calculate similarities between partitions. At this
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point our Adj. Rand methods are a thousand time slower than those on the
symmetric difference metric, and hence not practical. On the other hand we
are developing an integrated environment for visual analysis and integration of
different large-scale data sets, which would appeal to practicing experimenters.

There is also some room for improvement of our imputation method that
should make it more competitive with KNNimpute. One idea is to weigh the
experimental values vij ’s, which contribute to the estimated missing values, by
determining how often they are co-clustered with gene i in the consensus over
multiple runs of SAOM. This would effectively increase the contribution of the
observed values for genes that are most often behaving as the gene whose value
is missing and thus likely improve the estimate for it.
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Abstract. Nowadays, huge volumes of molecular biological data are
available from different biological research projects. This data often cov-
ers overlapping and complemental domains. For instance, the Swiss-Prot
database merely contains protein sequences along with their annotations,
whereas the KEGG database incorporates enzymes, metabolic pathways
and genome data. Due to the fact that this data complements and com-
pletes each other, it is desirable to gain a global view on the integrated
databases instead of browsing each single data source itself.

Unfortunately, most data sources are queried through proprietary inter-
faces with restricted access and typically support only a small set of sim-
ple query operations. Apart from minor exceptions, there is no common
data model or presentation standard for the query results. Consequen-
tially, the integration of manifold heterogeneous, distributed databases
has become a typical, yet challenging task in bioinformatics. Within this
paper, we introduce our own approach called “BioDataServer” which
is a user-adaptable integration, storage, analysis and query service for
molecular biological data targeted at commercial customers.

1 Introduction

Massive research activities in life sciences, i.e. biology in general and genome re-
search, more specifically, have led to huge amounts of molecular biological data
that originates from different projects. Due to the proliferation of the Internet,
this data was made electronically available to a world-wide audience. Despite
various integration efforts, in the majority of all cases, these data sources are
either separated from one another (i.e. contain information on few specific sub-
jects) or are loosely coupled (e.g. through hyperlinks). Some of these data sources
became very popular which can be justified by (i) data quality, (ii) coverage of
the research subject or simply by the pure (iii) volume of the data itself. For
the time being, we incorporated five data sources into our integration scenario:
Swiss-Prot [2], TrEMBL, OMIM 1 [6], BRENDA [12], and KEGG [9]. These
protein related data sources are of particular interest for the research activities,
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here at IPK Gatersleben and serve as a proof-of-concept for the BioDataServer
integration concept.

Though most of these data sources are separated from one another, some
of them provide a weak extent of integration with other data sources. For in-
stance, an entry in the BRENDA database may incorporate homologous enzyme
sequences imported from other databases like Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL. Other
data sources prefer a reference-based coupling to further data sources. For ex-
ample, the KEGG database hyperlinks to other data sources, like BRENDA.

Besides their non-integrated data domains, most of these data sources do
not provide standard interfaces like JDBC or ODBC. In contrast, the data is
queried through proprietary interfaces, mostly intended for human interaction
(e.g. through web technologies like HTML forms, CGI-scripts, Java Server Pages
and the like)2. Correspondingly, the possible query terms are of restricted ex-
pressive power and stay far behind a full-featured relational query language like
SQL. Though, this restricted functionality may seem sufficient for some typical
queries posed by a user, it inadequately supports more advanced applications
with arbitrarily complex queries.

Even worse, query results to the web interface are mostly presented in a
semi-structured manner. That is, different data sources do not obey common
presentation guidelines but rather define structure and layout of the data output
by themselves. At least, it exists an internationally acknowledged set of identi-
fiers for some molecular biological data. For example, the EC number uniquely
characterizes protein functions across different data sources and, thus, serves as
a useful integration aid.

Finally, the data sources do not share a common (e.g. relational) data model.
Therefore, many homogenization tasks are to be completed to obtain a properly
integrated view onto the remote data sources. Our integration approach intro-
duces the concept of so-called attribute sets to model the remote data schemas in
a common way. Thus, attribute sets are the best compromise for a joint canoni-
cal data model and can basically be regarded as unnormalized relations. On the
one hand, we are able to define common operations w.r.t. this data model. On
the other hand, this plain data model poses minor requirements on the remote
data sources. Some pre-integration tasks like schema homogenization, transfor-
mation to the relational model and partial normalization can automatically be
performed by the integration service while other tasks still have to be conducted
manually. Below, we enumerate the requirements to our integration service by
the following characteristics from a database-specific point of view.

1. The motivation of our approach is driven by the objective of an applicable
service to flexibly integrate various molecular biological data sources into a
local customer database.

2. The integration service must establish relations between the data in the in-
tegrated relational data model. We emphasise complete information preser-
vation rather than avoidance of redundancies.

2 Recently, some approaches to XML data exchange have been proposed [1].
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3. Our implementation must offer wide data analysis facilities and shall provide
a high-level application interface which allows to formulate complex queries
against the integrated data.

4. We must guarantee a fast, reliable access onto the integrated schema that is
amenable to the addition of own data sources. In addition, customers must
be given the opportunity to specify well-defined fractions of the remote data
sources that are to be present in the integrated schema.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we survey competing integration
approaches. In Section 3 we introduce our system’s architecture and motivate
its design concepts by the requirements for a commercially applicable imple-
mentation. Section 4 formally introduces our data integration approach and
exemplarily explains its data extraction and merging strategies. In Section 5
we briefly portray two sample web applications that interact with the integrated
data stock. Section 6 concludes this paper by means of an outlook on our ongoing
research issues.

2 Integration Approaches

Currently, many integration approaches exist in the field of molecular biological
data. [10] describes different integration approaches, besides simple hyperlink
navigation. These are federated databases [13], mediators [17], multi database
queries [10], and data warehouses [8]. Most of the existing systems can be clas-
sified as one of these four basic types of integration. Existing implementations
can be compared by means of five basic properties which are: (1) integration ap-
proach, (2) degree of integration, (3) materialization of the integration results,
(4) supported data types, and (5) expressive power of the query operators.

The degree of integration is described as being tight or loose. A system is
tightly coupled if all schemas of the integrated data sources are transformed
into one common data model and a global schema exists. Whereas, an imple-
mentation is loosely integrated, if a mapping into a common data model was
conducted, but no global schema exists. The materialization distinguishes mate-
rialized and view-based solutions. A materialized approach physically transfers
information of all participating data sources into one global database. In con-
trast, a view-based implementation generates logical views onto the integrated
data. The analysis of supported data types distinguishes between atomic types
like numbers for integer-valued identifiers or strings, and complex types (sets,
lists, bags, etc.) for nucleotide and amino acids. The property query operators
characterizes the expressive power of queries sent against the integrated data
stock. For example, arbitrarily complex selection predicates can be considered
powerful query operators. These also include non-standard comparison in pattern
matching, which are heavily required in bioinformatics. Simple single-attribute
exact match queries have less expressive power and do not match the require-
ments of many advanced applications.

Many useful integration approaches already exist. Among the most well-
known approaches are SRS [3], the Entrez system [16], the TAMBIS system [15],
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ISYS [14], and DiscoveryLink [5]. Table 1 classifies these systems according to
the described properties. These systems are based on different data integration

integration materia- data query
approach degree lization types operators

SRS data wareh. w/o loose completely strings, NA & boolean pred.,
global schema materialized AA seq. reg. exp.,

homology search

Entrez data wareh. w/o loose views (NCBI strings, NA & boolean
global schema data sources) AA seq. predicates

homology search

TAMBIS multi DB loose views strings case based qrs.
queries ontologies

ISYS federated DBMS tight views strings read only SQL

Disc. Link federated DBMS tight views strings read only SQL

Table 1. Molecular Biological Integration Approaches

approaches, e.g. federated database systems (ISYS and DiscoveryLink), multi
database systems (TAMBIS) and data warehouses (Entrez and SRS).

Our BioDataServer can be regarded as a (i) mediator-based approach that
(ii) tightly couples the participating data sources in a (iii) completely materi-
alized integrated data stock. Moreover, we support (iv) atomic types (string,
integers, numbers) and partly sequence data (through BLAST coupling). Users
can (v) modify the integrated data and query operations on the integrated data
(vi) speed-up (no network load).

3 System Architecture

In short, our integration service must provide fast and reliable access to a
customer-adaptable integrated database of molecular biological data. This data
must be efficiently extractable from existing distributed, heterogeneous data
sources (“remote data sources”). These condensed requirements bring forth some
design decisions, we shall subsequently explain in detail.

Within the scope of database integration, one of the most important de-
sign issues is to either (i) physically integrate the remote data stocks into some
materialized global database or (ii) to define a purely logical global view onto
the remote data sources. Operating on physically integrated data guarantees
a high availability with short response times and establishes an intermediate
independence from schema changes in the remote data sources until the next
update cycle. The most fundamental advantage, however, lies within the appli-
cability of complex queries on the integrated data stock. That is, users can take
advantage of a full-featured query language and its complete expressive power
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which broadens the application domain towards data visualization programs,
data-intense statistical analysis, data mining and so forth.

On the other hand, we face the situation to likely operate on old, possibly out-
dated information which can only be mildered by time-consuming frequent up-
date cycles to synchronize the integrated database with the remote data sources.
However, biologists often wish to access consistent data during their long-running
experiments. That is, too frequent updates are often dispensable, anyway. In
turn, a non-materialized global view onto the autonomous remote data sources
avoids redundancies, does not require a large local data storage, and ensures
up-to-date information at any time. However, this concept establishes a strong
dependence on the remote data sources in many ways. To name only a few,
constant availability, short response times, stable query interfaces and robust
result format must be provided at any time. Moreover, a high transaction load
on the integrated schema would cause high network traffic, ultimately leading
to inacceptable response times.

Though the benefits of a non-materialized global schema may seem prefer-
able in academic prototypes, the robustness criteria of a materialized integrated
schema clearly outweighs its disadvantages in an industry-ready system. In par-
ticular, in case of alterations in the remote schemas, users applications can still
operate on the integrated global schema while database maintainers have time
to adjust the data source accession implementations (e.g. modify data source
adapters) until the next update cycle. In the light of this substantiation, the
disadvantages of a materialized global schema are tolerable.

Our second design decision lies within the tightness of the integration. In
contrast to the remote data sources which partially provide references to other
data sources and, thus, are loosely coupled on their own, our integrated schema
merges the structural information of the remote data sources into a semantically
integrated schema which abrogates the boundaries of the hitherto disjoint remote
schemas. On the beneficial side, applications working on the global schema, are
no longer bound to the structure of each remote data source but operate on a
single uniform structure. Moreover, the integrated schema establishes semantic
relations between the so far incoherent data and does not leave this difficult task
to the application programmer.

Thirdly, customers typically wish to correlate the integrated data with their
own data stock. That is, customer data must be merged into the integrated
schema, as well. More specifically, most customers do not wish to upload their
confidential research results onto a remote server to perform data analysis (e.g. se-
quence alignment). This decision is typically justified by security and nondis-
closure issues. There are less security concerns when working on an own local
database server.

Moreover, each customer has different requirements regarding the integrated
data. An adaptable integration concept must be able to flexibly assemble a set of
relevant data sources to be present in the integrated schema. We will introduce (i)
industry standard interfaces and protocols to the communication paths between
the integration layer and the adapters and (ii) a formalization of the basic data
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extraction operations for automatic access plan generation which simplifies any
adapter programming task to the very data source specific adaptations.
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Fig. 1. System Architecture of BioDataServer

Our overall integration architecture is depicted in Figure 1. The remote
data sources at the bottom level are distributed across the Internet. These data
sources are mostly exclusively accessible via proprietary interfaces to external
users. In some rare cases, remote data sources provide a relational access via
industry-standard interfaces like JDBC on their own. Some other data sources
can be duplicated, downloaded, and processed locally. However, an adapter usu-
ally accesses the remote data sources through a web interface and fetches its
query results from a semi-structured HTML document. Whilst the query trans-
mission can be conducted via HTTP protocols or URL assembly, gathering the
result from the HTML page is merely a parsing task done by the adapter.
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The integration layer runs as a server program which handles several users,
each with its own integrated user schema, in parallel. That is, each user specifies
its own integrated schema definition (cf. Section 4). Once, the integration layer
receives an update request from a particular user, it initiates the update process
which comprises (i) a formulation of data extraction requests to the remote
data sources, (ii) an access plan generation and query optimization, and (iii) the
distribution of the data extraction request with queries against the remote data
sources.

When all data extraction requests are passed to their respective adapters,
the integration layer waits for them to return their results. A cache stores inter-
mediate results temporarily. When all adapters have finished their update tasks,
the pre-integration process starts. That is, a homogenization resolves conflicting
attribute names, and introduces common data types for same-attributes.

Altogether, the system architecture pursues a hybrid approach. On the one
hand, customer applications interact with locally materialized data structured in
an integrated schema. On the other hand, the integration service conceptually
maintains an unrestricted number of user schemas (cf. Section 4) along with
other metadata on data source capabilities and data extraction processing. This
metadata is only being used to automate update requests of the integrated data
as opposed to user queries that are posed against the locally materialized data
stored in a relational DBMS.

4 Schema Integration

Each remote data source (RDS) may be structured in an own data model. Some
data sources provide relational views onto their data while others present their
query results as semi-structured text or HTML files. Therefore, prior to any data
integration task those structural inconsistencies must be resolved by a transfor-
mation into a conceptual schema in our canonical data model.

In fact, the distinction between a data source and a database can be made by
their architectural differences. A data source trivially is data which (1) may be
distributed across several servers. Its content is (2) typically accessed through a
joint web interface which only accepts proprietarily formulated queries. In con-
trast, a full-featured database manages data that are structured in a well-defined
data model. Besides, it provides standardized query languages and interfaces like
SQL and JDBC.

The main objective of the BioDataServer approach is to use the data in the
RDS in a consistent, integrated manner. However, a loose, link-based coupling
of the data sources does not serve this goal. To take full advantage of the poten-
tial of semantically related, yet physically distributed life science data, we must
consider all participating RDS as one huge inter-connected information resource.
State-of-the-art techniques present the RDS as inter-linked, yet isolated nodes
of a global database network. Coupling rests on web technologies like HTML hy-
perlinks which satisfyingly support navigation but lack the ability to formulate
arbitrarily complex queries like joins, grouping and aggregation, index exploita-
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tion, or similarity queries. Nevertheless, novel applications heavily rely on these
advanced querying facilities when operating on life science data to perform in-
formation retrieval, knowledge discovery, or data mining tasks. In consequence,
a tight database integration which incorporates the RDS into a joint data inside
a state-of-the-art DBMS will be enormously profitable. Thus an integration of
structurally heterogeneous, distributed, yet semantically overlapping data must
be provided by our integration approach. Due to the nature of distributed infor-
mation resources, our integration mechanism must cope with a high degree of
autonomy w.r.t. the RDS. That is, we must typically use the pre-defined (and
somewhat limited) access paths of a RDS to “extract” its content. Obviously,
operations on the RDS are restricted to read-only accesses. Other aspects of data
distribution and heterogeneity which have to be considered by our integration
approach are (i) data fragmentation and allocation, (ii) canonical data modeling,
and (iii) schema mapping and homogenization. Those aspects are being reflected
by the subsequentially described schema architecture of BioDataServer (BDS).

The BioDataServer comprises three schema levels. The Remote Export
Schema (RES) resides at the remote data sources and provides the data schemas
specified in their respective native data models. In other words, the RES is a
structural description of a data source. The Adapter Schema (AS) is a view on
the RES of a data source provided in our joint canonical data model. Finally,
the Integrated User Schema (IUS) reflects a portion of the integrated adapter
schemas of the participating data sources. The IUS follows our canonical data
model as well.

4.1 Remote Export Schema

Despite the fact that the majority of the remote data sources where conceptually
well modeled, their majority is not directly applicable to schema integration. For
instance, they typically lack an explicitely specified export schema. The main
reason for this disadvantageous characteristics lies within rigorous access restric-
tions to the backend DBMS of a data source which prevents explicit access to
its schema specification and other metadata. More precisely, schema information
can be provided as a DBMS catalog, a XML schema, an IDL or other standard
formats for self-describing interfaces for databases.

In some cases, there may not even be an explicitely modeled schema which
would follow some formal data model specification. Instead, the data source
might provide informal schema information given, for example, as textual de-
scription in natural language. In consequence, we categorize the RES provision
task into two tasks: schema re-engineering and schema retrieval.

As there is no explicitely provided export schema for most data sources, a
re-engineering task must be conducted to create an RES from the actual data
presentation (e.g. flat files) from scratch. This time-consuming process can be
accelerated through the support of semiautomatic methods. For the time being,
we generate export schemas and data extraction modules by a formal grammar-
based approach [4]. Alternative projects like WebJDBS, TSIMMIS, Garlic or
W4F as discussed in [7], are beyond the scope of this paper. Of course, all newly
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constructed RES share a joint data model which corresponds to the canonical
data model introduced in Section 4.2. That is, the export schema and the adapter
schema match one another.

In some rare cases, the adapter can directly retrieve the catalog data of a
data source through interfaces like JDBC, ODBC, SOAP/WSDL, and the like.
As our implementation bases on Java, we favor the JDBC API to access data
source catalogs by generated SQL statements and extract the export schema
information automatically.

4.2 Adapter Schema

Adapter schemas were introduced to overcome the data model heterogeneity
between export schemas. An adapter schema is specified in a joint canonical
data model. The requirements for this canonical data model are twofold. On
the one hand, it should support all important basic concepts that appear in a
data source. On the other hand, it should be a semantically poor data model to
ease the tasks of (i) schema mapping (RES to AS) and (ii) data integration (AS
to IUS). Therefore, we introduce attribute sets as an abstraction of relations.
That is, attribute sets assemble those attributes which are related, i.e. jointly
presented by a data source. An attribute comprises (i) an attribute name, (ii)
an attribute type, and (iii) meta information about the existence of access paths
(is indexed) and functional dependencies (is key). Thus, it widely matches the
concept of relations but additionally introduces retrieval functionality and lacks
foreign keys.

Hence, the syntactical notation of an adapter schema can be formally defined
as follows. We call A an attribute out of the set of possible attributes in a
database schema A = (N,D,P), where N is the attribute name, D its atomic
data type, and P a combination of “is (not) key” and “is (not) indexed”.

The attributes are aggregated into an attribute set R = {A1, . . . ,An}. At the
adapter level, the canonical data schema is complemented by so-called retrieval
dependencies. In contrast to an SQL interface, retrieval from remote data sources
is restricted to a set of pre-defined plain query operations. Typically, these query
operations take the form (in SQL-like notation):

select A1, . . . , Ai from R where B1 = b1 and . . . and Bj = bj

Notice, that A1, . . . , Ai and B1, . . . , Bj are (typically disjoint) sets of attributes,
and b1, . . . , bj is a list of attribute values that B1, . . . , Bj must match. The con-
cept of subgoals [11] expresses this basic retrieval functionality that any adapter
supports. The notation is simplified to terms like H(B1, . . . , Bj ; A1, . . . , Ai)
where B1, . . . , Bj are so-called input attributes and A1, . . . , Ai enlist the out-
put attributes. In [11] the authors propose an algorithm to efficiently answer any
data extraction request by a combination of subsequent subgoals. Unfortunately,
their method ends up in solving a SAT problem by some heuristic approach.
Therefore, we introduce a minor adaptation which restricts the number of input
attributes to 1 or 0. Or, if no input attribute is provided, the adapter provides
mechanisms to retrieve a list of all output attribute values.
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Retrieval dependencies with more than one input attribute appear very rarely
in existing data sources. Even if one might sometimes encounter these cases, there
are typically many ways to circumvent them by sequels of simple 1 : n retrieval
dependencies. In consequence, we obtain a notable reduction of computational
complexity for access plan generation (i.e. assembly of subsequently “executed”
subgoals for a particular query operation), cf. Section 4.4.

In terms of a specific example, we consider the data sources KEGG and
BRENDA. We abstain from an illustration of their native remote export schemas
and specify their adapter schemas by means of our canonical data model. Here
is a simple example: KEGG = {kr1, kr2} comprises two attribute sets while
BRENDA = {br1} contains one attribute set. The attribute sets kr1, kr2, and
br1 contain enzyme and pathway data:

br1 = {b1 = (ec, string, {is indexed, is key}),
b2 = (name, string, {is not indexed, is no key}),
b3 = (reaction , string, {is not indexed, is no key}),
b4 = (organism , string, {is not indexed, is no key})}

kr1 = {a1 = (ec, string, {is indexed, is key}),
a2 = (name, string, {is not indexed, is no key}),
a3 = (reaction , string, {is not indexed, is no key})}

kr2 = {a4 = (map, string, {is indexed, is key}),
a5 = (pathwayname , string, {is not indexed, is no key}),
a1 = (ec, string, {is indexed, is key})}

The attribute names ec, name, reaction, . . ., which originate from the data
sources, are replaced by the the attributes a1, a2, . . . (KEGG) and b1, b2, . . .
(BRENDA) which appear in the AS. Notice, that some identifiers appear across
many attribute sets. The retrieval dependencies in both data sources are given
as follows:

HKEGG,1( ; a1); HKEGG,2(a1; a2, a3); HKEGG,3(a1; a4);
HKEGG,4( ; a4); HKEGG,5(a4; a5, a1); HBRENDA,1(b1; b2, b3, b4);

That is, KEGG allows a retrieval of all stored EC numbers (a1) and pathway
maps (a4). In contrast, BRENDA provides no facility to obtain a list of indexed
attribute values and lacks some “entry point” for query processing.

4.3 Integrated User Schema

The IUS reflects our objective of a tight database integration where the integra-
tion component integrates the adapter schemas and maps the remote data into
a materialized global database. Actually, several integrated user schemas may
exist which reflect different “views” onto the integrated data. Each of these IUS
covers specific data interests like enzyme and pathway information on a certain
organism.
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Hitherto, each adapter schema comprises its distinct set of attribute names.
The IUS, however, needs to merge this information into an own set of attribute
identifiers. That is, each attribute in the IUS is linked to one or more attributes
in the integrated AS, i.e. their attribute values are supplied by the homogenized
attribute values in the RDS. But how does the integration layer know which
attributes in the participating RDS cover the same semantics? The magic is done
by the concept of same-attributes which are manually specified by an (n+1)-ary
relation in the IUS. More precisely, each same-relation links an attribute in the
IUS with the attributes in the participating AS. In terms of our example, we
model the following same-relations:

same(ec, a1, b1); same(name, a2, b2);
same(reaction , a3, b3); same(species , b4); same(pathway , a5);

Later on, we employ same-Attributes to merge attribute sets by means of join
operations in the integration process. Unfortunately, molecular biological data
items that express identical subjects often have different representations. This
is particularly true for data that originates from different resources.

4.4 Query Processing

In the scope of this paper, the term query processing reflects a certain data
extraction request sent against the integration layer to update the materialized
data. Suppose, the user wants to update an attribute set in his integrated data.
Queries against the integrated data are handled by its hosting RDBMS.

The integration layer processes a data extraction request in a series of steps,
similar to ordinary database query processing. Currently, we have implemented
a repository of static (i.e. manually designed) query plans to process those
data extraction requests. However, progress has been made to (i) provide semi-
automatism for a hitherto manual query plan design and, later on, to (ii) fully
automatically process data extraction requests without any manual interaction
which shall be described in this section.

First, the integration layer interpretes the query which is given in an SQL-
like notation. For example, the user might request an update on an attribute set
Enzyme which comprises the attributes ec, name, reaction, species, and pathway,
for example: select ∗ from Enzyme.

Next, the same-relations come into play to identify those attribute identifiers
in the AS of the RDS which appear in our query. In that case, a1, a2, a3, and
a5 (KEGG) and b1, b2, b3, and b4 (BRENDA) must be retrieved from the RDS.
Initially, each RDS addresses the query on its own. That is, the retrieval depen-
dencies are being exploited to answer the query locally. The RDS establishes an
empty attribute set (here RK(a1, a2, a3, a5) and RB(b1, b2, b3, b4)) which gathers
the query result. The KEGG data source facilitates the opportunity to retrieve
the set of all stored values of a1 (rule HKEGG,1) and, initially, fills RK as follows:

RK = {(1.1.1.1, , , ), (1.1.1.2, , , ), (1.1.1.3, , , )}
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The “ ” mark identifies a null value. The rule HKEGG,2 relates a1 to a2 and a3.
That is, for each attribute value a1 in RK we retrieve the appropriate a2 and a3

values:

RK = {(1.1.1.1, ADH, prim. alc.+NAD+=ald.+NADH+H+, ),

(1.1.1.1, ADH, sec. alc.+NAD+=ketone+NADH, ),

. . .

(1.1.1.2, NADP, prim. alc.+NADP+=ald.+NADPH, ),

. . .

(1.1.1.3, HSDH, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, ),

(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homoser.+NADP+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, )}
Obviously, each attribute value of a1 (EC number) yields several distinct values
of a2 (enzyme name) and a3 (reaction). For example, the EC number “1.1.1.1”
represents an enzyme abbreviated as “ADH” or “NAD” (actually, there are even
more synonyms) which is involved (as substrate or product) in three chemical
reactions. Thus, we obtain six combinations of enzyme names and reaction in-
volvement for this very EC number which similarly applies to the other enzymes.

Unfortunately, there is no retrieval dependency that yields the remaining
attribute a5 (pathway name) by any of the hitherto determined attribute values
(a1, a2, or a3). Instead, it appears in rule HKEGG,5 which requires a4. We follow
a top-down approach to construct the retrieval dependency graph.

First, we identify all rules that yield a5. In this simple scenario, there is
only one rule where a5 appears on the right side (HKEGG,5). In case the “input
attribute” of any of these rules had been retrieved already (a1, a2, a3) or there
was no input attribute (like in HKEGG,1 and HKEGG,4) and no attribute was
retrieved as yet, we could return this rule as one-element dependency chain and
stop. In our case, however, a4 appears as input attribute on the left side of
HKEGG,5 and has not yet been retrieved. We assign a node for HKEGG,5 and
recursively identify all rules where a4 appears on the right side. In our case
this is HKEGG,4 and HKEGG,3. Suppose, HKEGG,4 was identified first. In that
case, a list of all attribute values of a4 could be retrieved by the system. As we
already retrieved the attribute values of a1, a2, and a3, this rule is of no use
since it does not properly relate a1, a2, a3, and a4. Thus, we discard HKEGG,4

and examine HKEGG,3, where a1 appears on the left side. Obviously, a1 is among
the hitherto retrieved attributes. We, thus, assign a node for HKEGG,3, draw a
directed edge between HKEGG,3 and HKEGG,5, return the emerging dependency
chain {HKEGG,3, HKEGG,5}, and stop.

Although we found this simple scenario to be fairly typical for many data
sources, more complex situations may arise. For example, an attribute might not
be retrievable at all. In that case, the algorithm would run until it would not
find a rule which has a retrievable attribute on the left side, report an error, and
stop. A more difficult situation arises if the recursive traversal of dependency
rules formed cycles. In our example, suppose, we arrive at HKEGG,3 where the
input attribute a1 had not yet been retrieved before. We might, thus, consult
HKEGG,5 again, where a1 appears on the right side and run into an endless loop.
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To tackle this problem, we exclude any node from being visited twice. That is,
any rule which has been used before (i.e. appears as a node in the dependency
graph) can not be used again. The third problem occurs for dependency rules
whose input attribute already appears on the right side of some other node. We
may take advantage of this situation by directly establishing an edge between
both nodes. However, to not run into cycles, and, thus, contradict our second
postulation, we restrict this simplification to disjoint branches of the dependency
graph.

Coming back to our example, we have identified a dependency chain which
(i) retrieves a4 by a1 and then (ii) retrieves a5 by a4. Here a4 serves as some
temporary helper attribute (appears in brackets in RK):

RK = {. . .
(1.1.1.3, HSDH, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, (MAP00260))

(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, (MAP00260))

(1.1.1.3, HSDH, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, (MAP00300))

(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, (MAP00300))}

Due to space limitations, we have restricted ourselves to the enzyme num-
ber (a1) “1.1.1.3” which appears in two pathways identified by the maps (a4)
“MAP00260” and “MAP00300”. In the next step, this helper attribute gets re-
placed by a5 through rule HKEGG,5:

RK = {. . .
(1.1.1.3, HSDH, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, glyc., ser., threon.metab.),

(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, glyc., ser., threon.metab.),

(1.1.1.3, HSDH, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, lys. biosynthesis),

(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homoser.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, lys. biosynthesis)}

Finally, RB(b1, b2, b3, b4) has to be filled by the attribute values of BRENDA. Un-
fortunately, BRENDA does not provide any mechanism to retrieve a list of all at-
tribute values. We must, thus, provide an initial attribute list externally. Though
the attribute identifiers between the KEGG and BRENDA adapter schema and
the IUS are disjoint, our same-relations serve as a solution to this problem. In
our case we should find a same-attribute to b1 which appears only in the depen-
dency rule of BRENDA, HBRENDA,1. In fact, a1 of KEGG is a same-attribute
of b1. We may either directly facilitate HKEGG,1 to retrieve the a1 values or,
alternatively, use the distinct occurrences of a1 from RK, i.e.:

RB = {(1.1.1.1, , , ), (1.1.1.2, , , ), (1.1.1.3, , , )}
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Next, we employ HBRENDA,1 to retrieve and combine the remaining attributes
b2 (name), b3 (reaction), and b4 (organism):

RB = {. . .
(1.1.1.3, HDH, L-homos.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, aquif. aeolicus),

(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homos.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, aquif. aeolicus),

(1.1.1.3, HDH, L-homos.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, helicob. pylori),

(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homos.+NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH, helicob. pylori)}

Finally, the actual integration task must be conducted. That is, a join operation
can be performed to obtain the desired enzyme information. A natural join would
restrict the result to those enzymes which appear in both data sources, and, thus
provide a complete information coverage for the integrated data. Alternatively,
an outer join preserves all information from any data source but does eventually
not provide all attribute values for each enzyme which would be expressed as
null values. Based on the semantics of the application scenario, the user must
choose between both alternatives. The second choice is on the join attributes.
Obviously, any combination of same-attributes that appear in RK and RB may
be employed. In our case a1 (b1), a2 (b2), and a3 (b3) fulfill this requirement.
We, therefore, join on the attribute combinations (a1, a2, a3) and (b1, b2, b3).
We (naturally) join the RK and RB and obtain:

Enzyme = {. . .
(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homos.:NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH,
glyc., ser., threon.metab., aquif. aeolicus),
(1.1.1.3, HSD, L-homos.:NAD+=L-asp. 4-semiald.+NADH,
glyc., ser., threon.metab., helicob. pylori)}

For the enzyme “1.1.1.3” (homoserine dehydrogenase) two tuples exist in the
Enzyme attribute set of the integrated schema. That is, RK and RB agree on
a1, a2, a3 (b1, b2, b3) for these tuples, only. An alternatively applied outer join
integration operation would preserve all information gathered in RK and RB

but cause null-values in the pathway or species attributes for many tuples.

5 Sample Applications

An application demonstrating the system’s capabilities should be as simple as
possible in order to minimize barriers of use. This motivated the application
DBOra that will enable the user to browse through the data. Currently, our
integrated data stock comprises about 10 GByte (35 million tuples) of data
stored in approximately 80 relations cross-linked through foreign keys. A second
application, MailSSA, enables the user to select a certain starting and end table
from the integrated data schema and to collect the interconnected information
in between by querying the start table for a certain string or sequence and
relating those data with data connected from the end table. Both applications
are accessible via www-bm.ipk-gatersleben.de.
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In the following we restrict ourselves to describe the functions of DBOra
since it particularly highlights to afore mentioned capabilities of the integration.
Deploying DBOra to navigate through the integrated data starts with either a
text search over all integrated data entries or with a BlastP search for amino
acid (AA) sequences or BlastX for nucleotide acid (NA) sequences, respectively.
The result set will return all entries that include the initial search term(s) or
provide a Blast hit of the AA or NA sequence. Hence the user can select any
of those tables to display the entries more detailed. Should he find interesting
data he will be able to search for data entries in other categories (tables) that
might enhance and complement the already discovered data, provided that data
exists of course. Furthermore, the user can restrict his search to data entries
that are located in neighboring or directly connected tables with respect to the
database schema of the integration system. This feature might be especially
rewarding to users who formerly invested time to study the database schema
and to identify relevant and irrelevant relations between the included database
tables. Whereas for users investing that time, it might be more appropriate to
use the option to display all information that can be reached from the current
data entry by following the links between all relevant tables of the schema. The
corresponding result set will be directly displayed as detailed information. With
the option to display all interconnected data, all tables, neighboring and remote
via corresponding neighbors, the user can search for entries in the integrated
database.

6 Outlook

Finally, we outline some ideas on future progresses to improve and complement
the BioDataServer integration system. We can basically distinguish our ongoing
work into two fields which are centered around (i) the development of applica-
tions that interact with the integrated data and (ii) improvements of the adapter
components.

As for the application development, we are currently investigating possibil-
ities on how to utilize our integrated data in connection with identifying cod-
ing regions in ESTs by information retrieval mechanisms. Currently, a research
project at IPK gathers information from various resources like protein domain,
transcription factor, signal peptide, and subcellular localization databases to
perform a statistical analysis for automatic EST annotation.

Though we focused on the overall architectural design and query processing,
semi-automatic adapter implementation support plays an important role in min-
imizing the cost to introduce a new data source. Research in bioinformatics has
come up with many existing tools to query and extract data from various popu-
lar data sources. To avoid re-implementations of these tools we currently develop
a re-use concept. Though this approach permits a re-use of certain implemen-
tation components, most of the adapter programming work is still a tedious,
error-prone task. We therefore, investigate learning mechanisms to detect the
structure of a data source semi-automatically.
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Abstract. The integration of life science web databases is an impor-
tant research subject that has an impact on the rate at which new bi-
ological discoveries are made. However, addressing the interoperability
of life science databases presents serious challenges, particularly when
the databases are accessed through their web interfaces. Some of these
challenges include the fact that life science databases are numerous and
their access interface may change often. This paper proposes techniques
that take into account these challenges and shows how these techniques
were implemented in the context of BACIIS, a federation of life science
web databases.

1 Introduction

In the past decade the management and interoperability of life science databases
has been an active research area due to an increase in the volume and the
complexity of biological data. The design and development of new sequencing
and high throughput screening technology resulted in a large number of scientists
contributing data to various public domain databases. The challenge of the next
decade is to develop new technologies that can facilitate the management of this
data in order to allow scientists to extract new knowledge, which can accelerate
research findings in functional genomics, proteomics, and drug discovery.

Several commercial and non-commercial integration systems for life science
databases have been proposed [1,2,3,4,5,6]. These systems use a wide range of
underlying architectures. For example, NCBI/Entrez [5] uses the link driven ap-
proach to integrate various databases. GUS [3] uses a data warehouse approach.
TAMBIS [7] is a database federation that is based on a mediator-wrapper archi-
tecture. The role of the wrapper is to extract information from remote databases,
and the role of the mediator is to integrate the data. In addition to the integra-
tion approach, some of the previously proposed systems target web databases
� This work is supported in part by NSF CAREER DBI-0133946 and NSF DBI-

0110854

E. Rahm (Ed.): DILS 2004, LNBI 2994, pp. 172–186, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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directly in an effort to preserve their autonomy. Therefore, no assumption is
made as to the active participation of the remote databases. Examples of these
systems include TAMBIS and BACIIS [6]. Other previously proposed systems
assume that either the schema of the remote databases is known or simply that
the data is distributed by the remote database on a regular basis in a text based
format that can be imported into a local database. Examples of these systems
include Discovery Link [4] and SRS [8]. Although the integration of life science
databases has been well studied in the literature, there are several remaining
important research issues that need to be addressed. Given that the number of
life science databases is currently more than 400 [15] and it keeps growing, any
proposed architecture to the integration of these databases should be scalable.
Furthermore, the integration system should easily adapt to changes in the web
interfaces of the remote databases. This latter aspect is particularly important
if the integration system accesses the remote databases only through their web
interface. In general, a wrapper is needed to extract information from each of
the remote databases. SRS supports 72 wrappers and there are more than 500
wrappers in the public domain for SRS [9]. K1 [10] has about 60 to 70 types of
wrappers. TAMBIS uses more than 300 CPL functions defined by BioKleisli [11].
Each CPL function is a wrapper function which extracts a single type of data
from a single data source [12]. These wrappers can easily fail when the interfaces
of the corresponding databases change. In this paper we focus on the issues of
supporting the integration of a large number of web databases when the remote
databases are only accessible through their often changing web interfaces. The
proposed techniques are implemented in BACIIS (Biological and Chemical In-
formation Integration System) [6,13]. These techniques include the support for
the transparency of the remote databases, the separation of the global schema
from the data source description and the support for wrapper induction. Section
2 of this paper presents an overview of the BACIIS architecture. The domain
ontology, query planner, and data source wrapper are described in sections 3, 4
and 5 respectively. Section 6 summarizes the contributions of this paper.

2 BACIIS Architecture

BACIIS is an ontology-centered information integration system for life science
web databases. It supports the seamless semantic-based integration of multiple
heterogeneous life science web databases and allows the execution of global ap-
plications that extend beyond the boundaries of individual databases. The archi-
tecture of BACIIS (Figure 1) uses a widely adopted mediator-wrapper approach.
The wrapper layer extracts information from the remote data sources. Source
specific data retrieval rules, such as site URLs and data field labels, are defined
in a set of data source schema files in XML formats. The schema file serves as
a knowledge base for a generic wrapper engine in order to form fully functional
wrappers. The separation of the source specific information from the generic
data retrieval functions facilitates wrapper construction and maintenance as dis-
cussed in Section 5. The mediator layer resolves data interoperability among data
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sources. Its core consists of a domain ontology which represents the biological
knowledge domain. This ontology serves as global schema. Mapping relations
are defined between the data source schema files and the domain ontology. Data
retrieved from the remote sources is labeled with ontology concepts. This al-
lows data labeled with the same ontology concepts to easily be integrated. As
mentioned above, data extraction rules for individual data sources are specified
in the data source schema files. The separation of source specific information
from domain ontology improves the stability of the domain ontology and the
scalability of BACIIS in terms of adding new databases. This aspect is discussed
further in Section 3. In BACIIS, the data sources are transparent to the user.
The queries are expressed by using database independent bioinformatics terms.
It is the responsibility of the query planner in BACIIS to discover related data
sources and extract information from them. This design decision allows the sci-
entist to extract information from a large number of databases without being
familiar with any of the databases. Furthermore, new databases can be added
to BACIIS without any change to the query submission method.

Data Source
Schema

Domain
Ontology

BACIIS
Knowledge

Base

User Web Browser

Ontology
Knowledge

Server

Web
Interface

Server

Web Server
with Servlet

support

Query
Planning
Service
Server

RMI

Wrapper
Service
Server

RMI

Result
Presentation

Server

RMI

Fig. 1. BACIIS System Architecture

3 Domain Ontology

The BACIIS Ontology (BaO) [13] aims at representing the biological domain
knowledge rather than accommodating the schema of all the data sources. As
mentioned in Section 2, BACIIS has a schema file for each life science data
source. This file is used to specify the query interface and the result data struc-
ture of the corresponding data source. It is different from the real data source
schema of the local database. In the schema file, data retrieval rules are labeled
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with domain ontology concepts rather than physical data organizations and rela-
tions. Therefore, the retrieved data can be reorganized according to the domain
ontology, and then be semantically mapped onto the knowledge domain repre-
sented by BaO. From this point of view, BaO also serves as the global schema
of BACIIS. The integration is performed in two steps in BACIIS: first a source-
specific schema file defines the data retrieval rules and maps them to ontology
concepts, and then the domain ontology defines the relationship among the on-
tology concepts. Mapping relations among different sources are established by
sharing equivalent or related ontology concepts. Alternatively, one can attempt
to integrate all data source specifications in one schema. However, as more data
source are added, this approach becomes complex, rendering the maintenance of
the integrated system impractical.

The global schema of BACIIS (BaO) is independent of the individual life
science data source and will only change when the biological domain evolves
to include new discoveries and concepts. The stability of the concepts in BaO
promotes scalability in BACIIS because the addition of new data sources and
updates in the data sources will not require changes in the ontology.

BaO consists of three top classes: Object, Property, and Relation as shown in
Figure 2. The sub-classes of Object and Property are arranged into hierarchical
trees by using the relationship is-a-subset-of. The relationship between the class
of Object and Property is defined as has-property. These two types of relations
(is-a-subset-of and has-property) are the main relations in BaO. Other relations
such as source-of, mark-on, and encode are defined between the sub-classes of
Object. The design of separate hierarchical structures for Object, Property, and
Relation preserves the isolation of the classes in BaO [13], which reduces the
maintenance effort needed to keep the ontology up-to-date. That is, changes to
one part of the ontology, which represents a set of concepts, have limited impact
on other parts of the ontology.

4 Query Planning

BACIIS uses the query-by-example approach to simplify the entry of complex
queries such as “What is the 3D structure of all proteins that belong to the enzyme
family EC:1.1.1.1 and is located within the human chromosome region 4q21-
4q23?”. Query formulation is guided by the ontology. The above query specifies
a set of proteins by two constraints (i.e., Cytogenetic-Region = 4q21-4q23 and
EC Number =1.1.1.1), and then requires the information related to some aspects
(i.e., 3D structure) of the selected proteins. No individual life science data source
can answer the above query directly due to limited query capabilities of the
data sources [15]. For example, although PDB can provide protein 3D structure
information, it cannot identify a protein by the cytogenetic region of its encoding
gene. BACIIS identifies query paths automatically. The data source schema files
map source specific information to the ontology concepts. If two data sources
have data fields mapped to the same ontology concept, the common concept
serves as a link. By analyzing the data source schema, BACIIS discovers graph
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Fig. 2. The Structure of the ontology (BaO) in BACIIS

relating the concepts underlying every user query, and identifies the most efficient
plan path. For example, all the possible paths from the input constraints (i.e.,
Cytogenetic-Region = 4q21-4q23 and EC Number =1.1.1.1) to one data source
of protein 3D-structure (PDB) are shown in Figure 3. Paths are labeled A1
through A4 for the first input constraint (i.e. Cytogenetic-region=4q21-4q23) and
B1 through B3 for the second input constraint (i.e. Ec-No=1.1.1.1). The query
result is the intersection of the two selected paths. When the output information
is available in more than one data source, one path will be identified for each
source to maximize the answer completeness.

The data source transparency provided by BACIIS allows obtaining infor-
mation from various data sources without knowing their query interfaces and
schema. Furthermore, when BACIIS scales up to integrate more data sources,
the users can get up-to-date information without any changes in the query sub-
mission.

5 Wrapper and Wrapper Induction

Wrappers are needed to extract the relevant data from the remote data sources.
Creating a wrapper for a web data sources is a challenging task because first,
most data sources are meant to be human readable rather than machine-readable,
and second, web data sources are highly heterogeneous. Therefore, integration
systems often use a set of data source specific wrapper modules or wrapper func-
tions for data retrieval. The development of new wrappers is required when new
data sources are included. This is a tedious process that hinders the scalability
of the integration system. One important feature of BACIIS is that it separates
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data source specific information from the wrapper executable module. A generic
wrapper engine is used to extract information from all data sources. This engine
uses the data extraction methods specified in the data source schema file of the
individual data source. The separation between the wrapper engine and the data
source schema promotes scalability by eliminating the need to change the source
code of the wrapper engine when a web database is added to the system or when
the interface corresponding to an existing database changes.

5.1 Data Source Schema

Each web database integrated in BACIIS is described by a data source schema
file. Currently, BACIIS integrates GenBank [16], SWISS-PROT [17], PIR [18],
PROSITE [19], ENZYME [20], PDB [21], and OMIM [22]. Figure 4 shows the
data source schema of the database GenBank as an example.

For each life science web database, all the data types that can be submitted
as query input and can be retrieved as query output from the web interface
of the database are stored in the data source schema by using the concepts
and relations defined in the ontology (BaO). For the INPUT-SCHEMA section
shown in Figure 4, each XML tag name corresponds to a BaO property that can
be accepted as input by a GenBank query. The tag structure follows the property
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-<ROOT>
-<META-DATA>

 <DBNAME>GenBank</DBNAME>
-<PATH-PAGE>

<PAGE-CHARACTER>
{title}entrez-nucleotide

</PAGE-CHARACTER>
<EXTRACT-LINK>

uh='value="clip add"'t='{/p}'la='{a href="'
</EXTRACT-LINK>

</PATH-PAGE>
</META-DATA>
-<INPUT-SCHEMA>

-<NUCLEIC-ACID-ID-INFO>
<GENE-NAME>

http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/query?db=2!form=1!term=XXXX[TITI]
</GENE-NAME>

</NUCLEIC-ACID-ID-INFO>
-<NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQU-INFO>

<GI-NO>
http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/query?db=2!form=1!term=XXXX[VID]

</GI-NO>
</NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQU-INFO>

</INPUT-SCHEMA>
-<OUTPUT-SCHEMA>

-<NUCLEIC-ACID-ID-INFO>
<NCBI-EMBL-DDBJ-ACCESS-N>

sh='{pre}'t=' version 'l=' accession 'r=' version '
</NCBI-EMBL-DDBJ-ACCESS-N>
-<NUCLEIC-ACID-COMMENT>

<GENBANK-EMBL-COMMENT>
sh='{pre}'t=' features 'l=' comment 'r=' features '

</GENBANK-EMBL-COMMENT>
</NUCLEIC-ACID-COMMENT>

</NUCLEIC-ACID-ID-INFO>
-<NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQU-INFO>

<NULEIC-ACID-LENGTH>
sh='{pre}'t='bp'l='locus"'r='bp'

</NUCLEIC-ACID-LENGTH>
<GI-NO>

sh='{pre}'t='keywords'l='version"GI:'r=''
</GI-NO>

</NUCLEIC-ACID-SEQU-INFO>
</OUTPUT-SCHEMA>

Web-Database
Metadata

Query Input
Types

Query Outpt
Properties

URL address to submit
the input query

Extraction rules to extract
the query output from

HTML pages

Define extraction rules for
GenBank Accession

Number

Fig. 4. Data Source Schema for the Database GenBank Written in XML

hierarchy defined in BaO. The tag value is the URL address that is used by the
wrapper to submit the query. The OUPUT-SCHEMA section also uses the BaO
properties as tag names to represent the information that can be retrieved from
GenBank. The tag values in the OUPUT-SCHEMA section correspond to the
extraction rules that can be used by the wrapper to extract the required data
from the HTML pages returned by the web database. The METADATA section
contains the data name and the rules for auto-direction and identification of the
final result page.
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5.2 Wrapper Engine

The genetic wrapper engine of BACIIS is designed to submit queries and extract
results from any web database participating in the integration. It consists of a
Plan Parser, a Result Collector, and a Wrapper Engine as shown in Figure 5. The
query plans are composed of one or more query execution paths. The Plan Parser
parses the query plans and spawns multiple Wrapper Engine instances, with each
corresponding to one path. Each plan path consists of one or more steps whose
execution order is coordinated by the PlanStep Iterator in Figure 5. For each
step, the Identification Module will first create an empty result container for the
result data of this step. The result container is organized according to the BaO
property hierarchy for the output property being retrieved by the corresponding
step or sub-query. The Execution Module will use the query-specific URL and the
input data set given by the PlanStep Iterator to compose the complete query
URL address and use this URL to submit the sub-query on the remote web
database. The returned HTML pages are forwarded to the Extraction Module
together with the extraction rules. The Extraction Module extracts the result
data from the returned pages and places them into the result container created
by the Identification Module. The loaded result container will be transferred to
the Temporary Data Pool in the wrapper engine. Depending on whether the
return data is a final result data or an intermediate result data, the result data
is sent to the Result Collector or feedback to the PlanStep Iterator, which will
use it in the execution of the next step of the plan path.

Plan Parser

Parse the query plans received
from the Query Planner Service
Server, and spawn a thread that
invoked the wrapper engine for

each valid plan path

Result Collector

Collect the results from each
instance of the wrapper engine

and forward the combined
result to the Result

Presentation Service Server

Wrapper Engine

Temporary
data pool

Identification
Module

Execution
Module

Extraction
Module

PlanStep
Iterator

Remote
data source

Fig. 5. The Architecture of BACIIS Wrapper Engine

5.3 Wrapper Induction

Wrapper induction refers to process of learning the extraction rules based on
web page examples. It represents an attempt to overcome the tedious, time
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consuming, and error prone process associated with manually generating the
extraction rules [23,24]. The approaches to wrapper induction proposed in the
literature traditionally use machine learning [25,26], supervised learning [27],
and inductive logic programming [28] techniques. In general, those techniques
require a large number of hand labeled sample pages be fed to the induction
system. In order to promote scalability, our focus was to develop a rapid and
easy approach that does not depend on hand labeled examples and does not
require a large number of sample pages. Furthermore, the extracted fields not
only have to be identified, but they must also be labeled with ontology terms in
order to facilitate the integration of the result returned from one web database
with the result returned from another database. Therefore, the proposed wrapper
induction algorithm has to be able to 1) identify the actual data that is to be
extracted from the page, and 2) map the extracted data to the ontology terms.

Since all of the web pages returned from the web databases are meant to be
human readable, the data in these pages is typically preceded by a label that
identifies it. For example, as shown in Figure 6, when searching GenBank [16]
for the accession number of a specific nucleotide, the result page will have the
label ”accession” associated with the accession number. In order to extract this
number, the corresponding label has to be located in the page. The challenge
is to first locate the label-data tuples and to associate these tuples with terms
from the ontology.

NCBI-EMBL-DDBJ-
ACCESS-N

GI-NO
NUCLEIC-ACID-

LENGTH

Ontology Properties

Fig. 6. Example Result Web Page from GenBank

Tuple Identification Tuple identification, in general, is a challenging research
subject. Limiting the scope to a given domain such as the biological domain in
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the case of this paper helps reduce some of the difficulty, especially when an
ontology that describes the domain is available. The proposed approach to tuple
identification is an enhancement to the method for tuple identification introduced
in [24]. It is based on discovering similarity and dissimilarity between sample
pages from a website. The comparison process begins with the user supplying
sample pages from the target life science web database. For the wrapper to be
complete, the sample pages must be inclusive of all fields from the database.
The tuple identification method was implemented and tested on the following
biological databases: GenBank, SWISS-PROT, and PIR, and it was found that
in general 3 to 9 sample pages were required for adequate tuple identification.
The number of sample pages required varies with the quality of the provided
sample pages.

The sample pages are parsed into lists of tokens consisting of either HTML
tags or strings. The algorithm processes tokens from all of the lists simultane-
ously. The first sample is arbitrarily selected as the control page. The control
page will have any missing fields added to it to construct a template with all
available database fields. This control page will be presented to the user during
the verification process. Tokens are compared across all the token lists in or-
der, noting the similarities. Non-HTML tokens from the control list are checked
against the knowledge base. If a token appears in the knowledge base, it is a
possible hit on a label field. If the current token from a list does not match the
current token in the control list, it too is checked against the knowledge base.
This token may represent an optional field that is not present in the arbitrarily
selected control list. As previously mentioned, this approach is similar to the ap-
proach proposed in [24]. The difference lies in the fact that the wrapper induction
approach proposed in this paper does not need the HTML clues in the page in
order to infer the structure of the HTML page. Some of the disadvantages of the
approach proposed in [24] include the requirement that the sample pages be well
structured, the need for a large number of sample pages, the difficulty in consol-
idating between mismatches, and the lack of a method that can identify a field
once found. The approach proposed in this paper addresses these challenges by
using the domain ontology. The advantages of the approach proposed in this pa-
per for induction compared to the approach introduced in [24] are obtained only
because the induction process is limited to a specific domain. The sample pages
do not have to be well structured since the labels are expected to match terms
in the ontology. Similarly, since labels are compared to ontology terms, only a
representative set of pages is required. Furthermore, mismatches in the labels
are resolved by checking if the corresponding labels are semantically equivalent
in the ontology. Semantic variability in nomenclature is a very common phe-
nomenon in the biological domain. In the ontology developed for BACIIS this
semantic variability is resolved by identifying syntactically different terms that
refer to the same semantic concept. For example, the database GenBank uses
“REFERENCE”, the database PDB uses “Primary Citation”, and the database
PIR uses “Bibliography” to refer to literature reference.
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Figure 7 illustrates the proposed tuple identification approach using two par-
tial pages from GenBank. This figure shows that HTML tags are not present in
the data section of the page. GenBank, like many other Life Science databases,
uses the < pre > tag to denote preformatted text. This characteristic of biolog-
ical databases makes direct use of the approach proposed in [24] not possible,
since it relies on well-structured pages and in particular on the presence of ap-
propriate html tags for the labels.

18: MEDLINE   <a href=/entrez/utils/qmap.cgi?uid=97313270&form=6&db=m&Dopt=r>97313270</a> 

<HTML> 
 1: </tr></table></dt></dl><pre>LOCUS       NC_001147            1091284 bp    DNA        
 2: linear   PLN 03-NOV-2001 
 3: DEFINITION  Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome XV, complete chromosome 
 4: ACCESSION   NC_001147 
 5: VERSION     NC_001147.2  GI:14318439 
 6: KEYWORDS    . 
 7: SOURCE      baker's yeast. 
 8: REFERENCE   1  (bases 1 to 1091284) 
 9: AUTHORS     Goffeau,A., Barrell,B.G., Bussey,H., Davis,R.W., Dujon,B., 
10:             Feldmann,H., Galibert,F., Hoheisel,J.D., Jacq,C., Johnston,M., 
11: TITLE       Life with 6000 genes 
12: JOURNAL     Science 274 (5287), 546 (1996) 
13: MEDLINE   <a href=/entrez/utils/qmap.cgi?uid=97002444&form=6&db=m&Dopt=r>97002444</a> 
14: REFERENCE   2  (bases 1 to 1091284) 
15: AUTHORS     Dujon,B., Albermann,K., Aldea,M., Alexandraki,D., Ansorge,W., 
16: TITLE       The nucleotide sequence of Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome XV 
17: JOURNAL     Nature 387 (6632 Suppl), 98-102 (1997) 

18:             Cedex 01 34060, France 

<HTML> 
 1: </tr></table></dt></dl><pre>LOCUS       AF271074                3313 bp    DNA        
 2: linear   PLN 01-JAN-2002 
 3: DEFINITION  Vitis vinifera alcohol dehydrogenase 2 (Adh2) gene, complete cds. 
 4: ACCESSION   AF271074 
 5: VERSION     AF271074.1  GI:18027091 
 6: KEYWORDS    . 
 7: SOURCE      Vitis vinifera. 
 8: REFERENCE   1  (bases 1 to 3313) 
 9: AUTHORS     Tesniere,C. and Verries,C. 
10: TITLE       Alcohol dehydrogenase: a molecular marker in grapevine 
11: JOURNAL     (in) Roubelakis-Angelakis,K.A. (Ed.); 
12:             MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY OF GRAPEVINE: 203-223; 
13:             Kluwer Academic Publishers (2001) 
14: REFERENCE   2  (bases 1 to 3313) 
15: AUTHORS     Verries,C. and Tesniere,C. 
16: TITLE       Direct Submission 
17: JOURNAL     Submitted (22-MAY-2000) URBMT, INRA, 2 Place Viala, Montpellier 

Fig. 7. Example of the Label/Data Identification Algorithm Applied to Gen-
Bank

When the pages in Figure 7 are processed, the first label match is the token
LOCUS. Both pages contain LOCUS and the term is also part of the ontology.
The next tokens, AF271074 in (a) and NC 01147 in (b) do not match, so it is
marked as the beginning of the data field. The tokens are then consumed and
checked against the ontology until DEFINITION is found on line three. This is
the next label hit since it exists in both pages and is an ontology term. Once
this second label is identified, the algorithm backtracks one token and marks the
end of the LOCUS data field. Figure 8 shows the control page after line 1 to line
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7 of the lower part of Figure 7 have been processed and marked with ontology
terms.

<pre>
LOCUS

<NUCLEIC-ACID-LENGTH>
NC_001147    1091284 bp    DNA    linear   PLN 03-NOV-2001

</NUCLEIC-ACID-LENGTH>
DEFINITION

<definition>
Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome XV, complete chromosome sequence.

</definition>
ACCESSION

<NCBI-EMBL-DDBJ-access-n>
NC_001147

</NCBI-EMBL-DDBJ-access-n>
VERSION

<GI-NO>
NC_001147.2  GI:14318439

</GI-NO>
KEYWORDS    .
SOURCE      baker's yeast.

Fig. 8. Partial Example Page after Label/Data Tuple Identification

The identification process continues until line 10 in Figure 8. This is a trivial
mismatch caused by the variable length of the data field. Processing of the
second list will pause on the term “title” until the first list reaches that point.
Processing will then resume. The next mismatch is found between line 14 and
line 13. One of these fields is an optional field that appears in at least one,
but not all, of the pages. To proceed, the page missing the field is scanned
ahead to ensure that “MEDLINE” does not occur later in the page. If it does,
then “REFERENCE” could be the optional field. Once it is determined that
“MEDLINE” is the optional field, the identification process is synchronized by
using the label “REFERENCE”. The first list will then wait while the second
list processes the fields up until “REFERENCE” at which point processing of
both lists resumes.

There are several methods for representing extraction rules. These methods
include HLRT and derivatives of this method such as LR, HBELRT and HO-
CLRT [29]. In this paper, the HLRT method, proposed in [29], was selected
because it is expressive enough to accommodate biological web databases and
it is easy to implement. This method represents extraction rules by defining the
head, the left, the right and the tail delimiters. The head (H) and tail (T) are
used to delineate the beginning and end, respectively, of the relevant information
in a given web page. The head delimiter allows the wrapper to skip any super-
fluous information at the beginning of the page or to navigate past a particular
landmark within a page. Each rule can specify a unique head as needed and the
head delimiter can be used in conjunction with the left delimiter to form a dis-
continuous sequence of tokens that identify a field. The tail is useful particularly
if optional labels occur at the end of the web page. The left (L) and right (R)
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delimiters are used repeatedly within a page to delineate the beginning and end,
respectively, of data fields that correspond to labels.

The process begins by taking the set of sample pages that have been labeled
by the label/data identification process. The algorithm locates the first ontology
term marked in the sample and tries to determine the head and left delimiters.
These two delimiters must be chosen together, as some choices for a left delimiter
may only be valid when combined with a particular token as the head. In the
example of Figure 6, the first ontology term is < nucleic− acid− length >. All
of the samples are examined and it is found that all < nucleic−acid− length >
tags are preceded by the label LOCUS. The < pre > tag is also found as a unique
tag that precedes the ontology tag. It is therefore chosen as a head delimiter.
Once the head and left delimiters are found, the end delimiter is found and the
right delimiter is sought. In all of the GenBank samples, DEFINITION follows
the terminating tag and it is chosen as the right delimiter. DEFINITION can
be selected as the tail as well. This results in the following extraction rule for
< nucleic − acid − length > (< nucleic − acid − length >: H= < pre >, L =
LOCUS, R = DEFINITION, T = DEFINITION). This rule will be interpreted
by the wrapper engine as: skip everything until the token < pre > is found, then
look for LOCUS. When it is found, begin extracting all data after LOCUS until
DEFINITION is encountered.

Validation The wrapper induction system was tested by using three repre-
sentative life science web databases that BACIIS currently integrates, namely
GenBank, PIR and SWISS-PROT. Three to nine sample pages from each web
database were selected. The extraction rules generated by the wrapper induction
system were compared to the manually written rules for these databases. The
extraction rules that were manually created are part of the BACIIS system and
have been used to correctly answer queries that involve the selected databases.

The algorithm correctly identified the label and data fields of the desired
fields for 16 of the 21 fields without any user intervention. This included cor-
rectly identifying the appropriate head and tail delimiters and the associated
ontology terms for the field. While the induction algorithm was able to generate
a wrapper to extract most of the data and to properly classify the labels using
ontology terms, some fields were not correctly processed. For example, consider
the “MEDLINE” field in Figure 7. In the manually written extraction rules the
data field contains only the number 97002444, whereas the wrapper induction
algorithm generated an extraction rule where the data field is the entire link
address (line 13 of Figure 7). Future work will focus on developing methods to
facilitate sub-data field extraction such as the one illustrated by this example.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Life science databases have seen an important increase in number in the past
decade due to intensive research in areas such genomics and proteomics. Several
research studies cross the boundaries of individual databases and can therefore
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benefit from a system that integrates these databases. This paper investigates
the issues of scalability when integrating a large number of autonomous life
science web databases. The approaches proposed in this paper include 1) the
separation of the domain ontology which is used as the global schema and the
description of the data sources, 2) the separation of the data extraction rules
which are included in the data source schema file and the wrapper engine 3) the
development of a wrapper induction system which can generate the extraction
rules for a give web database using a reduced number of untagged sample pages
and 4) the development of a query planner that can identify the sources databases
needed to answer a user query, thereby guarantying total transparency of the
web databases. The techniques proposed in this paper were implemented in an
integration system for life science web databases (BACIIS) which is available at
http://baciis.engr.iupui.edu
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Abstract. Life science data sources represent a complex link-driven fed-
eration of publicly available Web accessible sources. A fundamental need
for scientists today is the ability to completely explore all relationships
between scientific classes, e.g., genes and citations, that may be retrieved
from various data sources. A challenge to such exploration is that each
path between data sources potentially has different domain specific se-
mantics and yields different benefit to the scientist. Thus, it is impor-
tant to efficiently explore paths so as to generate paths with the highest
benefits. In this paper, we explore the search space of paths that sat-
isfy queries expressed as regular expressions. We propose an algorithm
ESearch that runs in polynomial time in the size of the graph when
the graph is acyclic. We present expressions to determine the benefit
of a path based on metadata (statistics). We develop a heuristic search
OnlyBestXX%. Finally, we compare OnlyBestXX% and ESearch.

1 Introduction

A fundamental problem facing the scientist today is correctly identifying a spe-
cific biological instance, e.g., a specific gene or protein, and then obtaining a
complete functional characterization of this object. Such characterizations are
critical in various scientific tasks including collecting data for an experiment,
validation of hypotheses, and data curation. A complete characterization of a
scientific entity class typically involves the exploration of several distributed re-
sources often linked in a federation. This exploration may be supported by a
query involving multiple joins, combining data from various resources, followed
by filtering and ranking. There are many challenges in solving this problem when
exploring an inter-related and inter-linked federation of sources.

While each source may have data on one or more scientific entity classes such
as genes and sequences, there is significant diversity in the coverage of these
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sources. For example, the NCBI and EMBL Nucleotide databases have differ-
ent attributes characterizing (describing) sequences although they both cover
the same sequences. In contrast, AllGenes, RatMap and the Mouse Genome
Database (MGD) are all gene databases but they have different coverage. All-
Genes contains human and mouse genes and overlaps with MGD. See [12] for a
detailed discussion on various aspects of coverage.

A second challenge is that for various scientific tasks, scientists are interested
in exploring all relationships between scientific entity classes, e.g., genes and
citations. These relationships are often implemented as physical links between
objects in the data sources. Each link between sources may be visualized as a
collection of individual links, going from a data object in one source to another
data object, in the same or a different source. The properties of the link may
vary, e.g., uni- or bi-directional, cardinality such as 1:1 or 1:N, etc.

An exploration process typically starts from one or more available sources,
and continues by following direct links, e.g., URLs, or traversing paths, infor-
mally, concatenations of links via intermediate sources. Thus, given some start
class in source S and target class in source T , there may be multiple alternate
paths to navigate from S to T .

Given a set of paths from a start entity class to a target class, one could thus
differentiate between these paths and rank these paths relevant to the benefit
associated with some domain specific criteria. Example benefit criteria include
maximizing result cardinality of target objects; maximizing the number of at-
tributes along the path, maximizing the number of sources that were visited in
the path, etc. Such benefits can be exploited by the scientist in choosing paths
of interest. They can also be exploited by a query optimizer. For example, one
can predict the cost of evaluating a query given some specific sources and paths.

In this paper, we present an approach to efficiently explore life sciences data
sources. While typical scientific discovery usually involves complex queries in-
volving multiple joins, selections and projections, and ranking of results, in this
paper, we focus on one important aspect: the navigational aspect of exploring
links and paths. Thus, we initially consider a regular expression based query
language that captures this navigational aspect. In this simplified context, a so-
lution to a query (regular expression) is a path in a graph of sources and links
between sources that satisfies the regular expression. The problem of determining
if a pair of nodes in a graph occurs in a path that satisfies a regular expression
has been shown to be NP complete [9]. We propose an algorithm based on a
deterministic finite state automaton (DFA) that recognizes a regular expression.
The algorithm ESearch performs an exhaustive breadth-first search of all paths
in a graph. The algorithm runs in polynomial time in the size of the graph when
the graph is acyclic.

We next consider various criteria to determine the benefit of a path. Examples
are the path visiting the largest number of sources, or the maximum number
of attributes, or the path with maximum result cardinality. Note that these
may correspond to well known NP problems, e.g., longest path. We provide
expressions to estimate the benefit of a path based on the metadata (statistics)
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of a source graph SG and the Object Graph (data objects and links between
objects). We rank the paths produced by ESearch based on the metadata benefit
and identify those paths in the top 25% as the set of Relevant Paths.

ESearch is an exhaustive search and explores all matching sources. To be
more efficient, we develop a heuristic search, OnlyBestXX% Search, that resem-
bles a best-first search strategy. Informally, the heuristic search will rank all
sources in the SG based on a utility measure. Potential candidate utility mea-
sures include the image cardinality of a source (number of objects participating
in an inlink) and the link cardinality (number of outgoing links). Intuitively,
we expect that a source with a high utility measure will participate in a path
with a high benefit. We note that there could be many relevant utility measures,
depending on the specific benefit. We compare the precision, recall and fallout
of OnlyBestXX% Search with respect to the Relevant Paths of ESearch. While
OnlyBestXX% Search can be more efficient, we demonstrate the negative impact
when the utility measure mispredicts the choice of good sources. This occurs both
for OnlyBest25% and OnlyBest50% which choose fewer sources, as well as for
OnlyBest75% and OnlyBest90% which choose more sources. This motivates the
need for a Best Subpath First search that continually ranks and explores the best
subpaths with the highest benefit, rather than relying on a heuristic that only
chooses good sources.

Our research on semantics complements work in [8] that studies the prop-
erties associated with multiple alternate paths, e.g., result cardinality, as well
as overlap of results in multiple alternate paths. These two projects provide a
strong foundation for efficiently exploring paths.

There has been prior research on providing access to life science sources
[2, 3, 7, 16]. Example of such systems include DiscoveryLink [6], Kleisli and
its successors [1, 17], SRS [4, 5] and TAMBIS [13]. Typically, these systems
have not explored alternate sources and multiple paths. Recent research in [10,
11] has addressed the problem of alternate sources for scientific entity classes.
They consider a more expressive query language PQL, in comparison to the
language limited to regular expressions defined in this paper. However, they do
not consider heuristics to explore the search space or the semantics of multiple
alternate paths. Since we are interested in the navigational aspects of queries,
we focus on the regular expression based language. Properties of links have been
studied in the context of XML document processing [14, 15]; they do not consider
semantics associated with paths. Our contributions are as follows:

– We present a regular expression based query language to explore the navi-
gational aspects of scientific queries against the graph of life science sources.
We develop an exhaustive search algorithm ESearch to find paths that satisfy
regular expressions.

– We present domain specific semantic criteria to compare and rank alternate
paths. We rank the paths produced by ESearch based on metadata benefits
and identify the top 25% as Relevant Paths.

– We develop a heuristic search OnlyBestXX% which uses a metadata based
utility measure to only explore some sources. We compare the precision,
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recall and fallout of OnlyBestXX% with respect to the Relevant Paths (with
the highest benefit) produced by ESearch.

2 Physical and Logical Map of Life Sciences Data Sources

Life science sources may be modeled at two levels: the physical and logical level.
The physical level corresponds to the actual data sources and the links that exist
between them. An example of data sources and links is shown in Figure 1. The
physical level is modeled by a directed graph SG, where nodes represent data
sources and edges represent a physical implementation of a link between two
data sources. A data object in one data source may have a link to one or more
data objects in another data source, e.g., a gene in GeneCards links to a citation
in PubMed. A path in SG is defined in a straightforward manner by traversing
the links of SG.

Fig. 1. A graph SG of Life Science Sources

The logical level consists of classes (entity classes, concepts or ontology
classes) that are implemented by one or more physical data sources or possi-
bly parts of data sources. For example, the class Citation may be implemented
by the data source PubMed. Each source typically provides a unique identifier
for the entities of a class and includes attribute values that characterize them.
An example of a possible (commonly accepted) mapping from logical classes to
data sources is illustrated in Table 1.

3 Simple Regular Expression Based Query Language

First, we present a complex query typical of scientific discovery and describe
how it may be evaluated on life sciences sources. While the efficient evaluation
of such complex queries is important, in this paper, we focus on the navigational
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CLASS DATA SOURCE

Sequence (s) NCBI Nucleotide database
EMBL Nucleotide Sequence database

DDBJ

Protein (p) NCBI Protein database
Swiss-Prot

Citation (c) NCBI PubMed

Table 1. A Possible Mapping from Logical Classes to Physical Data Sources

aspect of exploring multiple alternate links and paths. Thus, we consider a simple
language based on regular expressions. While we recognize that such a language
has limited expressive power, it is sufficient for us to express domain specific
semantics that differentiate among alternate paths in SG. Consider the following
complex query:

Query 1: Return all citations of PubMed published since 1995 that men-
tion ”heart” and refer to sequences of GenBank that are annotated as
”Calcium channel”.

The task of scientific discovery encapsulated in this query requires knowl-
edge of the capabilities of sources. For example, PubMed and GenBank accept
queries containing multiple selection predicates. They perform database-like se-
lection (by retrieving only the entries relevant to the filter and all associated
information) on the unique identifiers of entries in PubMed or GenBank. They
also support a more sophisticated keyword based search capability. Constraints
such as date since 1995 can also be used to filter the results. This increases
the query capability and can improve the efficiency of access. Both the keyword
heart and the constraint date since 1995 can be passed to PubMed to filter
the results. PubMed typically removes duplicates when they occur in the out-
put. Sending a single request with say multiple keywords to a remote source may
return a result containing duplicates which must be eliminated locally. However,
this alternative (while including duplicate results) may be less expensive than
submitting multiple calls on the Web, one request for each keyword.

To answer this query, one can access PubMed and retrieve citations pub-
lished since 1995 that mention ”heart”, and then extract all GenBank identifiers
that they contain. Next, one can retrieve the information available in GenBank
for each sequence and filter the ones that are annotated as ”calcium channel”.
Alternately, one can follow the Nucleotide link of Entrez PubMed.

A different plan would first access GenBank and retrieve all sequences that
are annotated as ”Calcium channel”, and then extract the MEDLINE identi-
fiers for these. Next, one can retrieve the corresponding MEDLINE citations
from PubMed and filter the ones published since 1995 that mention ”heart”. A
third alternative consists in querying PubMed and GenBank concurrently and
performing an appropriate join of the retrieved data.
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This example illustrated many aspects of identifying sources, selecting source
query processing capabilities, selecting the order of accessing sources, choosing to
follow a link versus evaluating a join, etc. While all these aspects are important,
we focus on the navigational aspects of following multiple alternate links and
paths. To do so, we consider a regular expression based query language.

We consider regular expressions expressed (RE) over class names in set E.
Given an input regular expression r the objective is to interpret r on the graph
SG. Class labels in E include p (protein), s (sequence), g (gene), c (citation),
and ε (a wild card label). Each class label may have multiple interpretations
in SG. We consider the data sources NCBI Nucleotide, EMBL Nucleotide Se-
quence, DDBJ, NCBI Protein, Swiss-Prot, HUGO, GeneCards, and PubMed as
shown in Figure 1. Table 2 describes the interpretation of regular expressions
by paths in SG. Paths of length 0 are expressed by a single class name of E (or
a disjunction of class names) and interpreted by sources of the graph SG by a
mapping from E to SG as illustrated in Table 1. Paths of length 1 are expressed
by the concatenation of two class names and are interpreted by a physical link
between two sources of SG.

RE Interpretation in SG

ei, for all ei in E A path comprising a node in SG that implements ei

ε A path comprising any node in SG

ei . ej A path comprising any edge in SG between 2 nodes that imple-
ment ei, ej .

ri.rj Path pi.pj where pi (pj) interprets ri (rj).

ri|rj Path pi or pj where pi (pj) interprets ri (rj).

r+ p1.p2 · · · pn where n ≥ 1 and each pi is a path (node) that inter-
prets r

Table 2. Mapping from Regular Expressions to SG

Regular expressions express common retrieval queries. For example, a scien-
tist may be interested to “Retrieve citations linked to genes via any number of
intermediate sources (paths of any length ≥ 2)”.
Query 2: g.ε+.c
This query will match any path that starts with a node that interprets g and
terminates in a node that interprets c. The length of that path can vary from
2 to the length of the longest path in SG (if this path satisfies the expression).
Thus, we see that enumerating all the paths in SG that match the query could
be exponential in the size of SG.

A query such as Query 2 is important to scientists who wish to fully charac-
terize scientific objects without specifying the sources and paths to visit. Eval-
uating such a query is challenging since in order to obtain the most complete
list of citations relevant to a gene, one would need to visit all relevant paths.
However, for efficiency, one would wish to avoid all irrelevant paths. Section 4
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presents algorithms to develop solutions and Section 5 presents semantic criteria
to rank solutions.

4 Complexity of Exploring Paths in SG

4.1 Paths Satisfying a Regular Expression

Definition 1.
A graph SG = (S, L) is a directed acyclic graph, where:

– S is a set of nodes where each node corresponds to exactly a source;
– L is a set of edges L ⊂ S × S that represents links between sources.

The graph is mapped to the logical level as follows:

– φ is a mapping from a class name in E to a set of physical sources in S. φ is
a one-to-many mapping as illustrated in Table 1. The wild card ε is mapped
to S.

– γ is a mapping from a source in S to a class name in E. Note that each
source of S is mapped by γ to a single class name in E, or to the wild card
ε.

Note that each node (source) implements one entity class; there is at most
one edge between any two nodes; there are no cycles in the graph.

A path p = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) in SG is defined as a list of sources si ∈ S and
is mapped to a regular expression γ(p) defined by γ(s1).γ(s2) . . . γ(sn), i.e., the
concatenation of γ(si) ∈ E. A regular expression r over the alphabet E expresses
a retrieval query Qr as shown in Section 3. The result of Qr is the set of paths
p in SG that interpret r, that is {p ∈ SG | φ(r) = p}.

4.2 Searching the Space of Paths

A naive method for evaluating a query Qr on SG is to traverse all paths in SG,
and to determine if they interpret r. The time complexity of the naive evaluation
is exponential in the size of SG because SG has an exponential number of paths.
A similar problem was addressed in [9] where it was shown that for (any) graph
and regular expression, determining if a particular edge occurred in a path that
satisfied the regular expression and was in the answer was NP complete.

The ESearch Algorithm
ESearch is based on a deterministic finite state automaton (DFA) that recognizes
a regular expression r. The algorithm performs an exhaustive breadth-first search
of all paths in a graph. Suppose DFA is the automaton that recognizes the regular
expression r. The DFA is represented by a set of transitions, where a transition
is a triple t=(i,f,e), where, i represents the initial state of t, f represents the final
state of t and, e corresponds to the label of t (e ∈ E, the set of class names).
The state i (resp. f) may be a start state (resp. end state) of DFA.
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The exhaustive algorithm ESearch comprises two phases: (a) build path and
(b) print path. In phase build path, for each visited transition t=(i,f,e), the algo-
rithm identifies all the sources si ∈ φ(e). If i is not a start state of the DFA, then,
for each si, the algorithm computes a set si.previousSources. To do so, it con-
siders all the sources that were selected in transition tp previous to t, and selects
the subset of sources that are adjacent to si in SG; these sources are included
in si.previousSources. In phase print path, the algorithm starts from the set of
sources corresponding to the final transition, whose final state is an end state of
the DFA. For each si, it uses the set si.previousSources to construct a path.
The path terminates in one of the sources visited by the start transition whose
initial state is a start state of the DFA. We note that print path may commence
as soon as ESearch visits the first transition for which f is a final state of DFA.
In our implementation, we do not consider such potential parallelism between
these two phases.

The ESearch Algorithm runs in polynomial time in the size of the graph, if
graph is cycle free and all paths are cycle free. Each node (source) in the graph
implements only one class, so a node is visited at most once in each transition
(each level of the breadth-first search). Similarly, each node is visited at most
once in each iteration of print path. An annotated SG is produced during the
build path phase of ESearch. For each transition in the DFA, each source si

matching the transition is annotated with sources in si.previousSources. If d is
the maximum number of sources that can precede a source in the annotated SG,
i.e., the cardinality of previousSources, and b is the maximum length of (cycle
free) paths satisfying the regular expression, then O(bd) is an upper bound for
ESearch.

Finding paths that satisfy a regular expression has some similarity to join
ordering in relational queries and capability based rewriting. The complexity of
the join ordering problem depends on the size of the query (e.g., number of joins),
whereas the complexity of finding paths depends on the graph topology. Further,
join ordering is a syntactic rewriting task since the join order does not impact
the results. In our case, each path may produce different results. Our problem is
similar to the capability based rewriting for queries, in a global as view scenario.
A common limited capability is bindings between conjunctive subqueries which
must be respected during rewriting. The presence of the wild card ε and the
(*) operator in regular expressions makes our problem more complex. We may
need to consider paths of any length in the graph. This problem is similar to
answering queries using views.

5 Ranking Solutions Using Semantic Criteria

Consider an example where two sources characterize an object using differ-
ent attributes. Consider the query “Retrieve all information known about gene
TP53”. It can be expressed by the regular expression g which can be interpreted
by two sources GeneCards and GeneLynx. Using the fulltext search engine on
GeneCards with the keyword TP53 returns 24 hits, whereas a similar query to
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GeneLynx only retrieves 3 hits. The information (number of attributes and their
values) contained in the 24 GeneCards entries about this gene TP53 is richer
than the information in the 3 entries retrieved from GeneLynx.

Similar to the example above, each path through the Source Graph may have
different properties and will be of different benefit. Next, we enumerate domain
specific criteria that can be used to express the benefits of paths and that can
be used to rank all paths that satisfy some regular expression.

5.1 Criteria to Rank Paths

We focus on metadata benefits that are based on statistics from the Source
Graph and the Object Graph (data objects and links between objects). One
could also develop benefits that reflect other properties from the Source Graph
(schema), e.g., paths that include some particular source such as GenBank, or
paths that reflect particular objects and links, e.g., paths that include the gene
TP53. We do not consider such benefits in this paper. The following are some
potential criteria for ranking paths:

– Path length semantics: [Minimize/Maximize] the length of the path. Since
a source may implement multiple classes, a source could be visited mul-
tiple times when traversing a path. Thus, an alternate criteria is [Mini-
mize/Maximize] the number of distinct sources that are visited.

– Attribute cardinality semantics: [Minimize/Maximize] the (total) number of
attributes of all classes along the path. An alternative is [Minimize/Maximize]
the number of attributes for a specific class in the path.

– Result cardinality semantics: [Minimize/Maximize] the cardinality of the re-
sults (the number of retrieved entries). This could refer to the cardinality
of any of the intermediate or final classes. In the next section, we develop
expressions for Path Cardinality and Target Object Cardinality.

Related research in [10, 11] did consider alternate paths. However, they fo-
cused on the case where the ideal relationship between objects was 1 to 1. We
consider more general cases where the relationship could be 1 to N or N to M.
They also did not consider ranking the paths.

5.2 Metadata Benefit of a Path

We now provide expressions to estimate Target Object Cardinality and Path
Cardinality. Consider a path p through sources S1, S2, . . . , Sn.

– Source cardinality: c(Si) is the number of data objects in source Si.
– Link cardinality: l(Si,i+1) is the number of links from all data objects of

source Si pointing to data objects of Si+1.
– Link participation (start source): lpar(Si,i+1) is the number of objects in Si

having at least one outgoing link to an object in Si+1.
– Link image (target source): lim(Si,i+1) is the number of data objects in Si+1

that have at least one incoming link from objects in Si.
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Estimating the benefit of a path given metadata from the Source Graph is not
straightforward. Naumann et al developed a model [8] for such estimates. It made
the following assumptions, for any subpath i composed of edges (Si−1, Si) and
(Si, Si+1): (1) Uniform distribution of the links among the objects. (2) Object
independence for objects participating in a link, i.e., the probability for an object
in Si to have an outlink is independent of all other objects in the source. (3)
Path independence for each subpath i, Si−1, Si, Si+1, i.e., the probability for
an object in Si to have an inlink from an object in Si−1 is independent of the
probability of the object having an outlink to an object in Si+1.
Path Cardinality

The metadata benefit Path Cardinality for path p, PC(p), where n >= 3,
can be expressed as follows:

PC(p) = l(S1,2) ×
∏

i=2,...,n−1

[pcf(i)]. (1)

If we assume uniform distribution, object independence and path independence,
then we substitute the following for the path cardinality fraction: pcf(i) =
l(Si,i+1)/c(Si). If we do not assume path independence and assume that each
incoming link is to an object with an outgoing link, then we have the following:
pcf(i) = l(Si,i+1)/lpar(Si).
Target Object Cardinality

The metadata benefit Target Object Cardinality for path p, can be expressed
as follows:

TOC(p) = c(Sn)tocf(n) (2)

The tocf(i) is a factor representing the probability that an object in Si can
be reached from some object in S1.

The value of tocf(i) for a path from S1 to S2 is trivially tocf(2) =
lim(S1,2)/c(S2).

We now derive an expression for tocf(i + 1) given some value for tocf(i).
An object x in Si+1 receives on average δin

i+1 = l(Si,i+1)/lim(Si,i+1) edges from
objects in Si. If at least one of these objects in Si is reached, then we will reach
x. Similarly, an object x will not be reached if all δin

i+1 objects in Si are not
reached. To compute tocf(i + 1) we compute the probability that an object is
not reached for some tocf(i), and then use that to compute the probability that
it is reached. Thus, we have the following:

tocf(i + 1) = (lim(Si,i+1)/c(Si+1)(1 − (1 − tocf(i))δin
i+1) (3)

5.3 Benefits of Paths Produced by ESearch

Our experiments for ESearch and the heuristic searches were run on a graph
SG(Definition 1) with 26 entities. The number of nodes and edges were varied
from a sparse SG with 111 nodes and 272 edges to a dense SG of 125 nodes and
1845 edges. The image cardinality and the link cardinality for the edges were
drawn from some normal distributions. In order to simulate a mixed workload,
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we created 20 regular expression queries of varying expressive power, and we
report on the total number of solutions (paths) aggregated over all the queries.
We also report on the top 25% of the solutions or Relevant Paths.
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Fig. 2. Length of Paths for One Query

We report here on the metadata benefits of the paths for a randomly selected
query among the 20 queries for the dense SG. ESearch produced 278 paths for
this query. A histogram of the path length is reported in Figure 2. As can
be seen, path lengths varied from 3 to 7 with 4 being the most frequent. The
Path Cardinality for all the paths produced by ESearch ranged from 3.4E+5
to 4.3E+12 while the Path Cardinality for Relevant Paths (top 25%) ranged
from 1.5E+10 to 4.3 E+12. The Target Object Cardinality for all the paths
ranged from 1.0 to 5.0E+8 while the Target Object Cardinality for Relevant
Paths ranged from 4.7E+5 to 5.0E+8.

6 Heuristics to Efficiently Explore the Search Space

6.1 OnlyBestXX% Search

As will be seen from our experiments, ESearch has to explore all subpaths of
length 1, 2, etc., up to the longest path, before it can start producing any paths.
In order to make the search more efficient, we develop a heuristic search al-
gorithm OnlyBestXX% Search; it is based on a utility measure that ranks the
sources in SG and only selects the best XX% sources. We chose a utility measure
to correspond to the metadata benefit. When the metadata benefit is Target Ob-
ject Cardinality, the OnlyBestXX% Search uses a utility measure based on the
image cardinality of each source. All sources Sj in SG are ranked based on the
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image cardinality of inlinks (Si, Sj). When the metadata benefit is Path Cardi-
nality, the ranking of sources Si is based on the link cardinality of the outlinks
(Si, Sj).

We surmise that when exploring paths, selecting a source that ranks high
on a utility measure using image or link cardinality, respectively, will lead to
paths with higher benefits for Target Object Cardinality and Path Cardinality,
respectively. This choice of utility measure is reasonable since for example the
Target Object Cardinality indeed depends on the image cardinality. We note
that the benefit actually depends on the image cardinality of all the sources in
the path and the utility measure is making a local rather than a global choice.

The algorithm OnlyBestXX% modifies build path of ESearch. During the
phase build path, all sources satisfying the current transition t are ranked based
on either the image or the link cardinality. Instead of considering all sources
si ∈ φ(e), only those si that occur in the top XX% of the ranking are chosen.
For each winner si,n, where 1 ≤ n ≤ K, the set si,n.previousSources is only
initialized from among the set of top XX% winners visited at the previous
transition, that are adjacent to si,n in SG.

An ideal search would perform a look ahead to determine the utility measure
of all potential sources that may occur in the path. In contrast, our heuristic
search is not perfect and will only select the best sources that match a par-
ticular transaction. Since the heuristic does not have a look ahead and cannot
consider all sources in the path, it may also make poor choices in an early
stage and pay the penalty for this choice. Further, it is not exhaustive, and can
fail to produce a path depending on the choice of top XX% winners si,n and
si,n.previousSources.

6.2 Comparison of ESearch and OnlyBestXX%

We report on a comparison of ESearch and OnlyBestXX% on a graph SG that
varies from sparse to dense as described earlier. We report on results averaged
over 20 randomly generated regular expression queries. We first compare the
efficiency of ESearch and OnlyBestXX% to produce paths. We then compare
the precision, recall and fallout of OnlyBestXX% with respect to Relevant Paths,
the top 25% of paths produced by ESearch.

Figure 3 reports on the efficiency of the algorithms in producing paths. The
X-axis reports on the number of iterations, i.e., the number of nodes that were
visited by the algorithm in the build path phase4. The Y-axis reports on the total
number of successful solutions (paths)5 that were generated by the search 6.
4 Note that a node can be visited multiple times by the algorithm, hence the number

of visits (iterations) can exceed the absolute number of nodes in SG.
5 Each point in the graphs is obtained by averaging over 20 queries generated ran-

domly.
6 Recall that we did not consider potential parallelism between the two phases build

path and print path. Hence, we first allow build path to iterate over a given number
of visits, say 500, and then report on the total number of solutions found by visiting
these 500 nodes.
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Figure 3(a) corresponds to a sparse graph. OnlyBest25% is the first to pro-
duce paths, followed by OnlyBest50% and OnlyBest75%, etc. ESearch does
not begin to produce paths until visiting 100+ nodes. Since OnlyBest25% and
OnlyBest50% consider fewer sources, they eventually are not able to produce new
paths. Eventually ESearch produces more paths than all the other algorithms.
Figure 3(b) corresponds to a dense graph. Here it is clear that while ESearch is
slow to produce paths, it quickly outperforms all the other algorithms.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of ESearch and OnlyBestXX% for 20 regular expressions for
a sparse (a) and dense (b) SG

6.3 Precision, Recall, and Fallout of OnlyBestXX% Search

Relevant paths:
We order the paths produced by ESearch based on Target Object Cardinality or
Path Cardinality, respectively. The top 25% are the Relevant Paths. We report
precision, recall and fallout of the OnlyBestXX% algorithms with respect to these
Relevant Paths. These results are for a dense SG.
Precision:
This is the fraction of paths produced by the OnlyBestXX% algorithm that are
Relevant Paths. Precision reflects how much of the work done by the search was
useful in producing Relevant Paths. Since each OnlyBestXX% algorithm pro-
duces a different number of paths, we also plot the absolute number of Relevant
Paths for comparison. Figure 4(a) reports on the precision and Figure 4(b) re-
ports on the number of paths. The number of paths produced increases, as the
heuristic chooses more sources, e.g., OnlyBest90% produces the most number of
relevant paths. However, we see that the precision for the different algorithms
ranges from 0.2 to 0.35. In some cases, the precision increases from OnlyBest25%
to OnlyBest90% but this behavior is not consistent. To explain, OnlyBest25%
and OnlyBest50% choose fewer sources and produce fewer paths. The utility
measure is not perfect at choosing the best sources. Consequently, the impact
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of mispredicting the choice of a good source will have a negative impact on
OnlyBest25% and OnlyBest50%. In contrast, OnlyBest75% and OnlyBest90%
choose more sources and produce more paths. The negative impact of mispre-
dicting a good source is that many paths that are not in Relevant Paths may be
produced.
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Fig. 4. Precision, Recall and Fallout for OnlyBestXX% Search

Recall: This is the fraction of paths that are Relevant Paths and are pro-
duced by an OnlyBestXX% algorithm. This fraction reflects the coverage of
the OnlyBestXX% algorithm with respect to ESearch which produces all Rel-
evant Paths and has a recall of 1.0. Figure 4(c) reports on the recall. As ex-
pected OnlyBest75% and OnlyBest90% have better recall since they produce
more paths. We note that while OnlyBest75% chooses up to 75 % of the match-
ing sources, its recall of Relevant Paths ranges between 0.4 and 0.6 for the two
benefits. This implies that while the utility measure’s choice of the best sources
is reasonable, since the heuristic does not consider all the sources in the path,
there is still some negative impact of misprediction.
Fallout:
The fraction of those paths (75% of ESearch) that are not Relevant Paths and
were not produced by the OnlyBestXX% Algorithm. Fallout corresponds to the
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efficiency in avoiding paths not in Relevant Paths and reflects the impact of
misprediction of the best sources by the utility measure; it is reported in Figure
4(d). A perfect search (ESearch) has a fallout of 1.0. We note that OnlyBest25%
and OnlyBest50% have a high fallout. This implies that when the number of
sources chosen are small, the algorithm did reasonably well in avoiding paths
not in Relevant Paths. For OnlyBest75% and OnlyBest90% the fallout increases.
It is 0.5 for OnlyBest90% and indicates lost effort. This reflects that in the case
where more sources are chosen and more paths are produced, the misprediction
of the utility measure in choosing the best sources can have significant impact.

To summarize, while OnlyBestXX% can produce paths more quickly than
ESearch, there may be potential negative impact when the utility measure mis-
predicts the choice of good sources. This occurs both for Only Best25% and
Only Best50% which choose fewer sources, as well as for Only Best75% and Only
Best90% which choose more sources. In the former case, less paths in Relevant
Paths are produced and in the latter case, more paths that are not in Relevant
Paths may be produced. This motivates that heuristics be developed that can
choose different subpaths to explore at various steps of the search.

7 Summary and Conclusions

We use queries based on regular expressions to characterize the navigational
aspects of scientific exploration. We describe an exhaustive breadth-first search
ESearch based on a determinist finite state automaton (DFA); it runs in poly-
nomial time in the size of the graph when the graph is acyclic. We present
expressions to determine the metadata benefit of a path and rank the paths
produced by ESearch; the top 25% is the set of Relevant Paths.

We then present a heuristic search, OnlyBestXX% Search. It selects a subset
of sources using a utility measure based on image cardinality or link cardinal-
ity, respectively. We compare the precision, recall and fallout of Only BestXX%
Search with respect to the Relevant Paths of ESearch. We show that while the
utility measure is reasonable in choosing good sources, there is a negative im-
pact of misprediction, both for OnlyBest25% and OnlyBest50% that choose few
sources and for OnlyBest75% and OnlyBest90% that choose more sources. This
motivates the need for a Best Subpath First search that continually ranks and
explores the best subpaths with the highest benefit, rather than relying on a
heuristic that only chooses good sources.

In future work, we will test our model to estimate metadata benefits using
statistics from real data sources. We will also define benefits based on criteria
that reflect the schema of the Source Graph and the identity of objects and links
in the Object Graph.
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Abstract. An abundance of biological data sources contain data on
classes of scientific entities, such as genes and sequences. Logical rela-
tionships between scientific objects are implemented as URLs and for-
eign IDs. Query processing typically involves traversing links and paths
(concatenation of links) through these sources. We model the data ob-
jects in these sources and the links between objects as an object graph.
Analogous to database cost models, we use samples and statistics from
the object graph to develop a framework to estimate the result size for
a query on the object graph.

1 Querying Interlinked Sources

An abundance of biological data sources contain data about scientific entities,
such as genes and sequences. Logical relationships between scientific objects are
implemented as links between data sources. Scientists are interested in exploring

OMIM (Gene)

PubMed
(Citation)

(Protein)
Protein

(Sequence)
Nucleotide

Fig. 1. Source graph for
NCBI data sources (and
corresponding scientific en-
tities)

these relationships between scientific objects, e.g.,
genes and bibliographic citations. Consider the
query “Return all citations of PubMed that are
linked to an Omim entry that is related to some
disease or condition.” To answer such queries, bi-
ologists and query engines alike must fully tra-
verse links and paths (informally concatenations
of links) through these sources given some start
object in Omim. Figure 1 illustrates the source
graph for four data sources at the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). A scientist
may choose the Omim source, which contains in-
formation related to human genetic diseases, as a
starting point for her exploration and wish to eventually retrieve citations from
the PubMed source. Starting with a keyword search on a certain disease, she
can explore direct links between genes in Omim and citations in PubMed. She
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can also traverse paths that are implemented using additional intermediate sour-
ces to learn about this relationship. In all, there are five paths (without loops)
starting from Omim and terminating in PubMed. These paths are shown in
Fig. 2.

(P1) Omim → PubMed
(P2) Omim → Nucleotide → PubMed
(P3) Omim → Protein → PubMed
(P4) Omim → Nucleotide → Protein → PubMed
(P5) Omim → Protein → Nucleotide → PubMed

Fig. 2. All five paths from Omim to PubMed through the source graph of Fig. 1

The choice of paths has an impact on the result. For example, traversing a
path via the Protein source might yield less and different citations compared to
a path via the Nucleotide source. This depends on the intermediate sources
and corresponding entity classes that are traversed in a path, the contents of
each source, the contents of each source link, etc.

These properties of paths and their effects are of interest from a number of
perspectives: From a query evaluation viewpoint, one can estimate the cost and
benefit of evaluating a query given some specific sources and paths. A second
perspective that can profit from this work is that of data curation: Adminis-
trators of cross-linked data sources are interested in providing not only correct
data, but also complete and consistent links to related data items in other data
sources. Finally, the properties presented in this paper uncover semantics of the
data sources and links between sources. Consider the five alternative paths in
Fig. 2. Each of these paths yields a different number of distinct objects. Ordering
these paths based on the cardinality of objects in PubMed or comparing the
overlap of objects among these alternate paths correspond to useful semantics
that the researcher can exploit.

In this paper, we develop a model for the source graph while paying attention
to properties of links and paths and properties of alternative links and paths.
These properties of the source graph allow us to estimate properties of the result
graph, i.e., the graph generated as a response to a query against the object
graph. The approach is analogous to database cost models, where statistics of
the database instance are used to predict the result cardinality for a query.

We consider four data sources from NCBI and the statistics of the corre-
sponding object graph. We sample data from these sources to construct some
results graphs, and we validate the accuracy of our framework to estimate the
properties of the result graph. Together with related work in [10], our research
provides a foundation for querying and exploring data sources.

There has been prior research on providing access to life science sources
[2,3,7,14]. Example systems include DiscoveryLink [6], Kleisli and its succes-
sors [1], SRS [4], and Tambis [12]. Recent research in [11] has considered multi-
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ple alternate paths through sources but they have not addressed the properties
of paths. In [8] Kleinberg et al. are interested in distinguishing characteristic
shapes and connectivity in graphs but not in estimating the number of objects
reached, as is our interest.

Properties of links and paths have been studied in the context of XML
document processing in the XSketch project [13]. Given an XML document
and the corresponding graph, the authors consider label-split graphs and back-
wards/forwards bi-similar graphs to obtain a synopsis of the original graph. The
objective is a compact but accurate synopsis. Assuming statistical independence
and uniform distribution, they determine the selectivity for complex path ex-
pressions using such synopses. Like us, they use these synopses in an estimation
framework. Their approach differs from our approach in that we use statistics
such as cardinality and average outdegree from the object graph, rather than
detailed synopses.

2 Definitions

This section describes our model of the world and the data within. For formal
definitions see [9]. In short, a logical graph LG with scientific entities as nodes is
an abstraction (or schema) of the source graph SG with data sources as nodes.
In turn, the object graph OG is an instance of SG. Finally, the result graph
RG is a subset of OG and contains the data objects and links specific to a
particular query. LG, OG, and RG are (somewhat) analogous to the schema,
database instance, and result of a query. For simplicity of notation, we assume
that a source provides data for a single scientific entity class. Thus, in analogy
to databases, a source acts as a table. If a real world source provides data for
more than one class, we model it as an individual source for each of its classes.

The object graph OG represents our model of all the objects and links that we
consider. Each object is an instance of a particular class and each link is between
two objects of different classes. A data object can have multiple outgoing and
incoming links, not all objects have incoming or outgoing object links, and thus
the object graph OG is not necessarily connected. Please note that there may
be many real links in the sources that are not represented in our model, e.g., a
data object could have a link to another data object in the same source.

In related work [10], we have defined a regular expression based query lan-
guage over the entity classes of LG. A regular expression is satisfied by a set of
result paths. Each path is a subset of data objects and object links from OG.
The actual construction of the result graph with a set of real world databases is
described in more detail in Sec. 4. These graphs were used to test our model.

3 Characterizing the Source Graph

To further our goal of supporting queries on life sciences data sources, we intro-
duce our framework of properties of the source graph such as outdegree, result
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cardinality, etc. The framework uses statistics from the object graph OG such
as source cardinality, link cardinality, etc.

Node and Link cardinality. The number of objects stored at a source and their
link structure to other sources are among the most basic metadata to obtain,
either from the administrators of the sources themselves, or by analyzing source
samples. We define node and link cardinality for any graph G (for formal def-
initions, we refer to [9]). Then we apply these definitions to object graphs and
result graphs as defined in the previous section.

We denote the cardinality of source S as cOG(S), and the estimated car-
dinality as cOG

est (S). We denote the number of links (link cardinality) between
sources Si and Sj as lOG(Si,j). A useful derived property is the average number
of outgoing links from data objects, calculated along a path4 p as lout(S

p
i,i+1) =

lOG(Sp
i,i+1)/cOG(Si). The link image of a source is the set of data objects that

are reachable in its implementation. Its cardinality is denoted as lim(Si,j). We
are interested in the size of the link image, because this metadata improves the
accuracy of our estimations. For brevity, we omit the path index p where the
belonging of a source to a path is obvious.

Estimating result cardinality. Let m1 be the number of starting objects found
in source S1. Following a given path p through sources S1, . . . , Sn, we construct
the result path RP and estimate the number of distinct objects reached at the
last source of the path, i.e., the result cardinality. To consider overlap of object
links, we must determine the likely number of distinct objects found in Si, if
randomly choosing m objects from all cOG(Si) objects in Si. The probability
to find exactly x distinct objects when picking m times from a set of cOG(Si)
objects in a source is (see [5])

(
cOG(Si)

x

) · (m−1
m−x

)
(
m+cOG(Si)−1

m

) . (1)

For notational simplicity, we define mi to be the expected number of links
from source Si−1 to Si, i.e., mi := cRP

est (Si−1)·lRP
out (Si−1,i) for i > 1. The expected

number of distinct objects found in a source is the sum of all possible outcomes
x multiplied with their probability from (1):

cRP
est (Si) =

⎧⎨
⎩

m1, if i = 1;∑mi

x=1 x · (lim(Si−1,Si)
x )·(mi−1

mi−x)
(mi+lim(Si−1,Si)−1

mi
) if i > 1.

(2)

In this formula, we must recursively replace the input value mi with the number
of distinct objects found in the previous source along the path. This calculation
makes the simplifying assumption of link independence along a path. Informally,

4 We use path in the usual graph theory sense, i.e., a set of successive directed links
through the object graph.
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we assume that the probability of a link from some object in source Si−1 to an
object o in source Si is independent of the probability of a link from object o in
Si to an object in source Si+1. Future work will examine different dependency
cases among links, such as containment, disjointness, etc.

4 Validating the Framework

We report on an experiment on data sources of the National Center for Biotech-
nology Information (NCBI) to illustrate that querying well-curated sources man-
aged by a single organization may result in different semantics, depending on
the specific link, path, and intermediate sources that are chosen. Our experiment
was limited to the source graph described in Fig. 1. Data was sampled from each
of the sources to construct several results graphs RG. Validation involved com-
paring measured values of the RGs with our estimates.

Creating Samples and Measurements. The methodology to create sample result
graphs corresponds to retrieving bibliographical references from PubMed that
are linked to genes relevant to a given disease or medical condition. We fully
explore all links and paths that exist between objects in the four sources, given
the start set of objects in Omim. The study focused on three medical conditions:
cancer, aging, and diabetes. A list of relevant keywords for each condition was
used to retrieve relevant genes from Omim. These genes constitute the starting
set of objects. We created 12 result graphs, 4 for each of the conditions. Each
result graph contains a collection of 140 to 150 Omim records and usually many
more objects from the other sources.

Figure 3 (left) shows the results of one such experiment for the condition ag-
ing, starting with 141 Omim records along with the measured values for different
paths through the result graph. Each edge label shows the link cardinality and
each node label shows the number of distinct objects found by following those
links (node cardinality).
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Fig. 3. The result graph from experiments on aging (left) and calculation (right)
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Estimations. As an input to our formulas, we obtained statistics on the object
graph OG for February 2003 from NCBI. These statistics include node cardi-
nality for each of the sources and link cardinality for any pair of sources. The
statistics were input to Formula (2) to estimate the number of distinct objects
found at each node. Figure 3 (right) shows the results of these calculations. The
number of Omim entries (141) in the start node was chosen to exactly correspond
to the result graph RG of Fig. 3 (left). The node labels on the right give the
estimated number of distinct objects encountered along a path and edge labels
give the estimated number of links.

Comparison. We now compare the measurements and estimations of the in
Fig. 3. To understand the discrepancies, consider Tab. 1. For each link in the
five paths, we report the number of measured links (LinkMeas), the number of
estimated links (LinkEst), and the error in estimation as the ratio of estimation
and measurement (LinkEst/LinkMeas).

ERROR = ERROR =
Link LinkMeas LinkEst LinkEst/LinkMeas ObjMeas ObjEst ObjEst/ObjMeas

Om-Pu 6,216 862 0.139 6,099 852 0.140
Om-Nu 2,160 2,514 1.164 2,119 2,464 1.163
Om-Pr 1,651 1,776 1.076 1,590 1,730 1.088

(Om-)Nu-Pu 4,495 612 0.136 1,665 609 0.366
(Om-)Pr-Pu 6,215 1,333 0.214 2,916 1,322 0.453
(Om-)Nu-Pr 1,652 235 0.142 1,342 235 0.175
(Om-)Pr-Nu 1,779 1,441 0.810 1,394 1,439 1.032

(Om-Nu-)Pr-Pu 3517 181 0.051 1,538 180 0.117
(Om-Pr-)Nu-Pu 3,675 357 0.097 1,570 356 0.227

Table 1. Fractional error in estimation for “aging”

For those links where the error fraction for both links and objects is close
to 1.0 (low error), what appears common is that the number of distinct objects
is in the same range as the number of links. The independence assumption for
links (objects) of our model appears to be upheld here. However, for the rest of
the links (objects) where the error fraction is close to 0.0 (high error) indicates
that the assumption of an uniform distribution with independence among links
(objects) is not supported.

5 Training and Testing

Having twelve result graphs RG, one for each set of OMIM starting objects, we
enhanced our estimations using a training and testing technique. That is, we used
all but one of the result graphs to gain insight into expected path cardinalities
given certain input parameters (training). The single remaining result graph
served as the test data set. Through this training, we are able to overcome the
independence assumption made in Sec. 3 for result cardinality estimation.
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Model for Training. For result graphs RG we present some additional nota-
tion and an expression for our estimation. For formal definitions, please see [9].
Link participation lRG

par(Si,j) is the number of objects in Si in RG having at
least one outgoing link to an object in Sj . Link outdegree in RG using par-
ticipation (instead of the entire set of object in Si) is denoted lRG′

out (Si,j) and
describes the average number of links of each data object in Si in RG point-
ing to an object of source Sj in RG. Along a path p in RG, average outdegree
based on participation is calculated as lRG′

out (Si,i+1) = lRG
out (Si,i+1)/lRG

par(Si,i+1).
To overcome the independence assumption made earlier, we define the path
dependence factor pdf capturing the statistics from the RGs of an object in
Si having both an inlink from Si−1 and an outlink to an object in Si+1:
pdf(Si) := lRG

par(Si,i+1)/lRG
im (Si−1,i). We further define the duplication factor df

to capture the statistics from the RG of two links from Si pointing to the same
object in Si+1: df(Si,i+1) := lRG

im (Si,i+1)/lRG
out (Si,i+1).

Estimating result cardinality. Following a given path p through sources
S1, . . . , Sn, we construct the result path RP . Let m1 be the number of partic-
ipating objects found in source S1. Using pdf(Si) and average outdegree based
on participation lRG2

out (Si,i+1), we can estimate the object cardinality as follows:

cRP
est (Sk) = m1 · lRG′

out (S1,2) · df(S1,2)

·Πi=2,...,k−1

[
pdf(Si) · lRG′

out (Si,i+1) · df(Si,i+1)
]
, k > 2 (3)

Validating the Model. For each of the 12 sampled object graphs (see Sec. 4),
statistics, such as path dependence factor, duplication factor, average outdegree,
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Fig. 4. The result graph from pre-
dictions on aging1

etc., were calculated. We then chose one
object graph, namely aging1, to make
predictions on by using the average value
taken over the remaining 11 objects
graphs. For aging1, the average was cal-
culated over aging2 through diabetes4.
The result graph for aging1 is shown in
Fig. 4.

The predictions are compared with the
values from experiments and the results
are shown in Tab. 2. The table is similar
to Tab. 1, where we tabulate errors in es-
timation assuming independence of links.
Three of the links (Om-Nu-Pu, Om-Nu-Pr,
and Om-Nu-Pr-Pu) have good predictions,
five of them have a moderate prediction, and the only poor prediction is for the
link Om-Pu.
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“aging1” ERROR = ERROR =
Link LinkMeas LinkEst LinkEst/LinkMeas ObjMeas ObjEst ObjEst/ObjMeas

Om-Pu 6,216 1,968 0.317 6,099 1,897 0.311
Om-Nu 2,160 1,783 0.825 2,119 1,634 0.771
Om-Pr 1,651 1,466 0.888 1,590 1,333 0.838

(Om-)Nu-Pu 4,495 4073 0.906 1,665 1730 1.039
(Om-)Pr-Pu 6,215 5,130 0.825 2,916 2,128 0.730
(Om-)Nu-Pr 1,652 1509 0.913 1,342 1241 0.925
(Om-)Pr-Nu 1,779 1,488 0.836 1,394 1,183 0.849

(Om-Nu-)Pr-Pu 3517 4268 1.214 1,538 1770 1.151
(Om-Pr-)Nu-Pu 3,675 2,935 0.799 1,570 1,246 0.794

Table 2. Fractional errors in prediction for aging1

6 Conclusions

The presented research is only a starting point of understanding Web-based life
sciences sources and their relationships with one another. Future work concen-
trates both on the extension and generalization of the set of properties and on
the usage of the presented properties for different scenarios. Additionally, we
plan to extend our model by allowing other distributions of links (stored as his-
tograms), by including multiple sources for individual scientific entities, and by
considering more complex link structures, including cycles and loops. Together
with results presented in [10], this application area promises biologists the abil-
ity to efficiently and effectively query interlinked data sources, such as those at
NCBI.
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from XML to FDM Database
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SE-412 96 Göteborg, Sweden

Abstract. This paper describes our experience with the first steps to-
wards integrating pathway and protein interaction data with other data
sets within the framework of a federated database system based on the
functional data model. We have made use of DTD and XML files pro-
duced by the BIND project. The DTD provides a specification for infor-
mation about biomolecular interactions, complexes and pathways, and
can be translated semi-automatically to a database schema. The load
utility uses metadata derived from this schema to help identify data
items of interest when recursively traversing a Prolog tree structure rep-
resenting the XML data. We also show how derived functions can be
used to make explicit those relationships that are present in data sets
but which are not fully described in DTD files.

1 Introduction

In recent years there has been a rapid expansion in the quantity and variety
of biological data available to researchers. These include data on protein and
genome sequences and structure, gene and protein expression, molecular inter-
actions and biological pathways. Scientists’ ability to use these data resources
effectively to explore hypotheses in silico is enhanced if it is easy to ask precise
and complex questions that span across several different kinds of data resources
in order to find the answer. In our earlier work we have built a federated system
in which queries requiring data values from distributed heterogeneous data re-
sources are processed by a prototype program called the P/FDM Mediator [8],
which is based on the P/FDM object database system [6]. Tasks performed by
the P/FDM Mediator include determining which external databases are relevant
in answering users’ queries, dividing queries into parts that will be sent to differ-
ent external databases, translating these subqueries into the language(s) of the
external databases, and combining the results for presentation.

A first step in adding a new data resource to our federation is to describe
the contents of the new data resource using the functional data model (FDM)
[10], which is an example of a semantic data model. Data resources including
SRS [5] and ACEDB [4] have been mapped in this way in earlier work. Once
this has been done code generators within the P/FDM mediator can produce
ad hoc queries in the query language used by these systems and these can be
dispatched to the remote systems for execution.

E. Rahm (Ed.): DILS 2004, LNBI 2994, pp. 212–219, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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Since there wasn’t an existing pathway resource to which ad hoc queries
could be submitted we undertook to load data from XML files provided by
another project into a database management system which could ultimately
be used as a data resource within a federated system. We decided to use the
P/FDM database for storing pathway and interaction data in preference to a
database based on the relational model. This was because the XML files are “non-
relational”, for example these may contain examples of multi-valued attributes
and relationships which can be modelled directly using the FDM, but which
require a more complex mapping if using the relational model. Further, given
the graph structure of interaction networks and the hierarchical part-subpart
structure of biomolecular complexes we anticipated being able to benefit from
the ability to express recursive queries in Daplex, the FDM’s data definition
language and query language, against these naturally recursive structures in the
data.

In Section 2 we briefly describe some of the candidate pathway data resources
that we considered using in this work, and the reasons why BIND was selected.
We describe how we generated a functional data model schema from BIND’s
DTD and how XML files containing pathways, interactions and biomolecular
complexes were loaded into the P/FDM database management system in Section
3. In Section 4 we show how the resulting database is queried. Finally, we reflect
on our experience in this project, and the lessons that can be learned in designing
a data exchange format for pathway and interaction data.

2 Biological Pathway and Interaction Data Sources

Several data resources with information on biological pathways and interac-
tions are under development. These include BIND [2], KEGG [7], MIPS [9]
and BioPAX1. These differ in the quantity and variety of data available, the file
formats used for data distribution, the design of their metadata, and their state
of development.

The BIND project [2, 1] has produced a data specification for information
about biomolecular interactions, complexes and pathways. This specification was
initially defined in ASN.1 [3]. However, tools provided by NCBI have been used
to transform this description into an XML DTD2. Similarly, data files conforming
to the ASN.1 specification have been transformed systematically into XML. Both
ASN.1 and XML versions of data files are available from the BIND web site.

KEGG [7] is another biochemical pathway resource. Data from this project
are available in KGML (KEGG Markup Language) format and, recently, in
XML. However, XML tags have been designed differently in BIND and KEGG.
In KEGG the focus is on the graphical presentation of pathway diagrams and
the XML tags include layout and presentation elements, whereas in BIND the
XML tags relate more directly to biological concepts. BIND and KEGG also use
different conventions for naming attributes in their XML DTDs.
1 http://www.biopax.org/
2 http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/IEB/ToolBox/XML/ncbixml.txt
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The MIPS Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database [9] includes detailed data
on protein-protein interactions, pathways and complexes in yeast. However, this
resource does not currently provide data in an XML format, and the project web
site does not include a description of the resource’s metadata.

The Biological Pathways Exchange project (BioPAX) aims to produce a com-
mon exchange format for biological pathway data. That project uses frame-like
structures with classes and slots for describing pathways. This relatively new
project is at the draft release stage, and no data are currently available in this
format.

We decided to use data from BIND in our work since this is available in an
XML format, and is accompanied by a description in XML DTD that defines tags
that are based on biological concepts. Further, since the DTD file is generated
in a systematic way from an ASN.1 specification, the entity and attribute names
have a consistent form.

3 Implementing an FDM Database from BIND’s DTD
and XML Files

Our implementation consists of two main software components: (i) a Perl pro-
gram that reads BIND XML DTD and produces Daplex data definition state-
ments, and (ii) an XML load utility that can load data from XML data files into
the P/FDM database.

First we shall consider the task of producing the Daplex schema. Entity types
can be recognised as those elements defined the DTD file that have names that do
not contain an underscore character and have at least one non-optional attribute.
There are two entity types in the extract from the BIND DTD in Figure 1:
BIND-Interaction and BIND-object. Scalar attributes and relationships are also
identified from the DTD file. Daplex data definition statements generated for this
DTD fragment are shown in Figure 2, and these are compiled by the P/FDM
system into metadata that are stored in the database.

A serious difficulty when trying to produce a database schema automatically
from a DTD file is that the DTD does not contain information about which
attributes constitute the keys of the entity classes. We anticipated having to
specify these manually, however for many classes a satisfactory candidate key
can be formed by taking the union of all non-optional attributes and relationships
defined on that class in the DTD. In some cases (including BIND Interaction)
this simple approach produces a super-key from which we have to remove at-
tributes and relationships to form a candidate key. For some others (including
BIND object) the set of non-optional attributes and relationships is insufficient
to uniquely identify instances of the class and so one or more optional attributes
need to be added to form a candidate key. In one case it was necessary to remove
a non-optional relationship and add one optional attribute to form a candidate
key. However, for the majority of cases this simple approach yielded a satisfac-
tory key automatically and fewer than ten keys definitions had to be adjusted
by hand.
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<!ELEMENT BIND-Interaction (

BIND-Interaction_iid ,

BIND-Interaction_a ,

BIND-Interaction_b ,

BIND-Interaction_priv? )>

<!ELEMENT BIND-Interaction_iid ( Interaction-id )>

<!ELEMENT BIND-Interaction_a ( BIND-object )>

<!ELEMENT BIND-Interaction_b ( BIND-object )>

<!ELEMENT BIND-Interaction_priv %BOOLEAN; >

<!ATTLIST BIND-Interaction_priv value ( true | false ) "false" >

<!ELEMENT Interaction-id ( %INTEGER; )>

<!ELEMENT BIND-object (

BIND-object_short-label ,

BIND-object_descr? ,

BIND-object_user-id? )>

<!ELEMENT BIND-object_short-label ( #PCDATA )>

<!ELEMENT BIND-object_descr ( #PCDATA )>

<!ELEMENT BIND-object_user-id ( %INTEGER; )>

Fig. 1. An extract from BIND’s DTD. Several elements have been omitted to
make the figure concise, while still illustrating features described in the text.

declare BIND_Interaction ->> entity

declare BIND_object ->> entity

declare iid(BIND_Interaction) -> integer

declare a(BIND_Interaction) -> BIND_object

declare b(BIND_Interaction) -> BIND_object

declare priv(BIND_Interaction) -> boolean

declare short_label(BIND_object) -> string

declare descr(BIND_object) -> string

declare user_id(BIND_object) -> integer

key_of BIND_Interaction is iid

key_of BIND_object is short_label, descr

Fig. 2. Daplex data definition statements generated from the DTD fragment
shown in Figure 1.
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<BIND_Interaction>

<BIND_Interaction-iid>

<Interaction_id>118</Interaction_id>

</BIND_Interaction-iid>

<BIND_Interaction-a>

<BIND_object>

<BIND_object-short_label>EGF_EGFR complex</BIND_object-short_label>

<BIND_object-descr>Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) bound to Epidermal

Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)</BIND_object-descr>

<BIND_object-user_id>0</BIND_object-user_id>

</BIND_object>

</BIND_Interaction-a>

<BIND_Interaction-priv value=""false""/>

</BIND_Interaction>

Fig. 3. An extract from the BIND XML data file for interaction number 118.

The XML load utility has been implemented in Prolog — the language in
which most of the P/FDM database management system is written. Figure 3
illustrates the structure of data in a BIND XML file. An XML document can be
parsed and compiled into a nested Prolog term structure which has the same tree
structure as the original XML document. The XML load utility then recursively
traverses this tree to find data items that will be loaded into the database. This
program first identifies the type of the top-level element in the XML file (near the
root of the tree), and retrieves the metadata entry for this type from the P/FDM
database. The names of the key attributes for this type are extracted from the
metadata entry, and the Prolog program then searches through the tree to find
values for these attributes. If values can be found for all of these then a new entity
instance is created using the P/FDM update predicate newentity. The first two
arguments in the call to newentity are the entity type name and a list of values
for the key attributes. The third argument becomes instantiated to the internal
identifier of the entity instance created by the call (e.g. BIND Interaction(10) in
the first call in Figure 4).

The XML load utility then proceeds to look for values for any other attributes
and relationships defined on this type. When values are found these are added to
the database using the P/FDM update predicate addfnval (add function value),
which takes the attribute name, the internal identifier of the entity instance and
the value of the attribute as its three arguments.

When a relationship is present in the XML data file the load utility must use
addfnval giving the internal identifier of the related entity instance as the value
of the relationship function. If this entity instance is already in the database
then this function value can be added immediately. Otherwise, it is necessary
to create the related entity instance and add it to the database first, before
the relationship function is added. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4,
where the BIND object with the key components “EGF EGFR complex” and
“Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) bound to Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor
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newentity(’BIND_Interaction’, [118], ’BIND_Interaction’(10)),

newentity(’BIND_object’, [’EGF_EGFR complex’,’Epidermal Growth Factor(EGF)

bound to Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)’], ’BIND_object’(18)),

addfnval(user_id, [’BIND_object’(18)], 0),

addfnval(a, [’BIND_Interaction’(10)], ’BIND_object’(18)),

addfnval(priv, [’BIND_Interaction’(10)], false)

Fig. 4. Instantiated Prolog update goals corresponding to the XML data in
Figure 3.

(EGFR)” has to be created before a value for relationship functiona is added to
the database.

We have loaded into P/FDM all BIND pathways that were available in an
XML format, together with all related BIND objects and BIND interactions. The
XML load utility does not attempt to load all of the data items contained in the
original XML documents. Rather, it searches only for data items corresponding
to attributes and relationships declared in the schema. Any other data items or
elements in the XML data are ignored by the load utility.

4 Querying the Database

The definitions of several derived relationship functions are shown in Figure 5.
It is useful to be able to define such functions so that implicit relationships in
the database can be made explicit. For example, the BIND Interactions that are
related to a BIND Molecular Complex are represented in the XML version as
a list of integers that correspond to interaction identifiers, implicitly defining a
multi-valued relationship between BIND Molecular Complexes and BIND Inter-
actions. The function definition for complex interactions in Figure 5 makes this
relationship explicit. Function all complex subcomplexes is a recursive function
that finds all BIND Molecular Complexes that are part of other BIND Molecular
Complexes. This function is used in the Daplex query in Figure 5.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Providing data in an XML format, even when accompanied by a DTD, is not
sufficient to ensure that it will be easy to import these data automatically into
a database management system. To facilitate this, it is important that the XML
tags are well designed. The systematic naming of DTD elements in BIND is
very useful for this purpose. However, it would be helpful if key attributes were
declared explicitly in the DTD.

While we have been able to capture most of the information present in the
DTD files, we have not been able to capture it all. In particular, we do not
map those attributes whose value might be one of several different types since a
function in P/FDM must return values of a single type.
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Daplex function definitions:

define interaction_objects(i in BIND_Interaction)

->> BIND_object

{a(i), b(i)};

define complex_interactions(c in BIND_Molecular_Complex)

->> BIND_Interaction

i in BIND_Interaction such that iid(i) in interaction_list(c);

define complex_objects(c in BIND_Molecular_Complex)

->> BIND_object

interaction_objects(complex_interactions(c));

define complex_subcomplexes(c in BIND_Molecular_Complex)

->> BIND_Molecular_Complex

s in BIND_Molecular_Complex such that

descr(s) in short_label(complex_objects(c));

define all_complex_subcomplexes(c in BIND_Molecular_Complex)

->> BIND_Molecular_Complex

( complex_subcomplexes(c)

union

all_complex_subcomplexes(complex_subcomplexes(c)) );

Daplex query:

for each c in BIND_Molecular_Complex

for each s in all_complex_subcomplexes(c)

print(mcid(c), descr(c), mcid(s), descr(s));

Query results:

12971 (EGF EGFR) dimer complex bound toATP 12970 (EGF EGFR) dimer complex
12971 (EGF EGFR) dimer complex bound toATP 12966 EGF EGFR complex
12970 (EGF EGFR) dimer complex 12966 EGF EGFR complex

Fig. 5. Function definitions and a query.

Derived functions in the functional data model, such as those shown in Figure
5, can make explicit those relationships that are present but which are not fully
described in a DTD file. These functions make it more convenient to express
queries involving related objects.
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The XML load utility is general, and it should be possible to use this with
other XML data sets. The Perl program, however, is specific to the style of DTD
files produced by the NCBI tools and would have to be modified before it can
be used with other DTDs.

The work described in this paper demonstrates that a database schema can
be produced from an XML DTD file with only a little manual intervention, and
data from XML files can then be loaded into a database management system
within which it can be explored using an ad hoc query language. This represents
a useful first step towards integrating pathway and protein interaction data with
other data stored in the P/FDM database management system, or with other
data sets accessible within a federated architecture in which a P/FDM database
is a constituent data resource.
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